Peter Spence Private Letter Book No. 2

	This is actually the "Peter Spence & Sons" Private Letter Book No.2. The Partnership Agreement between Peter Spence and his sons (Frank & David) was signed on 24th May 1883, six weeks before Peter Spence's death on 5th July.

PSL2/  1a		 [pencil note - "To J D Spence   ? Nov/82"]
My Dear Sir, 
	Your letter has been in my pocket for the first opportunity to answer, but now in addition to all our own business I am almost constantly engaged as one of the promoters of our great Ship Canal.
	Your new scheme is much cleaner than the former one and theoretically seems to have as you say a good margin for profit.  Several things however must be looked at from a purely mercantile point of view - for sulphur you could not calculate on netting more than £5 per ton expenses of transit & sale will swallow up the rest, at present you could barely net so much as brimstone is low. To recover your say 3½ cwt S in the Gypsum you must reuse 5 cwt of your finished article and in all such processes there is an actual loss.
	Then you obtain all your added sulphur as SO2 and this you will probably get, but will you get off all the S from your sulphide of Calcium as S H, I doubt it much, have you any accurate experiments proving this.
	Then can you regulate the flow of your H.S & S.O2 so that the one will exactly meet & decompose the other, and is there not an imperfect decomposition even when that mixture is affected, my impression is that Mr MacDougal and probably others founded processes upon this decomposition & found it to work imperfectly, but this is only an impression.
	Again can you sell all your lime at 12/-  per ton, I doubt it, unless you produced in the midst of a first rate market and this implies the transport of your gypsum which would be fatal, as you require 6 tons of that for one ton of sulphur and three tons of it for one ton of lime. You would require to work it at the pit from whence it was digged.
	You must also have coals for heating your retorts and producing your steam and as it will require a red heat or nearly to decompose your SO4 and evolve the SO2 from the gypsum a considerable amount of fuel will be needful and I am afraid the coal & gypsum are not near neighbours. Besides the gypsum is in large masses and must be powdered or more probably would have to be made into plaster of paris & thus freed from its water of crystalisation before mixing with your brimstone and this would increase the fuel & manipulation.
	I am sorry to have to suggest all these considerations but these are just the matters I always consider on anything new suggested in my own laboratory and many a scheme that appears all right to my very able chemist Mr Esilman I have quietly to bury under its load of manipulations.
	This scheme of yours looks well and might work out cleanly and profitably if the difficulties I suggest can be overcome and I dont like to condemn it but must leave it to enable you to master all the theoretical difficulties before you need meet them as actual ones.   [written by P.S.  -  not signed]

PSL2/  3		 20th September 1882		E Smith Esq, Gas Offices, Old Square, B'ham
Dear Sir, 		Private  
	I write now to suggest that, if agreeable to the Gas Committee, it might be the best course for me to meet them and discuss personally the matter of my proposal. Meantime I enclose as desired by you the proposed schedule - the figures of which have been obtained by addition of 5% to the present prices.
	I would add that if you take the payments for liquor for the twelve months ending June 30 and add 5% to them you will find the amount of the increase to be not very much short of £2000.
	As your production increases year by year the amount yielded by the 5% would increase with it which would not be the case if the suggested fixed increase of £2000 were adopted.
Yours faithfully for Peter Spence  Frank Spence

PSL2/  5		 2nd October 1882		S B Low Esq
Dear Sir, 
	The sale of the Goole works was completed early in August and the money for paying all the claims of creditors is in the Bank of England waiting the Authority of the Court to pay it.
	The £17,065 which is to be distributed among the shareholders pro rata (excluding myself) is lying in my bank in the joint names of the Liquidator and myself.
	This has waited the advertisement of any claims that might be made against the company - the time for these expired on Saturday last the 30th. there may be claims but I have not heard from the Liquidator if there are any. if not the money will be distributed at an early day of which no doubt you will hear.
	Hoping your health is much improved I am Dear Sir
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL2/  7		 4th October 1882		E Smith Esq
Dear Sir, 
	Although your Committee fully understand the object to be gained by the proposed changes there can be no harm in my tabulating them so as to make them visible at a glance. You now pay 9d per 100 galls for carriage from Swan Lane to our works, we pay 1/-  additionally this amounts to £800 per ann lost. Mr C will have to pay at least an equal rate from Windsor St, or £1350, total £2150 entirely lost.
	Say that you deliver Swan Lane at his works he would save £950 per annum and you would save over £300 on Swan Lane carriage but you would also at once get 5% more on Windsor St liquor or say 27,000,000 galls at £6 average per thousand £16,200 @ 5% = £810 equal to £4860 on his remaining contract and in addition the 5% on the 3¾ years of our contract minus Swan Lane which would be deducted. In all your gain would be about £10,000. Mr C would have his liquor supply secured at a lower figure and I should secure long term at a smaller rate of profit.
	You may make what use of this you see proper.
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL2/  9		 6th October 1882		J Murphy Esq
My dear friend, 
	I am glad to see your hale and hearty letter which shews your health and nervous vigour are all right. I saw Mr Storey the other night, he told me the work is going on grandly in Scotland.
	It will need all the power of all of you with the aid of the good Spirit of the Lord & Master to put out the Devil of whiskey out of Scotland, but God speed to you in the good work. when are we to arrange for our campaign here. Storey thinks we ought to have it before Mudie & Sankey make their entry in March next, as if it is to be done we had better look to the beginning of Feby next as the most likely time. The old Teetotalers speak of naming Mr Booth in the end of next January but Storey suspects he wont come as like the apostle Peter he will not enter upon another mans labours. this is the charitable view of his peculiarity.
	What do you say - give our kind love to your daughter your son and grandson. Mrs S, Frank and all join me 
Yours very sincerely Peter Spence

PSL2/ 11		 18th December 1882		N C Goodyear Esq
Dear Sir, 
	I have so many calls upon me and as my fund depends entirely upon my success in business and the annual sum of my profits I avoid putting down prospectively large sums I might in some cases be unable to meet. This with the fact of the memo in my auditary book that it was a promise for two years make it plain to me that whatever Mr Spence & Mr Scotts impressions were mine are not in accordance therewith. I cannot therefore act on these impressions. my mode of action is that when my sum annual balance is made I debit my donation a/c with 10% of all my income from whatever source.
	At this moment I have overseen my last half years sum and am really now giving on the faith that I shall shew a profit for the current half year. If this turns out well I will compromise the matter so far as to give you £10 more but this must leave me at full liberty for the future.
Very truly yours Peter Spence

PSL2/ 13		 2nd January 1883		Rich'd Roberts Esq
My dear Sir, 
	Need I say how heartily we reciprocate your wishes for a good and happy New Year!  Our offer for Goole Works of an annual payment over ten years was discounted into a present one of £17,065 in addition to which we took the mortgage, interest to creditors and current liabilities upon our shoulders.
	The money was paid over to Adamson and lies in the Bank of England and J Berger Spence's preposterous claim of £13,500 is disposed of.
	That matter is progressing and would have been out of hand ere this had not the Liquidator's Lawyer a serious interest in spinning out the business.
	Adamson should have circulated yourself and every other shareholder a full statement of the arrangement.
Very truly yours   Frank Spence

PSL2/ 14		 24th January 1883		A M Chance Esq
Dear Sir, 
	We find that on entry into the particulars of our present position as to liquor (which we were not prepared with at our meeting) that some decided modifications to your propositions will have to be made. We are now getting at the rate of 1,400,000 galls liquor from outside places if we give up these and West Bromwich which last year was between 10 and 1,200,000 galls we shall give you nearly 2,600,000 and only secure in return 2,500,000. If your plan were to be carried out we should have to give you an additional 300 to 400,000 to make up the deficiency of the West Bromwich works so that we should actually give 2,900,000 and only receive 2,100,000 to 2,200,000.
	This of course we cannot do, and the only alternative we can see practicable is that you take West Bromwich for what it is worth at the price that we now pay we returning you the 9d per 1000 galls we receive from the Gas Com for carriage till the end of your lease.
	You would then deliver us at our works (or pay for the carriage) all of the liquor produced till the end of your contract at the Windsor St works the price to be what you pay by your schedule. By this proposal you would at once receive as much liquor as you part with. You get the 9d on all the West Bromwich liquor you save more than half (should suppose) of the carriage you now pay on Windsor St liquor and you get rid of us as opponents. our gain is the mere chance of more liquor from Windsor St and the small sum that it is cheaper than our present cost & that is all and we are afraid you get the lion's share of the advantages we giving up all chance of outside extension.  P.S.& Co.

PSL2/ 16		 3rd May 1883		A M Chance Esq, Oldbury
Dear Sir, 
	I find there is one point for which you have not provided in your draft which is of so much importance that it will be necessary for us to come to an agreement upon it at once.
	Your schedule says "If prices go higher or lower the prices to be paid are to be adjusted accordingly to this scale." The scale however not being a regular gradation of prices but a series of erratic scales with dislocations thrown in here and there with the object of bringing it right, it is of all importance for me to know what is your agreement with the Gas Committee with regard to the wrenches to be inserted for lines below £16 to £16-10/-  in case the market price of sulphate falls steadily below that figure - a by no means improbable event in view of the recent developments in the economy of coke and blast furnace working and having regard to the greatly increased production of nitrate of soda.
	You will see clearly what I mean when I say that if the lowest sliding scale only were to rule the prices, without one or more rectifications, it would when a market price of £10 to £10-10/-  for sulphate had been reached more than wipe out all the profit. I do not say that exactly 2350 galls of 10 to 11 oz liquor is the proper quantity for a ton of sulphate, or that £4-10/-  per ton over and above the price of the liquor would cover all mercantile and fixed expenses, but taking these figures as sufficiently correct for a rough calculation then : -  Market price of sulphate £10 to £10-10/-   2350 galls of 10 to 11 oz liquor @ 52/6 per 1000 (82/6 less 12 gradations @ 2/6 = 30/- ) £6-3-4  Mercantile & fixed expenses  4-10-0 = £10-13-4 less market price 10-5-0 = Loss 8/4.  Of course I do not dream of entering nor will you expect me with my eyes open to enter such a gulf as this. If therefore you have no definite understanding with the Gas Committee as to the neutralisation of this loss we see no other escape from it but to go upon our own schedule for both Windsor St and West Bromwich. In that case I would require an allowance for the carriage from Windsor St which is 9d per ton but for which, taking all the figures in your present schedule, you would on the average have more than a full equivalent in the higher prices you would get from us for the Windsor St liquor over the schedule prices paid by yourself.
	You would of course benefit by the whole of the saving in carriage you would derive from the removal of West Bromwich instead of Windsor St plus the allowance made by the Corporation.
	I dont expect that prices will go down much below the figures of your present schedule but if they do it incurs certain loss to the contractor and I of course consider you and not I should run all the risk of your own schedule.
	If, on the other hand, prices go up I shall still be left with a fair profit but you will get the far greater benefit to be delivered at that level from your schedule figures.
	My own gain will be limited purely to extension of quantity from the Corporation balanced by my giving up all hope of extension from outside.
	I shall be glad to hear from you at your earliest convenience upon the matter.  I am preparing copy of our contract for you as promised and hope to be able to send it you tomorrow when no doubt it will cross the promised copy of yours.
Dear Sir Yours very truly Peter Spence
	P.S. Mr Smith fixes price of sulphate for April @ £17-10/-  to £18. This seems a very high price. Do you think the higher prices at the beginning of the month would warrant such an average for the whole of the month?

PSL2/ 18		 10th May 1883		A M Chance Esq, Oldbury
Dear Sir, 
	We would have written you earlier in reply to your letter of the 7th inst but having in view the serious loss which will have to be encountered with a falling market in the case of your schedule if construed in the way we think probable (and in the case of ours with a still lower market price) we have been turning over the question of a practical remedy for the evil.  The problem is a complicated one but we think we see our way to a definitive solution of its difficulties. We hope to write you again very shortly and meantime remain 
Yours faithfully Frank Spence

PSL2/ 19		 17th May 1883		The Secretary, Dudley Gas Co.
Dear Sir, 
	As our contract with your Co. for ammonia water expires on July 10th we would be glad to know whether you are prepared to entertain offers on the now generally adopted principle of the sliding scale i.e. a price per ton or per 1000 gallons of ammonia water (the latter is the simpler mode) varying with the market price of sulphate of ammonia (containing 24 per cent of ammonia) delivered free on board Hull. (It is in most cases being worked by "Wills' test" which gives the real per centage of ammonia. Twaddells hydrometer it is well known does not.)
	As you are aware the price realised by gas Companies must in the long run follow more or less roughly the market price of sulphate. Any Company therefore which adopts the sliding scale really sacrifices nothing by doing so, but on the contrary by freeing its contractors from all risk of market enables them to calculate the margin of manufacturing and profit to the greatest nicety and thus to offer the highest practicable price for the liquor.
	Where on the other hand the sliding scale is not adopted, contractors require a much larger margin to cover this risk of market; and if they are induced by the excessive competition which has sprung up of late to cut down that margin imprudently, they may by any considerable change in the market price find themselves working at a loss and unable to pay their creditors.
	We have given a good deal of attention to this important question and are decidedly of opinion that the best interests of both parties are ensured by the adoption of the sliding scale.
	We shall be glad to hear from you upon the point at your convenience and we remain Dear Sir Faithfully yours for Peter Spence & Co  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 20		 15th May 1883		Edwin Smith Esq
My dear Sir, 			Private  
	We are just about to conclude a mutual arrangement with Messrs Chance with regard to the Windsor St and West Bromwich liquor, but a scheme has occurred to myself at the last moment which would not only be distinctly better for ourselves but also of very great advantage to the Corporation.
	It is this : -   
	(a) The price of the Windsor St liquor to be at once advanced to that of ours, our schedule however to be equalized i.e. altered to a true sliding scale for all liquor (Saltley, Adderley St and Windsor St).  
	(b)  The Windsor St contract to be extended 2½ years viz from 29 Sept/88 to 31 Mch/91 the date of the termination of our Saltley and Adderley St contracts.  
	(c)  The Windsor St contract to be transferred from Messrs Chance to us.  
	(d)  The Corporation to lay a pipe from Windsor St to Nechells at their own cost.  
	(e)  The Corporation to make no charge for rent of existing pipes to Nechells until 31 Mch/91. 
	(f)  The West Bromwich contract to be transferred (and on the basis of the equalized schedule) from us to Messrs Chance.  
	(g)  The Corporation to deliver the W.B. liquor to Oldbury.  
	(h)  The allowance of 9/-  per 1000 galls now made to us by the Corporation for carriage from W.B. to Nechells to be withdrawn.
	The proposal would work out as follows - During the 5¼ years of Messrs C's present contract the Corporation would gain from the average difference in price betwixt their schedule and ours 2,500,000 galls @ 6/6 per 1000 = £812-10/-  per annum (with of course all additional gain due to the increase) or £4265-12-6 over the whole period.
	The Corporation would also gain during the 7¾ years of our W.B. contract (carriage of 1,100,000 galls @ 9/-  per 1000) £495 per annum or over the whole period £2598-10/- . (N.B. The last 2½ years are not included so the Corporation will have so great an inducement to give us the Windsor St liquor in exchange for that of W.B. that it may be taken as certain they will avail themselves of the proviso in our contract enabling them to do so.)
	The gross gain to the Corporation would therefore be (£4265-12-6 + £2598-15/-  =) £6864-7-6.  Against this they would have to pay out or lose : - 
	(1) For carriage from W.B. to Oldbury (1,100,000 galls @ 4/-  per 1000 ) £220 per annum, or, over 7¾ years, £1705. 
	(2)  For cost of new pipes to Nechells (Int and depreciation on £1100 for 7¾ years @ say 7½ per cent =) £639-7-6.
	(3)  For rent of existing pipes not to be charged (£75 per annum for 7¾ years) £581-5/- .
	Or, in all, £2925-12-6 which deducted from £6864-7-6, gives a total nett saving to the Corporation of £3938-15/- .  I have not the exact figures to hand showing last year's production of W.B. and Windsor St but I believe those I have given are very nearly correct.
	The principle of the proposal as you will observe is : - 
	(1) That both contractors be put upon a precisely equal footing. Messrs C getting like ourselves an extension of contract to Mch 31/91 and both parties getting their liquor delivered at their works.  
	(2) That the whole resultant saving be given to the Corporation.  
	(3) That the prices be based upon a scientifically correct sliding scale.
	I do not think a broader or more equitable proposal than this is possible under the circumstances and the fact that I am proposing the equalisation of the schedule at a moment when the market is rapidly crossing the lowest line in the scale, and promising us probably for years a large benefit from the repetition of the abnormally low figures at the top of the schedule, is I think practical proof of this.
	In conclusion I ought to add that though I believe I could get the proposal accepted by the two contractors what I have said is wholly from my own "inner consciousness" as I have not yet named it even to my father; and as both he and Mr A M Chance are very anxious to complete the legal document which has been prepared, I would be glad if you would let me know at your earliest convenience whether or not you will recommend the proposal to the Committee, so that if there is no probability of an arrangement we may proceed to divide the gain which is at our disposal between ourselves.
	Trusting you are in perfect health and with kind regards I remain My dear Sir 
Very truly yours Frank Spence

PSL2/ 21		 17th May 1883		The Clerk, Tipton Local Board
Dear Sir, 
	As our contract with your Board for ammonia water expires on June 30th we would be glad to know whether you are prepared to entertain offers on the now generally adopted principle of the sliding scale i.e. a price per ton or per 1000 gallons of ammonia water (the latter is the simpler mode) varying with the market price of sulphate of ammonia (containing 24 per cent of ammonia) delivered free on board Hull. (It is in most cases being worked by "Wills' test" which gives the real per centage of ammonia. Twaddells hydrometer it is well known does not.) 
	As you are aware the price realised by Gas producers must in the long run follow more or less roughly the market price of sulphate. Any Board or company therefore which adopts the sliding scale really sacrifices nothing by doing so, but on the contrary by freeing its contractors from all risk of market enables them to offer the highest practicable price for the liquor.
	Where on the other hand the sliding scale is not adopted contractors require a much larger margin to cover this risk of market; and if they are induced by the excessive competition which has sprung up of late to cut down that margin imprudently, they may by any considerable change in the market price find themselves working at a loss and unable to pay their creditors.  We have given a good deal of attention to this important question and are decidedly of opinion that the best interests of both parties are ensured by the adoption of the sliding scale.  We shall be glad to hear from you at your convenience upon the point and remain Dear Sir 
Yours faithfully for Peter Spence & Co  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 22		 18th May 1883		A M Chance Esq, Oldbury
My dear Sir, 
	We duly received your favour of the 15th and noted that you have decided not to offer for Tipton or Dudley. We will accordingly make an offer in both these cases ourselves.
	With regard to the proposed arrangement generally we may say that we have been diligently working out the details of an improved scheme which we think calculated to overcome all the difficulties that have arisen and prove decidedly more advantageous to both parties; and although we find ourselves unable to lay it before you today as we had expected we have no doubt we shall be able to do so in a very short time.
	We hope therefore you will meantime not regard an arrangement as in any way impracticable as your letter rather seems to indicate but leave the matter with us a little while longer. Trusting the results may yet prove highly satisfactory to both parties.   I remain My dear Sir
Very truly yours Frank Spence

PSL2/ 23		 22nd May 1883		Edwin Smith Esq
My dear Sir, 
	Some heavy work last week caused me to postpone replies to letters which simply required a formal acknowledgement, and I must now apologise for my delay in owning receipt of yours.
	Although I had no objection at all to the letter being shown to the chairman of the Committee it seemed to me purposeless to do so if you could not endorse its suggestions.
	I am rather sorry for this as I have throughout (as you know) had a strong dislike to a sliding scale which is not correctly graduated throughout. Although with our present schedule we do not pay more than 8/-  per ton of sulphate* at the lowest line than at the highest and although, when we go below the lowest, that 8/-  will be wiped out, I would much rather have abolished the gambling risk even to that extent and made our small margin of profit (as it was intended to be) equal at all prices.
	I have the additional motive for desiring this that my father is just now making a new disposition of his three concerns and I would like (1) to fix the amount coming from the Birmingham works to a uniform and reliable figure (2) to have no question of any kind coming up betwixt us and the Corporation for at least seven or eight years.
	As under the circumstances it is morally certain that the Windsor St contract will fall to us at our present prices when Messrs C's expires, it is obvious that the only advantages of the proposal to us are the equalisation of the schedule and the sinking till 1891 of the annual rent of £75.
	The much greater advantages of the arrangement to yourselves are evident when it is remembered that it would deliver you from the risk you run from a fall in the market price below £16 to £16-10/-  in which eventuality with Messrs C's schedule (I have already referred to ours) you will have to face a loss of £2-7-0 per 2534 galls of 10½ oz liquor.  The nett money gain of £3938-15/-  derivable from our schedule after deducting the expenditure involved by the proposal, and the settlement until 1891 of all liquor contracts, to say nothing of the fact that in 1891 you would have all your Birmingham works connected by pipe with the sulphate works @ Nechells are I think very substantial advantages and if what I have said makes this clearer than my previous letter I shall be glad.
	I may add that the proposed agreement between Messrs C and ourselves is not yet definitively closed.
Very truly yours  Frank Spence  
*Your chemist will tell you that 2534 galls of 10½ oz liquor is the theoretical equivalent for 1 ton sulphate.

PSL2/ 26		 20th June 1883		D V Steuart
My dear Vin, 
	Your letter (which reads like a bombardment!) is clearly not for me but for David to reply to as I know nothing of what has passed between you on the matter.
	The patent (No. 1494 A.D.1882) was taken out by my father. One half of it he retained. The other half he assigned to David - who asked me to instruct our people to send you a debit note for 1/-  as nominal acknowledgement of your use of it.
	I had always supposed - judging no doubt from the Weekly Manufacturing Report which used to come from Frizinghall - that the HS process inherited from Illingworth was a very indifferent success indeed.
	I know that at B'ham it caused constant anxiety and very serious loss of O.V. for months.  I have since always supposed that David was the inventor of the method of subdividing the gas in the oxide furnace which I take it is the real invention and which has been such a complete success.
	However your letter is for him not me to reply to and I will show it him immediately on his return from Goole.
	Hope you are all well. Father is in fair condition this morning. We wired Hunter last evening to call in the leading London man on lung affections but as soon as father learned of it this morning or rather after thinking it over for half an hour he instructed me to countermand it having made up his mind to get Mrs Smedley.
	After his and my recent experience I don't wonder at the decision and now that Hunter has given up treatment and left all to nature it is to be earnestly hoped Mrs Smedley will help nature towards a rapid recovery.
Yr aff bro  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 29		 25th June 1883		Edwin Smith Esq, Gas Offices, B'ham
My dear Sir, 
	I am so strongly persuaded of the advantages of the arrangement I named to you, and so convinced that if you went into the matter you would come to the same conclusion, that I have managed to keep delaying our negotiations with Messrs Chance up to the present moment.
	About a month ago, if I remember right, you said you were hopelessly preoccupied with your Consolidation Bill; I shall be glad to know whether you have time, and if time, the wish to go into the matter now. If not, it would be well for me to know once for all as we have now lost a good deal by postponement of the arrangement with Messrs C.
	I send by same post a couple of diagrams shewing the schedule equalized.   I remain
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 30		 17th July 1883		Joseph Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir,
	Mr Chorlton desires to peruse the Erlington deeds in order to prepare the advertisement for sale of the property.  Will you kindly let him see them this afternoon and oblige 
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 31		 18th July 1883		Thos Chorlton Esq
My dear Sir, 
	I called this morning with Mr Kelly and my brother David but was told that you would not be back at yr office again till Saturday.  Our informant is doubtless mistaken as you wished us to call on Friday to arrange about Saturday's adv't.
	I may say that we have agreed together that Caper & Dunn should be the auctioneers and have requested them to confer with you about the advertisement.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 32		 18th July 1883		Messrs Caper & Dunn
Dear Sirs, 
	We have informed our solicitor Mr Thos Chorlton 32 Brazennose St that you would confer with him with regard to the newspaper advertisement of the sale.
	Mr C suggested that the house should be offered for sale on 7th Augt (Tuesday) and that the sale of the furniture should be on the 9th, 10th and 11th.
	We propose advertising on Saturday next the 21st inst and also on the 24th, 28th and 31st and Augt 4th.  The rhododendrons, orchids and greenhouse plants are to be sold and should be included in the adv't as there are a large number of valuable plants.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence (for self & co - trustee)

PSL2/ 33		 19th July 1883		Messrs Caper, Dunn & Pilcher
Dear Sirs, 
	We find you have not included in your valuation two crackle ware vases on the drawing room chiffonier and which we feel sure some members of the family wish to have. You had better value them at once.
	As we do not know which articles will be selected by the several parties and as it is proposed by them to pack up and send off more or less of all you have valued it will we think be desirable for you to send some one down to Erlington at once to take note of what each person agrees to buy and debit them as they may require.  
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence  David Spence

PSL2/ 34		 (Copy)  -  On the Wing 5.30 pm 20 July 83  
Dr Mr Chorlton, 
	I am so anxious to stand well with the Bank and to do nothing without their consent with any portion of the proceeds of the sale of Erlington which will fall to them in a few weeks that I would prefer that you should give Mr Rice a call if you will kindly do so in the morning and ask him whether he gives his consent to the deferred payment for the purchases to be made by my sisters. If you will communicate his reply by messenger to Mrs Kelly at Erlington I would be still further obliged. (They wish to know for their guidance in the matter as soon as possible).
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 35		 24th July 1883		Messrs Caper, Dunn & Pilcher
Dear Sirs, 
	I understand that the articles at Erlington bought upon yr valuation are to be packed up and removed today.
	I do not know whether you are now acting upon my letter of last week advising you to put a man there at once to take note of what is removed by each person so that there may be no mistakes as to whom to debit with the various articles.
	You fully understand that whole of the furniture &c &c belonging to my late father is now in your charge for sale and that the Trustees look to you to account for it.
	Newspaper advertisement - In the paragraph about plants you will no doubt give further particulars in future adv'ts as there are a number of things which might I think be named with advantage. Amongst the orchids for example there are many casleyas which have flowered splendidly in past years.
	I am sorry to trouble you again about some supplementary things which cannot properly be sold and which should therefore be taken by members of the family; but next time you are at Erlington I would be glad if you would value the framed temp'ce &c testimonials in the hall & one or two rooms.
	I duly received from you the copy of the second list you had valued and am much obliged for your thoughtful and business like punctuality in this and other matters.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence (for self & co - trustee)

PSL2/ 37		 24th July 1883		Manchester Pantechnicon Co
Dear Sirs, 
	Please send to Erlington House (Seymour Grove, Upper Chorlton Road) for a walnut escritoire and three large Bags of books and bring the whole here today if practicable.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence  
	You will find the above articles in the Library at Erlington.

PSL2/ 38		 24th July 1883		W Caudery & Co
Dear Sirs, 
	The new firm are anxious to make as good an impression as possible upon the Bank during the first month or two of its existence. We would be glad therefore if you would kindly remit up to and including Thursday next every penny that may then be to our credit in your books.  Assured of your courteous consideration in the matter. We remain Dear Sirs  
Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 39		 24th July 1883		Watson Smith Esq, Owens College, Manchester
My dear Mr Watson Smith, 
	Your memoir is admirable and is the only one which has appeared in the scientific and non - religious journals which makes any allusion to my dear father's main source of strength.
	I do earnestly hope that not one word of these moral references will be excised. I have little fear however that the beautiful portrait you have sketched will not impress your committee too powerfully to make them feel that it should not be touched by other hands.
	In the margin I have referred to two facts of importance. If you cannot possibly find room for both the first might be struck out.
Ever Faithfully yours  Frank Spence  
	The parallelism you have drawn between Jas Young and my father is very touching. While I write I lift my eyes and look reverently at the spot where I last saw them together.  F.S.  
	[This refers to the Obituary which appeared in J.S.C.I vol II, page 321 29th July 1883]

PSL2/ 40		 6th August 1883	Peter Spence & Co, Nechells Park Chemical Works
Dear Sirs, 
	Beginning with this week we wish you in your weekly manufacturing report to give us, in addition to the particular weeks results, and upon a separate sheet, the average results of the preceding thirteen weeks.
	The separate weekly results oscillate so much that we cannot by means of them form any clear idea of your average working in any given particular and we think it desirable that you also should have the average figures before you from week to week to show you how you are doing.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 41		 6th August 1883		Hall Bros & Shaw
Dear Sirs, 
	We would be glad if you would carefully consider the question whether it would not pay you to take the iron out of the Weldon mud.
	As you know, a little carbonate of lime would suffice to remove it, and you would save Chlorine just to that extent.  Some makers regularly do it as you are aware (vide Lunge).
	If however you could do it for us in only one good sized batch* it would give us the means of determining the crucial point in our patent which (we regret to say) the consignments we have thus far received have still left completely unsettled.    We remain Dear Sirs
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons   
	 *We mean say 10 tons (we might manage however with 7½ tons) of the liquid mud of the strength you named packed in paraffin oil casks.

PSL2/ 42		 Copy  -  En route to B'ham  4.15 train 23 Aug 1883  to J S Kipping Esq
My dear Sir, 
	Since seeing you this morning it has occurred to me with regard to the offer you were good enough to make to me this morning to accommodate me to the extent of £500 which you thought you might make into £1000 that we have such an excellent use for money at the present moment that it would be of considerable service.
	The amount might be put to your credit in the Birm works bearing 5% interest your capital being increased & ours reduced to that amount.
	I see no objection at all to a short clause being added to the articles of partnership providing for your increasing your amount above the present limit of £5000.
	signed F S
	I will see on this visit what can be done to give practical effect to your suggestion to scour the country over a large radius for liquor.

PSL2/ 42a		 25th August 1883		Mr E Dick, Peter Spence & Co
Dear Sir, 
	Mr Spence wishes you to avail yourself of every possible source in obtaining information respecting the contracts for Ammonia Water which are from time to time expiring and again being offered for competition to the trade.
	It is not sufficient to rely on advertisements in the Journal of Gaslighting &c and it is therefore desirable you should put Clayton on the alert & also keep a vigilant eye upon the local papers & the daily papers published in Birmingham & the district around & all other sources of information*.
	Further on you will find a quotation from a letter of Mr Kipping's to Mr Spence in view of which you will perceive the pressing necessity of at once getting out the cost per ton of Sulph Amm showing the expenses thereon for manufacturing & for mercantile charges for the several half years.
Yours truly for  Peter Spence & Sons  J H Pickles  
	*I forgot to name this on Thursday evening as I had intended - Mr Kipping thinks we should scour the country now & then personally. If you could get a map and jot down every town within an at all practicable distance & keep yourself thoroughly posted as to its movements well before the time it came into market we would then have leisure to offer in any and every case.  F.S. 
[letter extract in Pickles writing]
	"I should be glad if you would explain the following : -  The total profit for the half year is £1514 but taking into account the extended contract made this year the extra profit alone should be £2841-5/- . 
Jan   350 tons @  17/6
306- 5/-
Feb   380 tons @  27/6 
522-10/-
Mar   300 tons @  37/6
562-10/-
April  250 tons @  37/6
468-15/-
May   200 tons @  47/6
475- 0/-
June  150 tons @  37/6 
506- 5/-
Total    1630 tons
£2841- 5/-
Your lamented father roughly estimated the profit @ 40/-  a ton on the old contract or say 30/-  on the new.
	1630 @ 30/-  is £2445 + 2841-5/-  = 5286-5/-   Less repairing chamber 700 = 4586-5/-  Profit by theory.  Thus it appears that if we had not got £2841-5/-  to the good from the contract there would have been a loss of roughly £1300 i.e. £2814 - 1514.  Will you kindly look this over & let me know if I am wrong where my mistake lies.  Yours J S Kipping"

PSL2/ 44		 Copy - Fleetwood, Sat evg 25th Augt/83  to J S Kipping Esq
My dear Sir, 
	The figures in your Saturday's letter have so frightened me that I have written to Mr Dick both from the works & here giving him copy of yr remarks and requiring him by Monday night's post certain a statement showing the cost per ton of sulphate for every item of manufacturing and mercantile expense during the 6 mos ending June 30th and a comparison of the total with the average of the monthly agreed market prices during the 6 mos, i.e. the true average (taking a/c of the quantities that would be produced & sold at each months market price). The result will show whether if the sulphate were sold from time to time at current market prices instead of by contract we would make a profit or loss.
	I was myself quite disappointed with the 6 mos result and finding Mr Dick had not in his balance sheets shown the separate costs per ton for all the different items I instructed him when he was over to get it done without delay.
	My father's long experience as a manufacturer gave him very great confidence in his own judgment in matters of importance. He over ruled my decided opinion against any advance in the old schedule and would not indeed let me convert his new figures into a true sliding scale before the schedule was sent in.
	Let us hope however that he will prove to have been safe in these figures after all, as if your rough calculations should prove to be anything like correct the result would be a serious one for the firm.  Faithfully yours  Frank Spence
	May I trespass so far upon your courtesy as to ask you for a copy of the letter I wrote en route to B'ham. Having had to write two other (long) letters I had not time to take a copy before reaching my destination.

PSL2/ 44a		 28th August 1883		Mr Alderman McKerrow
My dear Sir, 			Private 
	I intended handing you the accompanying report for your private perusal some little time ago but have been prevented by a pressure of other matters. It will I think show you how much justification my father had for his suspicion with regard to the Liquidator of the late Co.
Very truly yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 45		 31st August 1883		Arthur & Hinshaw
Dear Sirs, 			Private 
	We have your wire and were pleased to see your friends like the new product. We are glad to be able to add that two liquor makers here have ordered 2 tons and 1½ tons respectively after testing supplies. They then paid £6 nett without hesitation, and will we believe gladly pay more in consideration of the quality of the article although that is decidedly short of what we shall yet attain.
	By the way this question of price is a very important one and we must ask you to be very cautious in regard to it. The German people cannot hope to make their product equal to ours and as we find it is to cost us considerably more than we had expected, it will be the best policy to take a position in relation to theirs which we now take with T R in relation to other makers of alum.
	Our commencement of the manufacture on the large scale will be delayed somewhat for want of funds. We have been laying out heavily at Goole on new plant which although highly reproductive will necessarily leave us somewhat short for a time.
	Would you care to lend us £1000 for twelve months? It would be a substantial favour just at the present moment. If not never mind we will seek the accommodation in another quarter and We remain  Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 47		 5th September 1883
Dear John, 			Private 
	This complaint about the hardness of the ground alum is very serious and occurring as it has done for the third time it is calculated to destroy our confidence in the office management at Goole.
	I want you to ascertain quietly what the practice has been with the last three lots - whether the stuff has been packed in bags to suit the convenience of the works, that is for some time before shipment. Or, whether it has been kept unpacked to the last moment and then packed by a great force of men just before shipment. I need scarcely say the latter plan is the only one that must be adopted.
	I do hope these things will be carried out according to our instructions.  It takes half our time in the office conducting correspondence about matters which other people's stupidity and perversity has put wrong.
	I am glad to see you are pushing on with the chamber (I will send Allan immediately you tell me you are ready for him). Do not spare men. It is penny wise and pound foolish and we have to pay the difference.
	Glad also to see you are planning out the new sulphate apparatus. It must be up before the great body of liquor comes in or we will get no advantage from it. When will you get to start with it?
Yours very truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 49		 5th September 1883		Watson Smith Esq, Owens College, Manchester
Dear Sir, 			Private 
	Mr Walker has handed us the a/c you have sent through him for professional services.  We have not referred before to the effect of your oral evidence upon the Attorney General and would much rather not have alluded to it but we believe it to be the fact that your manner when before him (so entirely different from your usual lucid style as demonstrator) only injured our case by thickening instead of dissipating the fog in the Att G's mind thus heightening to exasperation that perplexity which led him ultimately to call in Dr Odling and refuse us anything more than £30 of the costs to which we were entitled.
	If recalling this unfortunate episode you still think we ought to pay you as much as fifty guineas for your services in the case please say and we will hand you chq for the amount.
	We are sorry we are obliged to put a matter of this kind on a purely commercial basis but the very heavy settlements with which our business has come to us unfortunately leaves us no other choice.
We remain Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 51		 Copy  Fleetwood  1/9/83    to J S Kipping Esq
My dear Sir, 
	Yours of y'day. I have sent to Mr Dick who will give you the information you seek. I may say meantime 
	(1) With regard to the amounts at which the Works stood in /78 and /83 respectively that the increase without doubt represents the actual cost value of the new plant added in the interval.
	In chem'l Works it is next to impossible to determine the annual rate of depreciation because it is a varying quantity. Hence the practice my father always adopted in his works of leaving the original cost figure untouched and while on the one hand making no allowance for depreciation, on the other keeping up the full efficiency of the works and replacing old plant with new without adding to capital account the increased cost of the latter.
	(2) With regard to the stock of sulphate "£1848-17-5" - This was weighed over but not on stock taking day.  It would be a serious matter to weigh such a large quantity twice - Hence on stock taking day a note is carefully taken of the bins which contain sulphate and not an ounce more is put into them until they are emptied. The stock they contain is weighed out to supply orders and the total weight is ascertained when the last pound comes on the scale.
	I am glad you now consent to the auditing of the books. I think it would be better to have the work done here and there is one consideration which should not be lost sight of. Auditors have begun to charge after the method of lawyers. I had a long bill of £100 sent in to me last week for the auditing of a small portion of the late Goole Co's works. A bargain should be made with the auditor who is engaged to do the B'ham works.
	With regard to the remark at the commencement of your letter if I am to understand it to refer to yr recent offer to put £2000 into the works on condition that you are credited with a proportionate increase of profits I think it well that you should be under no misapprehension upon the matter. I beg to decline the whole proposal with thanks.
	I would be prepared to consent at once to yr being credited with 5% as we are on our £11,543 but with my present responsibilities I cannot think of entertaining any other proposition. The ordinary arrangement where one partner brings capital and the other skill and management is that the profits shall be divided equally. For our contribution in the latter respect we are therefore entitled to one half. If in addition to skill and management we have to find over 2/3rds of the capital we ought in equity to rank for 2/3rds of the remaining profit. You actually receive half of it however and now because in our hour of temporary need it is suggested that you might replace a small portion of our capital with yours, you demand as the price of yr consent a still larger profit.
Yours truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 53		 6th September 1883		Peter Spence & Co, Nechells Park Works
Dear Sirs, 
	We have your letter of y'day re cost of Liquor per ton of sulphate.  We would be able we have no doubt to get to the bottom of the mystery if you would give us at the earliest moment statement showing :- The strengths of Liquor and the number of galls of each strength during each of the last 6 mos and the corresponding agreed prices for each of these months. This should show why the a priori margin in the schedule does not correspond with the real margin.
	The writer finds he omitted to hand you enclosed as he had intended a few days ago. Please let us have them back by return of post.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 54		 7th September 1883		E R Walker Esq
Dear Sir, 
	Herewith please find :-  
		Articles of Partnership  
		Agreement re B'ham Works  
		Copy of Mr Peter Spence's Will  
		Deed of Covenant re above  
	as named.  
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 54a		 27th September 1883		Peter Spence & Co, Nechells Park Works
Dear Sirs, 
	The bearer William Valentine has our instructions to take Royley's place. We give him this note in case Mr David is absent when he arrives at the Works.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 55		 27th September 1883
Dear Plower, 
	You will now be paid at the rate of £150 per annum and when the Works are got into a really prosperous condition your salary will again be reconsidered.
	We are convinced your heart is in yr work and if you have any suggestions of any kind which you consider would be advantageous to the concern we would be very glad if you would frankly submit them.  Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 56		 27th September 1883		[Mr Lawton, Nechells Park]
Dear Lawton, 
	I would be glad to have your private opinion of the awful in fact frightful loss that has been incurred in the yield of sulphate during the 12 mos ending 30th June last. The figures are something appalling and since I got yr statement of the theoretical and actual yield which had to be so seriously corrected it has greatly shaken my faith in your accuracy and care. I never however like to condemn any one unheard and would be glad to have a satisfactory explanation of this as also of the vitally important matter of the loss if you are able to throw any light upon it.
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 57		 30th September 1883		[Mr Lawton, Nechells Park]
Dear Lawton, 
	I have duly received your explanation and feel sure you will look more critically and narrowly into the yield of sulphate and general working results now that you realise your personal responsibility for the pointing out of anything going wrong in process.
	We must in future very carefully balance up every item of working and do away to the utmost practical point with the annoying oscillations which show one week's results to have a gain over theory (!) and the next to have a large loss.
	I have for some time suspected that the name mentioned in the first of your possible explanations of the loss is the real one i.e. the wicked laziness of the blower men in allowing the sulphate to back up against the curtain and thus give them time to smoke their pipes. We will now however have the condenser water sampled for you about a dozen times during the night and have samples taken also of each horizontal still blown off during the night shift.
Yours truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 58		 31st September 9/83		D V Steuart Esq
Dr Sir, 
	We are anxious to clear the ground on which your acid tanks are lying and will cart them to yr works on Monday. We trust this will not inconvenience you in any way. It did not occur to us before to cart them back ourselves our Mr Gilchrist having mentioned that your carter said he would come for them.  Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 59		 8th October 1883		J S Kipping Esq
My dear Sir, 
	My brother and myself have carefully and deliberately weighed the proposal that you should take the management at Birmingham as "auditor, engineer and chemist" and we are decidedly of opinion that it will not bear serious consideration.
	I do not make the smallest personal reflection upon the abilities of either your son or yourself when I say that the qualities which would make a first class branch manager or thoroughly accomplished laboratory chemist are not the equivalent of the practical knowledge or experience which are requisite for the efficient working of a large chemical works.  We can all criticise a painting but very few of us can paint, and if there is one thing more proverbial than another amongst chemical manufacturers it is the common saying of my late father that the best laboratory chemists are (from their want of practical technical knowledge) generally the worst managers of works.
	The bad working of Nechells during the 12 months ending June 30th last is explained - not justified - by the fact that it occurred during the year of my father's last illness when there was a long period of divided responsibility (between him and my brother).
	This is now gone and the management is rapidly becoming, if it has not already become, probably the most advanced and practically successful to be found in any works of the kind in the Kingdom. Faithfully yours    Frank Spence
	The oscillation of the chambers to which you refer I went over with you before in a way that would have satisfied any practical mind but what I have said has altogether failed to make any permanent impression on your mind. The oxide figures are very low - much lower than we got here twelve years ago.  F.S.

PSL2/ 61		 20th October 1883		Mr Wm Ross
Dear Sir, 			Without prejudice  
	We beg to inform you that having heard and fully considered the explanation given by you this morning to our Mr Bearn we have decided to close your a/c in our books from present month except so far as contracts actually made are concerned. Had you when the difficulty arose instead of indicating that the sulphate contract did not allow us to tender anything but our own make and thus prohibit us from replacing the deliveries by purchase from other parties frankly proposed that you should buy for us from other makers and deliver with your commission at the average English market rate [          ] have done upon without [            ].  Considering the relationship between us you were bound by every honourable consideration to take this course. The sulphate business was commenced with you by our late principal on your distinctly assuring him that having no capital of you own [                    ] with us, and the conclusion is inevitable therefore that the large loss of market under the present contract fell upon yr principal.
	As however the interview with our Mr Bearn had with you this morning elicited not the smallest evidence that you took the money out of our pocket to put it into theirs, there is no escape from the conclusion that you have put it into your own.
	We would be only too glad if it were yet possible to put another construction upon the matter and have it equitably settled as, apart from the heavy sum involved, it is painful beyond expression to have our former good opinion of you thus utterly destroyed.  We remain Dear Sir  
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 63		 20th October 1883		E Smith Esq, Secretary, B'ham Gas Committee
Dear Sir, 
	We regret to say that after taking time to think over the suggested modification of the equalized schedule and consulting our Mr Kipping upon the matter we find ourselves very much discouraged in having to deal with this obstacle at the outset of a very difficult negotiation.
	To speak with perfect frankness we cannot recommend it to Messrs Chance as it is in our view simply the old plan of [rubification?] by jerks which we wished to see done away.
	We shall be glad to alter our opinion if there is some principle in the thing which we have failed to see but if not we certainly think you would do well to reconsider the matter and not press an alteration of or rather departure from the true schedule which - albeit you believe it would work in our favour - is certain to be construed by Messrs C as intended to operate in yours: the low prices (where it increases) being now much more likely to prevail than the high.
	Apart from this we do not like the altered figures at all ourselves - the increased cost to us over the equalized figures going from 3/2 per ton of sulphate @ £18-10/-  to £19 (above which the market may never rise again) to 8d @ £10 where you wish the contract to end. The lateral adjustment moreover for weaker & stronger liquor would have to follow the arbitrary figures throughout instead of leaving Messrs C and ourselves a uniform margin at all prices and strengths.
	If you can see your way to waive this point, not otherwise, we are sanguine that we can persuade Messrs C to accept your proposal.
	With regard to the feature as to termination of the contract we have carefully considered the point and cannot agree to it unless the Corporation agree at the same time to take our works at a valuation and it took effect only when the price fell to £7-10/-  to £8.
	We write this on Sat evening when our clerks are gone and your letter is locked up but we do not recollect any other point upon which we are not agreed.
Respectfully yours  Peter Spence & Co

PSL2/ 65		 20th October 1883		Chas Spence Esq
Dear Sir, 			Private  
	We find it difficult to reply to your letter. The loss to us is appalling and in our present position a most serious and cruel blow.
	We cannot imagine that Mr Ashcroft realised for a moment that the stuff was exchanged by the buyer for good grey (this he does not deny - today) at the ordinary off colour allowance and that he has implemented the high priced contract with it thus pocketing the difference of nearly £4 per ton on 200 tons.  	Surely the buyer's actual damage and loss is the measure of what we shall have been made to pay.  It is inconceivable that anybody, not to say a conscientious man, would take any other ground.
	We have never injured Mr Ashcroft to our knowledge and if we had we do not believe he would take such a method of revenging himself upon us. We are at an utter loss to understand this disastrous decision.
	Could you not have kept the matter open till all considerations involved were thoroughly gone into? Why such haste to give us this knock down blow? We did not even know that you had met!  We send you copy of the letter sent to the buyer today.
	Will not the false representation he has made have the effect of nullifying the decision?
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 67		 20th October 1883	Jas P Wilkinson Esq, Surveyors Office, Newton Heath
Dear Sir, 
	We beg to thank you for so courteously drawing our attention to the defective spouts along the Holland St front of our Works. We will make good the deficiencies without delay and We remain Dear Sir Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 68		 24th October 1883		Edwin Smith Esq, Sec'y B'ham Gas Committee
Dear Sir, 
	We had such a pleasant rapprochement when the writer saw you in Birmingham and there were such good grounds for it in the manifest desire of both parties to ask only what was fair and right that we feel quite certain your letter of yesterday has been written under misapprehension of our meaning, so our hopes of arriving at an equitable and mutually satisfactory solution of this hitherto perplexed question must not be extinguished by a mistake.
	We are rather sorry you have such an opinion of our sense of what is reasonable and just as to consider that we have arbitrarily "assumed" at what particular market price our margin should be fixed. We have evidently failed to make it clear that we have stood throughout upon the principle of a true equalization of the schedule whichever way it cut - against us or in our favour. When we afterwards went carefully into the matter and worked out the margins over the whole schedule in the following way (which your chemical adviser will show you is strictly correct) we found that the true average margin betwixt the cost of liquor and the selling price of sulphate was £6-2-2.  We took every price per 1000 galls and calculated what 2534 galls (that quantity of "10 oz and under 11 oz" liquor being the theoretical requirement for 1 ton of sulphate) would be at the same rate in order to ascertain what would be the cost for liquor per ton of sulphate. The difference between that figure and the price of sulphate gives us the margin.
	Adding all the margins thus obtained together and dividing by the number of margins we obtain a figure which as you will find merely happens to coincide with the one at £19-10/-/£20. We think that on checking our results you will arrive at £6-2-2 as the true average margin upon the whole schedule. (Deducting £6-2-2 from every market price we get the true price for 2534 galls of liquor in every case and 1000/2534ths of this gave us the true figure per 1000 galls).
	Had we fixed upon this margin arbitrarily it would with quite as much justice have been open for the Committee "to take the price at £16-10/-/£17 as representing the proper margin" left to us on the schedule and to propose "a scale based upon these figures."
	You will perceive that though the equalized schedule gives you a less price over the six columns from £19/£19/10/- to £16-10/-/£17, it gives you a better one over the eleven columns from £16/£16-10/- to £11/£11-10/- (between which figures sulphate in our opinion is now much more likely to sell) and also perfectly realises the original intention of both parties in adopting the sliding scale.
	We have very greatly misunderstood you if we are wrong in supposing that your scientific animus and dislike of crooked rule of thumb methods of procedure must prompt you to heavily support a solution of the question on these lines.
	In the case of Messrs Chance's schedule the equalized figures give you less prices only betwixt the columns for £17-10/-/£18 to £16/£16-10/-.
	The gain to you after the latter figure is reached is enormous as you will see from a glance at the diagram. (Of course we are here assuming what we fully believe that an arbitration would award Messrs C and ourselves a repetition of the present schedule as figured in the diagram).
	If you have had Messrs C's schedule equalized as we have here you will see that your gain from selling to them on our schedule would be a very large one indeed. Their equalized prices you will find come seven lines on the diagram (= seven shillings) lower than ours.
	Taking the Windsor St production at 2,500,000 galls this gives you (2,500,000 x say 6/8) an additional £833. Add your saving on the Swan Village liquor viz 5/- per thousand (9/- - 4/-) and you have another £275 (1,100,000 x 5/-). This should pay the cost of the pipe within the first 12 months.
	Our gain would be the increased quantity attainable from Windsor St over that we now get from Swan Village.
	Messrs C would gain some 2/- per 1000 galls by the arrangement as it costs them now say 9/- per 1000 galls to convey the Windsor St liquor to Oldbury. (9/- added to their equalized schedule brings their present cost two lines, or 2/-, higher than the figure was of ours). This and the extension of contract are thus set off against the great reduction in their supply of liquor.
	If it is possible for partisans to make an impartial suggestion we would venture respectfully to say that the sooner a modus vivendi is arrived at betwixt you and ourselves the better, as with falling prices the attention of Messrs C may be very strongly drawn to the future treatment of their schedule and they may become so much impressed by the gain to them from a "masterly inactivity" that they may be increasingly difficult to deal with in this negotiation.
	We have in the past had a good deal of intercourse with Mr Alex Chance and we may frankly say that we are quite sanguine of getting him to accept the arrangement if only the preliminary difficulties we are now discussing can be got out of the way.
	The write is so heavily preoccupied here that he rarely leaves business till late at night. He had however so pleasant an interview with you that he would if you thought it desirable make a supreme effort to go up to Birmingham again to see you. If however he found it quite impracticable to do so, our Mr Bearn who is strongly up on the question would run up instead.  We remain Dear Sir 
Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 74		 27th October 1883		Mr E Timmins
Dear Sir, 
	We find it impossible to ascertain from yr letters what is the area of grate surface of yr ordinary sizes of kilns and what increase of it would be got by adopting the larger size you name.
	Lunge who is a high authority says that as a result of long experience he finds a grate surface of 4ft 6in by 5ft 8in and a depth of pyrites of 2ft 3in very favourable for burning 7 cwt of 48 per cent Spanish ore charging ore every 24 hours. We have not much room to spare and we consider that a set of kilns with the above grate surface would enable us to burn considerably more ore than a set of the smaller size.
	If we had had a tracing of your kilns we might ere this have decided to place an order with you.  We would be glad if you would wire first thing Monday morning what is the grate surface of both the small and the large size.
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons  
	It would be better if you could send your representative here first thing on Monday to explain a number of points. Our manager will leave here for Yorkshire early in the afternoon.

PSL2/ 75		 20th December 1883		A M Chance Esq
Dear Sir, 			Private & confidential  
	I duly received your letter of yesterday and am glad to gather from it that you appear to have taken a firm position towards Mr Smith.
	To us here it is clear as noonday that both parties are entitled to the average margin of their schedules and we cannot understand your recent eagerness to accept a compromise which at present prices could not leave you as a sulphate maker more than two or three shillings profit except on the supposition that you have a wonderful margin with muriate and sal ammoniac!
	If Mr Smith has one half the brains I give him credit for he can yet be got to see that if the Corporation are paid our (equalized) schedule prices (which he knows are the highest that any responsible manufacturer can afford to give) for the whole instead of part of the liquor and if moreover they have only Swan Village to Oldbury carriage to pay instead of Swan Village to Nechells ditto, it would be a very much better settlement than a legal arbitration with opponents who were driven to bay by the threatened extinction of their last shred of profit.
	You have doubtless perceived by this time what a delightful muddle we have drifted into with you by the exchange of liquors (Dudley &c) and have we hope come to the conclusion that there is only one solution which can yield the maximum amount of benefit to all three parties viz - the exchange of contracts for the delivery of liquor at our respective works at our equalized scale the Corporation reaping the amount of the advance upon yours and you and they saving largely upon carriage.
	I hope soon to make another effort to convince Mr S of the practical expediency of this arrangement but meantime I would like to impress upon you that it will be perfectly futile to attempt it if you do not withdraw from him any hope he may still have of inducing you to accept his astute "provisional" proposals.    I remain Dear Sir
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 77		 21st December 1883		A M Chance Esq
Dear Sir, 
	Kindly say by one line by return what provision is made for payment of the expense of arbitration betwixt you and the Corp'n.
	In our case we have proposed that the party whose market prices are farther from the prices decided by the arbitrator should pay the cost. We understood I think from you that the arrangement for payment was something like the above. Mr Smith says each party should pay half.  Ten guineas for each party is not much but as Mr S is without doubt very decidedly in the wrong in his prices we think he ought to pay the (probable) £21.
	Moreover in the history of our former transactions he has been accustomed to have his own way so invariably that we think it now quite time to indicate that that regime has come to an end.
Yours faithfully   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 78		 22nd December 1883		Messrs Scott Brothers
Dear Sirs, 
	We have duly received your proposed contract note for our Goole Works (1885.6.7) consumption of pyrites (4600 to 6000 tons would more accurately define our consumption that 5000 tons. During next year we shall be able to name the weight more precisely.) but we beg at once to intimate that we cannot accept it in its present shape having before we decided on Tharsis instead of Tinto ore been informed by the Tharsis agents here that the Tyne contractors were placed on virtually the same footing as those in S Lancashire. We had also been distinctly told by a S Lancashire consumer that his contract contained the most favoured nation clause providing that if during its currency the Tharsis Co or either of the other two Cos reduced their price below the contract figure then his price should also be proportionally lessened.
	We have the contract note of this consumer before us while we write and we note in addition to the feature above referred to that the S Lancashire contracts stipulate - 
	A max'm of 3 per cent of smalls as against 7½% in yours! (With fine hard Tinto ore offered us at ½d per unit over yours it is not very likely we should be content with your residuum).
	That the ore shall not be explosive - No such condit'n in yours!
	"That the usual allowances for draft and moisture shall be made" No proviso for draft in yours!  	That the last day of Ship's discharge or weighing from depot is to be considered the date of delivery. The clause in yours specifies ship's discharge only, although a crude attempt farther down the sheet appears to provide for payment (as of course we require it to be) as consumed.
	Your contract note is evidently an old form and the conditions have we presume been drawn up by one of your staff who has not been properly posted.
	Be this as it may we beg respectfully to disclaim any agree't based upon such conditions.
We remain  Dear Sirs  Yours faithfully   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 80		 4th January 1884		Joseph Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Would you kindly ascertain for us the present financial position of Mr Wm Ross of 12 King Street who we understand banks at the Manchester & L'pool District Bank (King St Branch).
	Be good enough to address your reply to our Mr Frank Spence as our cashier is a brother to Mr Wm Ross. Your early reply would oblige.
Yours faithfully   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 81		 7th January 1884		Messrs Rhodes & Dalby
Dear Sirs, 
	We regret to have to inform you that the results of our experience with your shale are proving so unsatisfactory both as regards the quality of the burnt article and the cost of calcining it that we cannot see our way to continue the present arrangement.
	The distance is too great to enable us to properly control the burning and the present system of paying the men by time is throwing away money in a way which the low prices of our manufactured article do not enable us to afford.
	Although there are few simpler operations than burning shale, yet even it may go wrong, away from "the masters eye", and serious loss may result as has already done in our case.
	We shall be glad to know if you are prepared to undertake the burning yourselves and delivery at our Goole Works at the price named to the writer by Mr Rhodes viz 7/-  per ton.
	We are prepared to go up even to that figure but we cannot go on increasing expenses indefinitely as at present. We have never before had so unsatisfactory an arrangement and shall be glad therefore to hear from you without delay.
	When we commenced at Featherstone we intended to continue with you and we are prepared, if you require a contract for a term of years to recoup you for any outlay for a gantry, to enter into one with you.
	We have however so little margin in our manufacture that we must have our expense for shale limited definitely to the figure named.  We remain  Dear Sirs  
Yours faithfully   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 83		 24th January 1884		Mr Robert Plower
Dear Sir, 
	We wish you to credit yourself with a salary of £14-11-8 per month from present date and (if it has not been done already) to make Manning's amount £2-15/-  per week also from present date.
Yours truly   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 84		 11th February 1884
My dear Mr Croll, 
	I am obliged for your note of Saturday and your previous letter suggesting a United Alum Works Co.
	We have very carefully thought over the proposal but cannot see our way to it in any shape.  	Regretting that we cannot fall in with your view and with very kind regards, I remain 
Dear Mr Croll Very sincerely yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 85
[pencil note - "Offered to West Bromwich Commissioners Feb 14/84 personally by Mr Bearn" ]


4½° Twaddle
5° Twaddle
5½° Twaddle
6° Twaddle
10 oz liquor






£25- 0/-
28/5
31/10
35/2
38/7
143/1
£24-10/-
27/7
30/11
34/3
37/6
139/3
£24- 0/-
26/10
30/-
33/2
36/5
135/6
£23-10/-
26/-
29/2
32/3
35/5
131/9
£23- 0/-
25/2
28/3
31/3
34/4
128/-
£22-10/-
24/5
27/4
30/3
33/3
124/3
£22- 0/-
23/7
26/6
29/3
32/2
120/6
£21-10/-
22/10
25/7
28/4
31/1
116/9
£21- 0/-
22/-
24/8
27/-
30/-
113/-
£20-10/-
21/2
23/9
26/4
29/-
109/3
£20- 0/-
20/4
22/11
25/4
27/11
105/6
£19-10/-
19/6
22/-
24/5
26/10
101/9
£19- 0/-
18/9
21/1
23/5
25/9
98/-
£18-10/-
18/-
20/3
22/5
24/8
94/3
£18- 0/-
17/2
19/4
21/5
23/7
90/6
£17-10/-
16/5
18/5
20/6
22/6
86/9
£17- 0/-
15/7
17/7
21/6
21/6
83/-
£16-10/-
14/10
16/8
18/6
20/5
79/3
£16- 0/-
14/-
15/9
17/6
19/4
75/6
£15-10/-
13/2
14/10
16/7
18/3
71/9
£15- 0/-
12/4
14/-
15/7
17/2
68/-
£14-10/-
11/7
13/1
14/7
16/1
64/3
£14- 0/-
10/9
12/2
13/7
15/1
60/6
£13-10/-
10/-
11/4
12/8
14/-
56/9
£13- 0/-
9/7
10/5
11/8
12/11
53/-


PSL2/ 87		 19th February 1884		Reuben Farley Esq, J.P., Mayor, West Bromwich
Dear Sir,   			Private
	I have no right to address you in your individual capacity upon a matter in which you have a purely corporate connexion, but our Mr Bearn who had an interview with your Board on the 15th inst speaks so distinctly of the courtesy and consideration you showed him when discussing the circumstances of the dreadfully mistaken contract which has been made for gas liquor that I feel sure you will pardon my saying a few words to you on this melancholy business.
	You referred I understand in very high terms to my late lamented father, remarking that you could not understand how a man of his known practical ability should have made such a serious mistake in his calculations. The explanation is to be found in the fact that as a public man greatly interested in the Ship Canal, temperance and various other philanthropic schemes, did not go into the figures at all but left the matter in the hands of my brother who was then in charge of his Birmingham works, and who, having drawn up the tender, handed it to him for signature.
	Up to today our loss by this terrible miscalculation is £932-8/-  and we stand to lose by it a farther sum of £861-3/9. This I am sorry to say is a very serious matter for us, as, in addition to heavy family settlements which we have to meet under our late principal's will, we have to face unexpected liabilities to a very large amount.
	I feel perfectly certain that there is not one member of your worthy Board who individually in his private business would take advantage of a mistake on the part of a customer or client if it was clearly demonstrated to him that he had made a simple arithmetical miscalculation.
	The question was I believe asked of our Mr B by one member of your Board - what position we would have taken had the facts cut the other way? I reply without hesitation, that if you had by an error in your figures sold us the liquor at a preposterously low price and shown us that you had done so purely by a mistake, we would have foregone the advantage and consented to a fair increase in the prices to be paid.
	I think our reputation in this neighbourhood (and I would refer in proof of it to any of the Railway Goods Managers here, all of whom practically know our principles and methods) will bear out this statement.
	We are entirely in the hands of your Board and our simple appeal is that each member of it will do in this matter as he would like to be done by in similar circumstances. We would respectfully submit that if your constituents have during the eighteen months ending 31st Decr last obtained a price for their liquor which involves a clear loss to the contractor (under the best known mode of working) of £932-8/- , they could not possibly reflect upon the action of the Board if it should now see fit to replace the contract by one at prices exactly equal to those in the contracts of either Birmingham or the Manchester Gas Committees both of which are now everywhere taken as models.  We all hope for mercy in the far (perhaps, to some of us, near) future, and if you will permit me to refer to a recent precedent justifying action of this kind when it is not attended by any real loss to the ratepayers I may state that a very large concession upon a contract has just been made by the Halifax Gas Committee.
	The failure of one of the largest manufacturers of sulphate of ammonia in the North of England has I believe shown the Halifax Committee the necessity of immediate action in this direction and I know of other boards who have also materially reduced their contract prices.
	Earnestly requesting that you will again submit our appeal to your worthy Board in the light of these considerations, I remain Dear Sir  
Respectfully & Sincerely yours  Frank Spence 
	I need scarcely say that if you think it in the least degree desirable that I should do so, I will come up to meet the Board to answer any questions upon the matter.   F.S.

PSL2/ 90		 20th February 1884
Dear Nield, 
	We are sorry you have had to take the initiative with regard to yr salary as we have only delayed an advance till your work in conjunction with that of Plower and Manning obtained results which would justify us in making it. We regret to say however that we are still losing money by the concern and although we are thoroughly satisfied with your zeal still you know we have to stand or fall by the actual results of working and, as you are aware, considerable loss of materials is daily going on.
	Nevertheless as we do not wish you to be dissatisfied in any way, and as we are sanguine that the works will soon be got into a paying condition we will at once make your salary £100 instead of £75 and we remain 
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 91		 20th February 1884		Mr Robert Plower
Dear Sir, 
	Please alter Neild's salary from £6-5/-  to £8-6-8 per month to take effect with this month.  Did you alter yours as named to £14-11-8 per month?
Yours faithfully   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 92		 23rd February 1884
Dear Nield, 
	We replied to your letter of the other day but fear it must have miscarried as we have no acknowledgement of receipt.  You will of course understand that the present advance is not final but that as soon as the works are got into a really paying condition yr remuneration will again be considered.
	It will be well for you to bear in mind that whilst attention to the ordinary routine of daily tests is very important the value of a chemist's work to the employers is greatly increased by his ability to suggest improvements in working which result in saving to them.
	We are pleased to tell from your daily reports that you are beginning to think for yourself in these matters and we wish to throw you more and more upon your own resources and initiative.
Faithfully yours   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 93		 28th February 1884		[Mr Lawton, Nechells Park]
Dear Lawton, 
	We are very pleased to hear of your happy domestic prospects. If as we doubt not your intended wife is worthy of your choice you have taken the wise and God intended decision and will we sincerely hope have HIS rich blessing upon it.
	We shall be glad to increase your salary at once to £12-10/-  per month and would have liked to have paid £14-11-8 had the year's working shown as profit instead of loss.
	Of course you will understand we mean that there was a loss on the basis of actual market prices of sulphate not of course on the basis of those of our new production contract. The £14-11-8 must therefore wait the results of the Jan to June/84 working and we have every hope that the vigilance you are now exercising will ensure the largest practicable yield from the liquor.
	We are very anxious to have the figure showing the real loss of ammonia for each six monthly period since the commencement and we note that you have now got this matter in hand.
	With warmest wishes  We remain 
Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/ 95		 27th February 1884
Dear Mr Eadson, 
	May I ask you to kindly give us your good offices with Mr Dykes in the following matter as I feel sure he is under misapprehension upon it.
	We have recently put a hoarding round one of our chambers to protect it from the weather as we have several times suffered serious loss during gales through breaches in the lead made by the wind.
	As it overhangs part of the canal bank Mr Dykes on our applying for it kindly gave us his consent to put it up but is now charging us £1 per annum for the permission, it is evident that he has received the impression that the extended hoarding gives us so much increased area of which we can make beneficiary use.
	Let me say then that its sole and simple object is protection from the wind and that it is utterly useless for any other purpose. We were compelled to place it a few feet from the chamber to enable a plumber as hitherto to get at the chamber side when a repair may be required. All but slovenly managed chem'l works have all the exposed sides of their chambers protected in this way.
	I wish we were in a position to pay augmented charges upon our property but it is I am sorry to say a very serious matter for us to face any increase in our responsibilities. We have received the business burdened with such a load of family settlements that my brother in law and my most intimate friend have earnestly advised me not to undertake them but to begin life afresh on my own account.
	Knowing your old kindly sympathy and oft proved friendliness I felt impelled to lay these facts before you and trusting that upon reflection it may be found that a merely nominal payment may suffice to preserve the Co's rights.  I remain Dear Mr Eadson 
Very truly Yours  Frank Spence
	I am sorry to say trade is very bad with us and even with lower prices than we ever before accepted we cannot get rid of our stock.  F.S.

PSL2/ 97		 8th March 1884		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Mr Kipping, 
	A matter of very great misfortune has arisen in connexion with the Nechells balance sheet and it is very desirable that you should come up here if you can conveniently do so for a short time on Monday morning. 
	Mr Dick has brought over the books &c.  
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 97a		 10th March 1884		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Sir, 
	I have your note. I think you might have gathered from the (perfectly courteous) tenor of mine that it was impracticable to deal with the matter referred to without the books and documents at your Bank, or I would have called upon you. It is a matter I may now say that affects the greater part if not the whole of the amount which would under ordinary circumstances, and before the [devil?] point referred to had arisen, be paid to you. We will be here until 5 and if it would meet your convenience till a later hour. If it is quite impracticable for you to come here after four however I will if you desire it come to the Bank before then and go into the matter as well as I can without the books & papers.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/ 99		 8th March 1884	Edwin Smith Esq, Sec. Birmingham Gas Committee
		Copy of letter written by Mr Frank from Winterfield
Dear Sir, 
	We duly received your letter of last week replying to ours of 23rd ult.  You inform us that your willingness to consider our proposals arose only from your desire to "meet our convenience" & that you had no thought of obtaining any arrangement which would not be perfectly equitable to both parties.
	We are of course bound to believe that this is your impression, but you will permit us to say that we think we are entitled to at least some little evidence of such good intentions.
	We will clear the ground a little.
	We have not once asked you to "meet our convenience". The proposal for reporters - which is the essential point in our recent negotiations - is assuredly more in your interest than ours if we may judge from the result of the late appeal against your overcharges; we have certainly nothing to fear from the operation of the present system. At the same time having three widely distant works to manage and expecting shortly to have a fourth, common sense prompted us to make an effort to extinguish any source of irritation and controversy in the working of our contract with you.
	You encouraged us to believe you were actuated by the same friendly spirit and were as desirous as ourselves to do away with these "bones of contention".
	In order to make the proposal for reporters work without hitch in practice two of our chemists were engaged with ourselves on and off for several weeks endeavouring to find the correct mode of dividing the ounce and ten shilling gradations. We at last hit upon the true and extremely simple solution of the difficulty; the result being that a £60 squabble over the oz strength, or a contest between the reporters when the price fell on the dividing lines of the ten shilling gradations becomes an impossibility; the question, when that eventuality occurs, which line to choose in invoicing, is entirely obviated; and last, not least, a schedule of 108 figures is reduced to one of 18.
	To farther promote the comfort and harmony of our relations and prevent any more contentions between very zealous employés we at the same time withdrew our testers and measurers from the Gas Works.
	We would now respectfully ask - how have you met our advances?
	When the writer went a second time to Birmingham in the reasonable expectation that this hitherto fruitless negotiation would be brought to a successful close, and laid before you the very simple and conclusive result of our investigations, you would not (though we suggested that the proposal need only be tried tentatively for a few months) go so far as to say you would accept its principle provided it should be proved to your satisfaction that the figures worked out with perfect justice to the Committee.
	We, at the same time, made the suggestion that the price of the Liquor for any given month should be predicated on the market price of sulphate for that month instead of on that of the previous month; and we explained how one line in your invoices at the beginning of a month would carry this proposal into effect.
	We showed you that the present practice tends to confuse our minds in selling sulphate and that the suggested arrangement by making us feel that our liquor was paid for on the basis of that month's average price would stimulate us to do our utmost to beat that market price in selling the sulphate produced.
	Although it is to your interest that we should have every stimulus to sell at a high price, we got no indication from you that you would probably accept this proposal. Finally we requested that if the proposal as to reporters should be agreed to, the reports should not deal with the 10/- addition for white as that could be added by yourself, and the reports without it might probably be of some use to us in settling the monthly price of a few of our Yorkshire sliding scale contracts.
	Now although this modification could make not one iota of difference to you, the writer had to go away without even the crumb of comfort which the promise to favourably consider it would have given him.
	In this case we certainly did ask you to "meet our convenience" but it would cost you nothing to do so and as we pointed out at the time, the effect of the proposal would be to make the joint report for the Birmingham Gas Committee and their contractors the standard for other towns.
	We need only farther say that we received a severe shock on a previous occasion to our confidence in the result of any negotiation with you, but we have done our best since to forget it and act as if nothing of the kind had occurred.
	We have within the last two or three months gone to a great deal of labour to work out the practical solution to the difficulties we have named and having laid the perfectly successful result before you we left you convinced that you did not really reciprocate our friendly spirit; that you were not and would not be convinced by the figures; that all we had done had been thrown away and that we must now brace ourselves up for a relationship with you of a very different kind.
	If we have judged you hastily and not allowed you sufficient time to deliberate upon our proposals we shall only be too happy to express our regret that we have done so but meantime we have absolutely no evidence to justify this conclusion beyond your throwing upon us the responsibility for bringing the proposals to an end.
	Now whilst distinctly disclaiming that we have withdrawn the proposals we wish you as distinctly to understand that we do not want them or any of them if you cannot cordially and heartily deal with them as a whole.  We remain Dear Sir 
	Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/103		 13th March 1884		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Sir, 
	We duly received your letter of the 12th inst and regret you should have thought it necessary to resort to threats to obtain what you so strongly and doubtless conscientiously believe to be due to you.
	We have throughout manifested our earnest desire to do what we believe to be right in the matter and we shall certainly not now allow ourselves to be actuated by any other consideration.
	Nevertheless whilst in no way moved by the threat contained in your letter we certainly are very strongly influenced by the fact you state viz that you have a payment to meet to the Bank.
	We accordingly (in the absence at the moment of a knowledge of the precise amount due to you if your view be right) enclose chq for £1750.
	We do so of course entirely without prejudice to our rights which in view of the attitude you have taken and the consequent impracticability of settling the matter in an amicable way will now have to be determined in the mode proscibed by the Articles.   We remain Dear Sir  
	Faithfully yours    Frank Spence    David Spence

PSL2/105		 17th March 1884		Thos Chorlton Esq
My dear Sir, 
	The following question has arisen between Mr Kipping and ourselves under our articles of partnership - (I will premise that the amounts are given in approximate round figures to simplify the matter).
	The Articles stipulate that neither partner shall withdraw or lessen his share of capital as shown by the stocktaking of Dec 31st/80.
	Mr Spence's amount in that stocktaking was £8,000. Mr Kipping's was £5,000.
	Mr Spence up to Dec 31st last laid out an additional £4,000 making his total amount invested £12,000.
	Mr Kipping has not increased his amount beyond the original figure viz £5,000.
	The concern has been working for five years but during that time nothing has been written off for depreciation. A valuer has just carefully valued the works and finds their value to be £10,000. Adding the value of the stock, £3,000, the true amount of the joint capital becomes £13,000.
	Assuming that each partner's capital is reduced proportionately the value of Mr Spence's holding becomes £9,176 (or £1176 above his minimum of £8,000) and that of Mr K £3,824 (or £1176 below his min'm of £5,000).
	If the £4,000 of depreciation were entirely ignored Mr K would (through an extraordinarily remunerative contract last year) be entitled as his share of profit during the 6 mos to £1,700.
	The question is - Should we pay him the whole £1700 or should £1176 of this amount be transferred to his capital a/c to bring it up to the £5000 min'm stipulated by the Article?
	We say the latter is the correct course.  Mr K says that depreciation is a matter which should not be taken into a/c till termination of the partnership.
	If he is correct then, inasmuch as each partner gets 5% interest on the amount standing to his credit that would it seems to us involve the payment of interest on (to a large extent) fictitious capital.  	Who is right?
Yours truly  Frank Spence  
	I enclose copy Articles of Partnership and would be glad if you would give me the reply in writing today.  F.S.

PSL2/107		 17th March 1884		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Sir, 
	I have had no leisure to reply to your letter of the 14th inst and as I am leaving today for London will defer doing so till my return.
	I had hoped to send you today (without prejudice) the bal'ce still due to you from your point of view but Mr Dick writes this morning that the original amount will have to be altered by the rectification of an error.
Yours truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/108		 19th March 1884		George Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank
		Copy - Peter Spence & Sons  Winterfield  
Dear Sir, 
	I have just received your letter on my return from London this evening.  It was my full intention to show you our complete bal'ce sheet as soon as it was made out and I only handed you the valuat'n provisionally in reply to yr note requesting it.
	The bal'ce sheet will I have no doubt be ready in two or three days when I shall be able to give you our complete position.
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/108a		 25th March 1884		George Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	I find it will be Friday or possibly Saturday before we can complete our balance sheet.  In view not only of the re valuations but of the fact that this is the first balance sheet since the property came into our hands and of the consequent necessity of ascertaining and defining our true position under the will in all respects and bringing it home to the legatees you will readily understand my great caution in making up this a/c. 
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/109
		[ The point to notice about this balance sheet is that it does not balance.  It was obviously laid out in the usual form with Liabilities on the left and Assets on the right, as the heading "Liabilities and Assets   Decr 31st 1883" is spread across pages 109 & 110, but was then copied in bits to fit the book pages, and £3178-10-0 worth apparently got lost between pages 110 and 111.]

page 109
Liabilities and 





Accounts owing by P S & Sons as follows





Sundry Trade Accounts as per Ledger details
2429 - 16 - 7

        Do          Do       Goole Works
677 - 17 - 4



3107 - 13 -11
Sundry Trade Accounts Outstanding
3248 -  5 - 2

        Do          Do       Goole Works
1501 -  4 - 1



4749 -  9 - 3
Classification Ledger Folio


                107 David D Spence
996 -  2 - 0

                156 Frank M Spence
2942 - 16 - 1

                195 Wilfred Spence
3 -  7 - 7

                196 Peter Spence Jr
2 - 11 - 3

                197 Jessie W Spence
3 - 16 - 6

                198 Howard Spence
5 -  8 - 4

                199 Malcolm Spence
4 -  6 - 4

                200 Eve Howie
1 -  8 -10

                271 Consolidated Bank Exors a/c
25840 - 18 - 11



29800 - 15 -10



Private Ledger Folio


                 74 Partington & Allen
2936 -  2 - 4

                 97 John Gilchrist
500 -  0 - 0

                101 J E S Steuart
5850 -  4 - 7

                104 M J Kelly
5902 - 12 - 3

                107 M A B Tharp
6000 -  0 - 0

                110 A P Wilson
6499 -  1 - 9

                    Sundry Legatees
290 -  0 - 0



27978 -  0 -11





65635 - 19 -11

page 110
Assets  Decr 31st 1883





Accounts owing to P S & Sons as follows





Sundry Trade Accounts as per Ledger
829 - 15 - 9

    Do      Do   on account of Goole Works
541 -  0 -11



1370 - 16 - 8
Classification Ledger Folio


                 20 U K & Provid't Insurance Co
1000 -  0 - 0

                 71 Norwich & London   Do
34 - 19 - 3

                188 J S Kipping


                218 Balance of cash in hand
130 - 16 - 9

Goole  Do   91 Norwich & London Insurance Co
30 -  4 - 6



1196 - 11 - 0
Property, Shares &c owned by P S & Sons





Classification Ledger Folio


                205 Erlington House
2500 -  0 - 0

                232 Goole Property
13,386 -  3 - 8

                237 Pendleton Property
3000 -  0 - 0

                239 Mayor St Property
186 -  0 - 0

                243 Newton Property
15553 - 14 - 1

                273 Consolidated Bank P S & S a/c
353 - 8 -10

                409 Birmingham Works 3/4ths
7036 - 18 -10

Goole  Do 361 S S Ammonia 1/2 value
388 - 17 - 8

Stock of Manufacturing & raw materials Goole
8048 -  8 - 0

       Do                 Do               Manchester
8426 - 15 - 4

[  Do                 Do               B'ham  perhaps?  ]


[   one or more items not copied   ]  
[ 3178 - 10 - 0 ]
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62058 - 16 - 5
Private Ledger Folio


                89 Manchester Coffee Taverns Co Ld
60 -  0 - 0

                94 Langdales Chemical Manure Co
17 - 10 - 0

                95 Bridge of Allen Hydropathic Co
50 -  0 - 0

                96 Naismyth Wilson & Co
40 -  0 - 0



167 - 10 - 0
Balance of B'ham Stock over Outstanding a/cs

428 -  6 - 9



Balance being Excess of Liabilities over Assets

413 - 19 - 1





65635 - 19 -11

PSL2/112		 2nd April 1884		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Sir, 
	I thought it better to allow a little time to elapse before replying to your letter.
	You refer to your offer of £2,500 to my father in the early days of the concern as good evidence of the disposition you had manifested*. 
	So far from doubting this I believe (if I have judged your character rightly) that if he had remarked to you that a high competition price had been paid for the works and that the proper course was to value them correctly and write off the excess amount, you would have immediately replied that you did not believe in inflated figures and would give your hearty assent to the proposal.**
	Now this is all I - not did but proposed to do, for when your letter arrived I was on the eve of taking a course which would have involved the placing of the money in your hands until the matter had been more fully deliberated between us as I did not intend to take the position of judge in my own case.
	After carefully thinking over the matter (of course my letter is without prejudice) I have come to the conclusion that the only way in which your views can be met at all consistently with the requirements of the Articles (clause 14 lines 12 & 13) and which (clause 4) define the capital as consisting of the lease and works &c is to make up the difference between the correct amount of the works &c after shrinkage and the former amount by an entry for "provisional valuation of lease". I shall be sorry to take this course as although in principle from the auditor's point of view it would not be improper to enter such an asset it is difficult if not impracticable to assess it correctly and I am not aware that it is ever done in any concern - limited or otherwise.
	With regard with what you say about the results in 1882 - 83 I can only reply that I cannot take any blame for either men or arrangements that I inherited and which were therefore not of my own appointment. They came down to me with high approval especially the manager of the works and as any farther discussion of the matter must make me appear to reflect upon one whom I consider beyond reproach I will dismiss the subject by frankly giving you all the credit of being the first to draw attention to the evil and ourselves for applying the knife without stint. I shall always regret that the exhibit I long ago recommended of real NH3 and SO3 consumed and sulphate made had not been periodically shown.
	I shall be glad to have your views as to the proposed entry as I do not see how the books can show the "true state of the partnership" in any other way.  I remain Dear Sir
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence
	* I think my own action in getting the supplementary agreement of Feb 83 drawn up at your request but contrary to the advice of our lawyer is sufficient evidence of mine.
	** I do not judge your or any man's motives as I do not know them but as in believing you would have acted thus I am giving you credit for the best intentions. I think you should ask yourself whether the fact that you had then money to invest and recently money to pay has not made all this difference in your views.

PSL2/114		 3rd April 1884		R Angus Smith Esq PhD, FRS, H.M.Chief Inspector,
Alkali Works Regulation Act
Sir,   			Private 
	In accordance with our engagement to you to commence not later than April 1st to treat the runs from our sulphuric acid digesters upon shale with sulphate of potash instead of muriate of potash, we began the use of the former material on the 31st ult.
	As sulphate of potash is however a very costly material we have, as previously indicated, decided to erect at our Goole Works without delay a plant for decomposing muriate ourselves, and we have under another cover submitted our plans for same for your approval.
	We address you now privately as provided by Section 17 of the Act to inform you that we have after many fruitless efforts devised a thoroughly successful mode of economising the acid in the mother liquor from the before named digestions without evolution of HCl; and that the method is the following. (We will premise that we have deemed this course necessary as one of the inspectors (no doubt without any wrong motive) volunteered some information to us some time ago about the working of one of our competitors, and we judge that if we imparted our new method to any one but yourself, it would probably soon become known to our rivals; and we would thus be virtually deprived of the reward of all our heavy labour and expenditure).
	We will now describe the method.  The mother liquors are digested upon an excess of fresh shale and towards the end of the digestion they are frequently tested to ascertain whether the shale has done all it will do. When that point has been reached they are then boiled upon bauxite (supplied by the Erlinton Co. The other kind giving great trouble and expense). When the solution is run off, double decomposition occurs and the HCl is held by the bases instead of being evolved as formerly from an acid liquor.
	The process you will we are sure be pleased to learn is a thorough success both in doing away with the HCl gas and in giving a very considerably increased yield of alum.  We remain, Sir,  
	Respectfully yours   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/116		 4th April 1884		Joseph Rice Esq, Manager, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	In reply to your letter of Wednesday I beg to say that I hope shortly to see you upon the subject of it and to acquaint you with the present views of my late father's legatees which have as you will remember an important bearing upon this matter.  I remain  Dear Sir  
	Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/117		 4th April 1884		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Sir, 
	Mr Dick informs me that when you were at Nechells the other day you told him that if he did not call and see Mr Hack about the strength of his deliveries of liquor you would do so yourself.
	I trust you can put a different complexion on the matter, as if not you must on reflection perceive that you have invaded my province as sole manager and necessitated decisive action on my part.
	Another matter - Today's Nechells letter informs me that you have asked "for a lot of particulars for this week certain" i.e. for "the quantities of liquor supplied, for each station, each week during 1882 and 1883, with strength of each, also quantity consumed each week, and average strength, and also the waste liquor".
	Now although you cannot complain of any want of courtesy on my part in preparing the returns you wished, or in dealing with any rational suggestions you have made, you must see that the extra work involved in getting out "this week certain" the mass of details you now desire must tend to distract the staff and draw them off from their regular duties.
	I have myself been waiting for some weeks for some extremely important returns and although in this instance I will stand aside that the statements you wish may be completed I must ask you to note that in future any communications you may have for Nechells must in every case be addressed to myself.  	Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/119		 4th April 1884		Peter Spence & Co
Dear Sirs, 
	I enclose for your future guidance a copy letter forwarded to Mr Kipping today.
Yours truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/120		 7th April 1884		Joseph Rice Esq, Manager, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	In reply to your letter of the 5th inst I beg to say that I have never for a moment questioned the priority of the Bank Claim and I am sorry my letter should unintentionally have given you the trouble to write me upon the matter.  I remain  Dear Sir  
	Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/121		 9th April 1884		Mr Robert Plower
Dear Plower, 
	I have yours of yesterday. I fear with you the case looks very bad indeed against him. I will be over on Monday to meet the rating committee at the Workhouse. Meantime in case he should get wind of your suspicions and request you to charge his account with the several items could you not in the presence of your assistant ask him in a casual way whether the books &c in the a/c you named were all there was to his debit as you wanted to have everything in future noted down each week.
Yours truly  Frank Spence  
	As I do not know all the circumstances of your position I leave it to your judgment whether it would be prudent to ask him this question.  F.S.

PSL2/122		 10th April 1884		Messrs Rhodes & Dalby
Dear Sirs, 
	Our Manchester burner Watts has just returned from Featherstone and we have carefully questioned him as to the real prospect of getting good shale for our Goole works.
	Although Cockell's burning has evidently not been perfect it is clear from what Watts says that a great deal of the blame for the hard burnt stuff is due to the inferior shale which is allowed to mix with the good stuff in the pit.
	We learn from him that "the 20 inch" seam of good shale lying between your two seams of coal is not removed by itself but mixes with the poor stuff lying over the top seam of coal. Kindly let us know whether anything could be done to take it out by itself as it seems to us hopeless to separate the two kinds if once they are mixed. We submit this with all deference as it is no business of ours to suggest anything about your pit arrangements, but when we assure you that we are still losing a large amount of money every week at Goole through bad shale, you will understand our anxiety about getting the evil cured once for all.
	Please instruct Cockell not to load any more of the hard burnt stuff but to send only the soft mellow article - as it will only continue our weekly loss to forward it to Goole.  We remain, Dear Sirs,  Very truly yours   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/124		 10th April 1884		Messrs Erlinton Chemical Co
Dear Sirs, 
	We are so reluctant to stop our works even in the teeth of the bad trade that you will we are sure forgive us for postponing our decision till the very last moment. Meantime we think you may take it for granted that the first lot at least will be required about the date arranged. In haste.  We remain, Dear Sirs,  Very truly yours   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/125		 14th April 1884		R Angus Smith Esq PhD, FRS, H.M.Chief Inspector, 
Alkali Works Regulation Act
Sir, 
	We beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 13th inst.  Whilst regretting sincerely that any statement of ours should have given you any "unpleasant impressions" we must respectfully but firmly disclaim having "insinuated" anything.
	We stated plainly that one of the inspectors had "no doubt without any wrong motive* volunteered some information to us about the working of one of our competitors" and that we judged "that if we imparted our new method to any one but yourself, it would probably soon become known to our rivals" thus depriving us "of the reward of all our heavy labour and expenditure."
	It is now clear from the information you have been good enough to give us that we were quite wrong in supposing that the Inspectors are not at liberty to carry away knowledge of any kind as to a manufacturer's working but that they are "bound in honour not to convey any knowledge from one work to another when the owner of this knowledge wishes it to be kept secret".
	We must with all deference express our great regret that it is not sufficient to impart a private process to yourself but that it must be made known both to sub inspectors and inspectors. Considering the proverbial difficulty with average human nature in keeping a secret we think the practice of the Income Tax Commissioners in providing for the with holding of the declaration of income from local officials and for handing it in privately to the Special Commissioners would have been much more satisfactory in principle to manufacturers; as under the other system a sub inspector after learning a great many secret processes might be very strongly tempted to throw up his official employment and commence to work some one or other of these himself.
	There are as you are aware many processes or improvements of processes of such a character that to patent them would be to impart a working plan of them to unscrupulous rivals whose operation it would be impossible to detect.
	We do of course guide ourselves loyally by the Act and   We remain, Sir, 
Respectfully yours   Peter Spence & Sons
	* i.e., as we supposed, inadvertently.  

	[This letter was written by Frank Spence - having got it off his chest he seems to have had second thoughts and written a more diplomatic version, below, which is marked "Copy", copied by a clerk, although the "Respectfully yours   Peter Spence & Sons" was added by FS]

PSL2/127		 14th April 1884		R Angus Smith Esq PhD, FRS, H.M.Chief Inspector 
under the Alkali Works Regulation Act
Dear Sir, 
	We beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 13th inst and to express our unqualified regret that you should have received an "unpleasant impression" of our action. At the same time in justice to ourselves we must respectfully disclaim anything in the nature of an "insinuation".
	The information you give us shows that we were not fully acquainted with the Act and have erred in supposing that you Inspectors are not at liberty to carry any information from one works to another.
	You inform us that they are "bound in honour not to carry any knowledge from one work to another when the owner of this knowledge wishes it to be kept secret".
	We at once acknowledge that we have no evidence that that condition existed in the case in question and we therefore feel bound to withdraw and to express our regret for the reflection made by us upon the Inspector for supposed inadvertence on his part.
	Having said this we must with all deference confess our disappointment at learning that it is not sufficient to impart a private process to yourself but that it must be made known both to inspectors and sub inspectors.
	Considering the proverbial difficulty with average human nature in keeping a secret, we think the practice of the Income Tax Commissioners in providing for the with holding of the declaration of income from local officials and for handing it in privately to the Special Commissioner, would have been more satisfactory in principle to manufacturers as under the other system a sub inspector after learning a great many secret processes might be strongly tempted to throw up his official employment and commence to work some one or other of these improvements himself.
	There are, as you are aware, many processes or improvements of processes of such a character that to patent them would be to impart a working plan of them to unscrupulous rivals whose operations it would be impossible to detect.  We remain, Dear Sir,
Respectfully yours   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/129		 17th April 1884	
My dear Peter, 
	I have duly received your letter of y'day.  Had it been practicable I would have been glad if you could have taken charge here for a week so that I might have given you practically my views of management.
	Your father could during the same time be planning out fully at Goole the position of the proposed potash plant and lump ore kilns &c.
	A fortnight to three weeks would suffice and your father could come over here each week end. You might send this letter on to him and see what he thinks about it when you meet on Saturday.
	When you take charge ultimately at Goole there are one or two principles of great importance which I would like you to be guided by.
	Do not rest until you have one good reliable man in every department of the works. There are still at Goole a good many of the old Limited Company's "residuum" and I hope you will not pause until you have weeded out all the inferior men.
	Do not on any consideration be influenced by anybody's attempts to gain your favour otherwise than by good and faithful service to his employers. Favouritism acts like poison in any establishment.
	Keep your eye constantly on the question of labour saving appliances of all kinds and schemes to save fuel (the Goole fuel a/c is at present dreadfully extravagant) and raw material.
	It is now a very hard struggle indeed to make ends meet in alum making and our only chance is in so reducing costs as to make a margin of profit even at present prices. There are many other things I would like to say to you but you can be thinking over this in the meantime.
Your aff uncle  Frank Spence

PSL2/131		 25th April 1884		Joseph Rice Esq, Manager, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	I am obliged for your letter of the 23rd inst which, owing to absence at our Goole works yesterday, I only received this morning.
	In reply I beg to say that I regard the payment of the amount owing to the Bank as purely a matter of time.
	Negotiations for a new settlement with my late father's legatees are now in progress and on their successful completion new capital can at once be got into the concern which will enable us to erect the plant for producing (and at a handsome profit) the article which is now steadily replacing alum.
	I have I can assure you every motive personally for pushing these negotiations as vigorously as it is prudent to do and hoping shortly to announce to you their successful result, I remain  Dear Sir
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/133		 29th April 1884	
Dear John, 
	I fear very much that the plan proposed for making T R here will land us into a reduced weekly make of about 50 tons of alum at least. At the highest estimate we do not get more than 2 tons of T R out of a block. That means 12 blocks a week will have to go back for dissolving instead of forward into the warehouse. It is obvious that that means a very serious loss in manufacturing.
	Now if instead of this plan all the Goole bottoms and the Manchester bottoms were passed through a pair of rolls, washed properly in a jigger with block liquor, transferred to a tank as fast as jigged and washed finally with a little water we should I think get over the difficulty without much expense. The milky jigger liquor might then be pumped through a press to make it fit for washing first crystals lower down. We could give you one of our rolls here and you could give us one of your presses.
	What do you think of this plan? I have been relying on your proposed scheme for redissolving the blocks but it is now clear this must involve a serious reduction in the make and consequent heavy loss. There is no time to be lost in dealing with the matter or this loss will be upon us.
	We are offered by Maxwell of Carlisle £120 for two stones. We have in reply offered him the 3 with the rolls and everything else for £200 but I fear he won't give it.
Yr aff bro  F Spence

PSL2/135  		[   Updated Valuation of Peter Spence's Estate   ]

June 30th 1883 


Amount at which the entire Estate stood 
Assets
121,318 - 15 - 9
in the books before the recent valuation.
Liabilities
36,785 -  8 - 3

Balance of Assets
84,533 -  7 - 6



July 7th 1883





Amount after valuation   (Several matters (such as 
Liabilities
66,267 - 15 - 2
balance owing by the Liquidator of the late Goole Alum
Assets
64,854 - 17 - 1
& Smelting Co Ld) being still pending precise figures
Balance of Liabilities
1,412 - 18 - 1
cannot yet be ascertained but those stated are as close


 an approximation as can at present be made)





Result of Working during 6 months ending Dec 31st 1883


Goole Works
Loss
1,921 - 18 - 2
Manchester  Works
Loss
1,910 - 14 - 8
  (This includes payment of Guarantee to Altrincham 


Gas Co for Mr D V Steuart £630 and  legal expenses 


 defending Sulphaluminic Patent £458 = £1088)


Birmingham Works


(This is exceedingly difficult to estimate as it depends


upon the treatment of the Contract Schedule at different


market prices by the B'ham Gas Committee. We cannot


in view of their action last year see a probability of a 


higher profit than £1250 per annum. It may be less.)

1,250 -  0 - 0









Valuation of Lead  


Goole Works

5,208 - 7 - 6
Manchester  Works

5,753 -  9 - 6
Birmingham Works
2,953 - 16 - 3

Less J S Kipping share
868 -  9 -11
2,085 -  6 - 4





13,047 -  3 - 4
April 30th 1884




PSL2/136a

Goole Works      Half year ending Decr 31st 1883


Loss

1,921 - 18 - 2
Deduct depreciation in value bought at 38/6 and  


estimated at 25/- on Decr 31/83  - 837 tons @ 13/6
564 - 19 - 6
1,356 - 18 - 8
Deduct additions to Plant during half year
623 - 19 - 0



732 - 19 - 8



Manchester Works      Half year ending Decr 31st 1883


Loss as stated

1,910 - 14 - 8
Deduct legal expenses defending Sulphaluminic Patent
458 -  0 - 0

Deduct paid for Mr D V Steuart to Altrincham Gas Co
630 -  0 - 0

Parcel of Muriate of Potash invoiced in Dec arrived 
458 - 13 - 8
1,546 - 13 - 8
Jan 4 by oversight not taken into stock




364 -  1 - 0
Deduct additions to Plant during half year

262 -  7 - 5


101 - 13 - 7


PSL2/136b		 9th May 1884		T Kelly Esq, Denstone Park, Newmarket
Dear Sir, 
	Mr Frank Spence instructs me to write you to say that I omitted from my supplementary statement showing the nett working loss at Manchester for the 6 months ending Dec 31st 1883 - deducting extraordinary expenditure - to be £101-13-7, the payment of £400 balance of guarantee to the Manchester Ship Canal.
	It follows that had there been no extraordinary expenditure to meet there would have been a profit of £298-6-5.
Yours truly  for Peter Spence & Sons  J H Pickles

PSL2/137
	Position on July 7th 1883 as nearly as can at present (April 30th 1884) be ascertained.

Accounts owing by Peter Spence & Sons as follows


Sundry Trade A/cs Outstanding


Manchester  Works

2,529 -  3 - 0
Goole Works

2,295 - 15 - 2
Birmingham Works    PS&S portion

2,097 - 10 - 3
Add a/cs not rendered at June 30/83


W Aldred & Others
75 -  0 - 0

E R Walker
407 - 11 - 6

A H Stead
28 - 15 - 8

W T Cheetham
53 -  5 - 6

John Holmes & Son
63 -  0 - 0

Altrincham Gas Co 
630 -  0 - 0



1,257 - 12 - 8
Peter Spence (sundry personal a/cs owing at decease)
416 -  7 - 3

J S Kipping
510 - 16 - 9

F M Spence
2,858  - 6 - 2

Manchester Ship Canal
400 -  0 - 0

David D Spence
667 -  0 - 3

Wilfred Spence
3 -  6 - 0

Peter Spence Jr
2 - 10 - 0

Jessie W Spence
3 - 14 - 8

Howard Spence
5 -  5 - 9

Malcolm Spence
4 -  4 - 3

Eva Howie
1 -  8 - 2

Consolidated Bank
25,078 - 12 - 6

Partington & Allen
2,936 -  2 - 4



32,887 - 14 - 1
Jessie E Steuart
6000 -  0 - 0

Mary J Kelly
6000 -  0 - 0

Margaret A B Tharp
6000 -  0 - 0

Amelia P Wilson
6600 -  0 - 0

Sundry Legacies
300 -  0 - 0



24,900 -  0 - 0
Probate Duty (estimated)

250 -  0 - 0





66,217 - 15 - 2



Accounts owing to Peter Spence & Sons as follows


Sundry Trade Accounts as per Ledgers
2,009 -  2 - 6

  Do        Do      on a/c Goole Works
78 - 19 - 3

  Do        Do       PS&Sons portion  B'ham
409 - 19 -10



2,498 -  1 - 7
Goole Alum & Smelting Co Ld per Ebenezer Adamson


   (Probable sum returnable by him)
1,000 -  0 - 0

United Kingdom Temper & Prod't Assurance Co
1,000 -  0 - 0

W B Fox
141 -  0 - 0

J S Kipping
4 -  9 - 3

Cash in hand
107 - 15 - 2



2,253 -  4 - 5
Property Shares &c owned by Peter Spence & Sons


Goole Property as per Holmes' valuation
14,610 - 11 - 0

Less additions between July 1st & date of valuation
1,175 - 17 - 4
13,434 - 13 - 8
Stock of Manf'g & raw materials at Goole 30 June/83
9,901 -  2 -11

Less amount overvaluat'n bauxite & sulph acid
1,111 - 19 - 4
7,979 -  3 - 7



Manchester Property as per Holmes' valuation
16,057 -  9 - 7

Less additions between July 1st & date of valuation
1,005 - 12 - 5
15,051 - 17 - 2
Stock of Manf'g & raw materials at Manchr 30 June/83

7,462 - 16 - 7



B'ham Property as per Holmes' valuation
9,967 - 13 - 9

Less additions between July 1st & date of valuation
462 -  1 - 1


9,505 - 12 - 8

Less J S Kipping's proportion
2,872 - 19 - 0
6,632 - 13 - 8
Stock of Manf'g & raw materials at B'ham 30 June/83
3,091 - 18 - 7

Less amount of overvaluation sulphuric acid
56 -  0 - 7


3,035 - 18 - 0

Less J S Kipping's proportion
917 - 11 - 2



2,118 -  6 -10
Pendleton Property

3,000 -  0 - 0
Mayor St Property

186 -  0 - 0
Erlington House
2,500 -  0 - 0

Add furniture, taken by members of family
1,570 -  9 - 7
4,070 -  9 - 7
Manchester Coffee Taverns Co Ld

60 -  0 - 0
Bridge of Allen Hydropathic Co Ld

50 -  0 - 0
Naismyth Wilson & Co Ld

40 -  0 - 0
Langdales Chemical Manure Co Ld

17 - 10 - 0





64,854 - 17 - 1
Balance being Excess of Liabilities

1,362 - 18 - 1





66,217 - 15 - 2

PSL2/141		 30th April 1884		[Mr Lawton, Nechells Park]
		STRICTLY Private 
Dear Lawton, 
	With reference to the matter of deliveries of weak liquor we wish to inform you privately that owing to the peculiarities of our schedule our margin of profit is much greater on weak liquor than on strong at all prices under £20 for sulphate and not only so but the margin increases in direct proportion to the weakness and to the lowness of the sulphate prices.
	In other words taking 9 ounce liquor as the starting point every ounce lower than that shows a greatly increased profit. And taking £20 as the starting point for sulphate every £1 below this shows an increased profit - on weak liquor but not so on strong liquor for every increase of strength above 9 ounce shows a decreasing profit at all prices below £20 and that profit on this strong liquor continues to decrease in proportion to the fall in price.
	As our schedule has been interpreted in a most arbitrary and unwarranted manner at Old Square thus taking a very large slice of our profits we are driven to take advantage of such peculiarities in the schedule as I have just pointed out.
	You had better act as discreetly in the matter as possible as if the gas manager's attention were drawn to our extreme eagerness for weak liquor they would take care to give us nothing but strong.
	The necessity to keep our plant going so as to pay fixed expenses which we cannot stop when the plant stops is quite sufficient reason for you to urge when asking the gas manager to send whatever liquor they have got rather than cause a stoppage of the works.
Yours truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/143		 5th May 1884		J S Kipping Esq
	Copy made from draught
Dear Sir, 
	Having no doubt as to the result of a reference of the question referred to in your letter I can have no hesitation in accepting your proposal that it be arbitrated by Messrs Rice & Gilchrist and I hereby accept it accordingly.
	I have similarly to propose that the question as to the shrinkage of each partner's capital to the correct amount and the practical consequences it involves be referred to the same gentlemen as arbitrators. Your letter of 4th ulto proposed that the balance sheet be made out without prejudice and there is nothing now to hinder this matter being dealt with definitively along with the others.
	Your assurance in attempting to wrest more from a management which has given you your whole capital back in five years after allowing for shrinkage (although you were prepared in the first instance to take five per cent!) is something phenomenal, and regretting that all my courteous endeavours to satisfy you upon all points have met with such a response.  I remain 
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/143a		 9th May 1884		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Sir, 
	A matter of some importance has arisen today in connexion with the Birmingham contract which makes a reference to the Agreement desirable. Will you therefore kindly return it to me by bearer.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/143b
	Telegram - From Frank Spence to Tom Kelly Esq, Denston Park, Wickhambrook, Suffolk - "Conditions absolutely necessary Do you all or do you not accept them My mind now definitely made up to throw up the whole mad enterprise if they are not accepted by yourself and four legatees."


PSL2/143c		 9th May 1884
	Telegram - Vin, South Gate, Manchester to Kellys and Tharp, Denston Park, Wickhambrook - 
	"Boys say absolutely necessary you manifest entire confidence by withdrawal of third trustee thus moreover leaving them perfectly untrammelled as required by Bank etc Also that the payment of the seven and half per cent shall like the four per cent interest be postponed five years Also that in event of collapse of business and consequent realisation of property boys shall share equally with girls Horizon so dark boys have decided after mature deliberation that without assent to these conditions they cannot carry on Am seeing Jessie and Millie."


PSL2/144		 9th May 1884		Thos Chorlton Esq
Dear Sir, 
	Kindly send by bearer the new draft agreement between ourselves & the legatees & oblige.  Yours truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/144a		 12th May 1884		Tom Kelly Esq
	Copy - Winterfield  Monday evg
Dear Tom, 
	David and I are to call at Chorlton's @ 2.30 tomorrow when he will have the draft ready. If you can conveniently call then we can go over the document together.
Yr aff bro  Frank Spence

PSL2/144b		 12th May 1884		Thos Chorlton Esq
	Copy - Winterfield  Monday evg
My dear Sir, 
	I have asked Mr Kelly by same post to meet my brother & self at your office @ 2.30 tomorrow.  I understand you are to send me the draft up to the works in the forenoon. We will go over it and return it to you at once and if we find it desirable to do so we will give you a call half an hour before Mr K.  Yours truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/145		 10th May 1884		Thos Chorlton Esq
	Copy from rough draft - Winterfield  Sat evg
My dear Sir, 
	Mr Kelly and (I understand) all the legatees have accepted my ultimatum stipulating the three following conditions and I would be glad if you would first thing next week embody them in a new agreement along with what should remain of the old.
	(a) That Mr K renounce his trusteeship absolutely.
	(b) That the payment of the 7½% interest like that of the 4% be put back 5 years (In other words that the 4% begins to accrue 5 yrs hence & the 7½% 15 yrs hence).
	(c) That in the event of a collapse of the business and consequent realisation of the property, we (i.e. my brother and self) shall share in any residue equally with the legatees.
	I wish you clearly to understand that I am doing my best to carry out my father's will although I am advised on every hand that it is madness to attempt it; and as you know that I have no hope of doing anything for my own family until I pay off the £66,218 (Bank & legatees) you will see I have the greatest possible interest in doing so at the earliest moment. I must therefore be left wholly untrammelled by any outside trustee or by supervision of any kind.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/145a		 14th May 1884	
Dear Lawton, 
	I do not see how with such a very simple manufacture you should be so preoccupied as to make it necessary for you to delegate so important a part of your work to Mr Dick's assistant.
	These weekly sheets are of extreme importance and they should be filled up by yourself. At the Frizinghall (Bradford) works Mr Wild both keeps the books and makes all the needful analysis.
Yours truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/146		 16th May 1884		Messrs Chance Bros
Dear Sirs, 
	We have duly received your letter of yesterday. With regard to your proposal re Dudley you will perceive on reflection that the arrangement suggested would have the effect of giving you a uniform margin of profit (i.e. supposing of course you offer for the liquor on a true sliding scale) whereas we would have all the risk of loss involved by the facilis descensus of the present Windsor St schedule.
	We think the following would be an equitable arrangement. At present market price - £14-0 to £14-10/-  - you are paying we presume under Mr Smith's treatment of your schedule 62/6 per 1000 galls of 9 & under 10 oz liquor. Now although this price added to our cost of delivery to Nechells leaves us an exceedingly small margin, we are prepared to take the liquor at that figure in exchange for our right to compete for Dudley if you will agree to preserve us this margin undiminished if sulphate should fall below its present price.
	We of course assume as a condition precedent that you will not compete for West Bromwich Commissioners or any other liquors we now have when they come on the market. (By the way we might with a mutual saving in carriage exchange W Bromwich liquor for an equivalent quantity of Windsor St).
	If you agree to the foregoing we will send you a schedule giving the figure which would leave us the margin referred to at all strengths and for each line below £14-0/£14-10/- .  We remain Dear Sirs  Yours faithfully   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/148		 23rd May 1884		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Sir, 
	My case re the Arbitration cannot I find be stated until I get some returns from Birmingham which are likely to take them some little time.
	I noted what you said re Mr Avery. I had myself on second thoughts come to the conclusion that the Committee would probably resent anything like outside interference.
	I have got to the bottom of the falling off in the decimals and as the matter has important issues I would like to have a talk with you upon the matter. I have got Chance's mean decimals since the commencement of their present contract. It would be very useful if your son could get the average fraction for Manchester over a considerable period. The law of averages is not so convincing as actual experience of facts. Manchester need not be named as the place from which the facts come.
	I shall probably give you a call at the Bank on Monday unless you write me suggesting a more convenient place & time.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/150		 26th May 1884		Messrs Gaskell Deacon & Co, Widnes
Dear Sirs, 
	As we have just decided to re-erect our disused decomposing plant at Goole and adopt your type of furnace, we would be glad if you would kindly inform us by wire first thing tomorrow (stamped telegram form herewith) whether the iron work of the furnace to be sold tomorrow at the Bridgewater Alkali Works, St Helens (Mr Leather's place) is the best form, or whether you have, since they put it up, so modified the furnace as to make it desirable to have new work.
	We would be glad to avail ourselves of this chance of a bargain so far as the iron work is concerned but would rather forego that if it would subject us to any permanent disadvantage in working.  	Thanking you in anticipation and assuring you that your information will be received in strict confidence.  We remain Dear Sirs
Very truly yours   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/153		 29th May 1884		Messrs Chance Bros
Dear Sirs,  		Private
	We have read and carefully considered your letter of yesterday and are pleased to note that you accept our very modest schedule for Windsor St liquor in exchange for Dudley based on £1 per ton only over the recognised £4. With regard to your proposal that the schedule should, when prices rise to and above £16/£16-10/-,  be replaced by your Windsor St one, we think it well to enclose you the two in parallel columns for comparison, and from which you will perceive that our figures give on the whole a considerably higher total than yours.
	As however our one consideration in making our proposal was that the margin - though smaller by 10/-  than we like to work for - would be certain at all prices, it is necessary for us to exclude all risks by adhering to the scale throughout.
	Respecting the outside works we think as you suggest that it would be well for us to meet and arrive at an understanding at once. The method of dealing "with each case on its own merits" has had a far from satisfactory result for ourselves. Apart from this it must in the nature of things necessitate a constant succession of negotiations, and as your time and ours is too valuable for retail business, we think an equation of our respective interests may be arrived at in a much better way.
	We have before us a list of a large number of places whose contracts fall due next month and as you may not agree with us in thinking that - to give us an equitable share of outside liquor - all of them should fall to us; we would propose that we withdraw entirely from outside competition (West Bromwich Commissioners included) on the understanding that you give us your Windsor St liquor at a schedule which would leave us a profit of 30/-  over the £4 at all prices of sulphate agreed between ourselves and the B'ham Corporation.
	As - in view of W Bromwich and so many other places falling due immediately - time is of very great importance, we would be glad to know by return whether you are prepared to deal with this proposal and whether we shall hand you a schedule drawn up on that basis.
	Of course the exchange of our Swan Village for an equivalent quantity of your Windsor St liquor would continue in all repects as at present - the new proposal referring only to the balance of Windsor St liquor remaining after such exchange.
	We need scarcely suggest that our entire withdrawal from outside competition by leaving the field entirely to yourselves would enable you to secure a much larger average margin than 30/- . So far as outside opinion was concerned you would have practically sold us your Windsor St contract and given us as much liquor as we cared to have.  We remain Dear Sirs 
Yours faithfully   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/155		 29th May 1884		Joseph Rice Esq, Manager, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	I have duly received your letter of the 28th inst. A number of important matters prevented my leaving the works today to see you without losing valuable time. I am glad to say that the release putting back the operation of the will for 6 years from July/83 has been signed by the legatees; that Mr Kelly has accepted my ultimatum that he sign a renunciation of his trusteeship; and that Mr Chorlton has just lodged the papers and will in court for probate.  I remain  Dear Sir  
Very truly yours  Frank Spence
	I am thankful to say that we are making progress all round - though slow yet sure.  F.S.

PSL2/156		 9th June 1884		Peter Spence & Sons, Goole
Dear Sirs,  		 Coal  
	In looking over your letter again we observe that you remark as to the relative over weights that Fryston you believe call theirs as 2 cwt per ton and that the Victoria Co's turned 2.88 cwt per ton during 6 mos. Probably the loading instructions in both cases will be 2 cwt per ton.
	With regard to the smudge which - although we presume actual coal like the rest - is mere dust and bad for the boiler fires, would it be worth while to pay the extra 6d for all dressed coal? You would not risk much by getting the Victoria people to send you a boat load as sample. But as they might not have enough of this quality for your regular requirements they would probably discourage your going in for it and might not send you a very good sample.
	Would the Fryston people supply you with dressed @ 6d above their undressed price?
	No.3 chamber - Yes! We must get it releaded without delay so you had better prepare as you say.
Yours faithfully   Peter Spence & Sons  
	If the consideration you urge as to their getting rid of the smudge in our coal were represented as you indicate, they ought certainly to practically admit therefore by a part reduction but we have a better opinion if your first suggestion viz that we should go in for dressed coal which ought to be much more than sixpence better than stuff which may be adulterated with any quantity of smudge they please.  F.S.

PSL2/157		 12th June 1884	
	Copy telegram  -  Frank Spence to Mr James Bearn, c/o A M Chance, Alkali Works, nr Birmingham.
	"Tell him that liquor recently exchanged for Dudley must yield us thirty shillings profit like the rest and if absolutely necessary to induce him to lay pipe you might offer him the whole of the Corporation allowance which would be giving him about twenty four hundred for eleven hundred The effect of that would be to deliver us all our liquor free to Nechells and one million four hundred thousand more at around margin of thirty shillings Probably however we should not bind ourselves beyond four years as he then has nothing to offer unless he abstains from competition and we secure Windsor at price not exceeding proposed schedule Act cautiously."

PSL2/158		 16th June 1884		A M Chance Esq
Dear Sir,  		Private
	Having carefully thought over what passed betwixt yourself and our Mr Bearn last week, the following simple and (we think you will allow) liberal mode of carrying the arrangement into effect has occurred to us.
	We will however first endeavour to clear the ground.  In exchanging with you the 1,120,000 galls of our Swan Village liquor for an equivalent quantity of your Windsor Street liquor delivered free to Nechells by the proposed pipe, we gain nothing - the Corporation allowance as you are aware defraying the present cost of carriage to our works. In other words our only consideration in the matter is the purchase from you @ 30/-  margin of the 1,400,000 galls of excess over and above the quantity represented by the Swan Village liquor.
	To give you 9d per ton therefore as first proposed on the 2,500,000 galls would be to put the matter in the wrong shape; but to give you the amount it represents (£426-3/-  per an) as against the 1,400,000 galls would be to put the saddle in the right horse.
	If to the £426-3/-  falling to you in this way, you add the saving of £280 you effect by taking 1,120,000 galls from Swan Village instead of from Windsor St (carriage cost 4/-  instead of 9/-  per 1000 galls) you will see that you will receive altogether £706-3/- .
	Now as our original intention was to give you the benefit of the whole saving in carriage and along with it undisturbed possession of the outside field for liquor, in consideration of your transferring to us the whole Windsor St surplus at the margin agreed, we feel bound to give you the whole 9/-  allowed us by the Corporation (thus making your total receipts from this arrangement £784 per annum*) but it must of course be on the clear understanding that the arrangement applies to the whole surplus (including the Dudley exchange) immediately the pipe is laid, and that you leave us in undisturbed possession of the surplus during the remaining four years of your contract.  * 1120 thousand @ 5/- + 1120 @ 9/- = £784
	As to Dudley we are sorry that in the entire absence of competition you should have contented yourself with the very small margin we accepted for the equivalent quantity of Windsor St liquor, but as (judging from our past receipts) the whole production of Dudley does not exceed 160 tons of sulphate per annum, the 10/-  we are asking from you, to make up the margin on that liquor to the 30/-  agreed on for the remainder, will be recouped by you from the first year's extra allowance we are now proposing to give you over the 9d per ton first named. With regard next to the necessity you named to Mr Bearn of provision being made for securing you during the four years a minimum quantity of liquor to work at Oldbury, we hope you do not seriously entertain the idea that with Swan Village made over to you and our competition wholly withdrawn from the great hive of black country and other towns within easy boating distance of Oldbury there is the slightest doubt that you will be able to replace many times over the 1,400,000 galls you are to sell us from Windsor Street!
	Humanly speaking there is nothing certain in this world, but surely in this case the probabilities enormously outweigh the improbabilities and leave you amply secured.
	With respect to the suggestion that we should continue to tender for outside liquor but "by arrangement" we must frankly say that having again considered the proposal we cannot bring ourselves to entertain it.
	The case is a very simple one. If we had no existence at Nechells and you were in sole possession of the field you would not we are sure think of creating a bogus competitor to assist you in your plans. You will on reflection perceive that this is just what you are asking us to do.
	Why cannot we boldly face the facts? If we purchase your Windsor Street contract it would be a fact that our plant would be unable to deal with more liquor, and surely that would be a sufficient reason for any one inquiring why we were not now tendering for farther supplies.
	As a matter of prudence however it might be well for you to show some moderation in your tenders and content yourself with the margin we are to give you for Windsor St and as the equalised schedule we are to give you is higher by nearly 4 per cent than your present Corporation schedule you could with a very good grace tell any Gas Committee for whose liquor you were tendering that you were offering them considerably more than your Birmingham schedule.
	The B'ham Gas Committee must by this time have by far the highest reputation in the Midland Counties for skinning flints, and surely a schedule giving better prices than they have got would satisfy any other Committee.
	Kindly let us hear from you as to the foregoing without delay. We have negotiated not a few times with comparatively little result, and if we are once more unable to see "eye to eye" it would be desirable in view of the various liquors falling into the market that we should be in a position to act at once.  We remain, Dear Sir,  
Faithfully yours   Peter Spence & Sons
	P.S. We here cited the Swan Village production for 1882. We have not got the 1883 quantity as that is complicated by the partial exchange we commenced with you last year.

PSL2/162		 18th June 1884		Platt Bros Co Ltd
Dear Sirs, 		Private 
	Under "stress of weather" and in view of the practical impossibility of making arrangements with other colliery proprietors which will only last a short time and thus be of no practical benefit to them, we have agreed to accept the proposal made today by your Mr Greensmith, viz to pay you 1/-  per ton extra for the shale brought up by him from the "Mary" mine and to effect which we understand he has to pay considerably increased expense.
	We understand of course that any shale brought up from the "Colonel" or "Foxhole" mines will be charged at the previous price.
	Should it prove practicable to make some temporary arrangement with any neighbouring colliery proprietor under which we could get the stuff at a lower price, you understand that we are at liberty to make such arrangement, but in that event we should let you know that we had done so.
Faithfully yours   Peter Spence & Sons 
	We are sorry to say that we are losing money every week in our alum department. Prices being ruinously low for some time back.

PSL2/163		 18th June 1884		Mr Wm Valentine
Dear Valentine, 
	We have instructed Mr Dick to increase your wages by 5/- per week in recognition of your thorough and zealous attention to your duties. Has your son yet obtained employment?
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Co

PSL2/164		 18th June 1884		Peter Spence & Co, Nechells
Dear Sirs, 
	Please increase Valentine's wages 5/- per week commencing with this week.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Co [!]

PSL2/169	
	[pencil note] - For letter sent to A M Chance along with this see General Letter Book No.115 page 284		[This statement is written on pages 286-289, obviously cut from that book and gummed into the Private book.]

	(a) Peter Spence & Co have agreed to transfer ex their contract with the Birmingham Corporation to Chance Bros at Swan Village all the liquor produced there by the Corporation from the date of the completion of the under mentioned pipe to 29th Sept 1888.
	(b) Chance Bros have agreed to lay at their own expense a pipe from Windsor St Gas Works to Peter Spence & Co's Nechells Works and to deliver there ex their Birmingham Corporation contract expiring 29th Sept 1888 a quantity of liquor equivalent to the quantity transferred as above by Peter Spence & Co to Chance Bros at Swan Village Chance Bros have agreed to deliver to Nechells at the prices specified in annexed schedule the balance of the Windsor St liquor remaining after such transfer.
	(c) Peter Spence & Co have agreed to buy no more liquor produced beyond the boundaries of Birmingham within a radius of 50 miles of Birmingham or at any other towns beyond such radius specified by Chance Bros.
	(d) Peter Spence & Co have agreed to pay Chance Bros the whole of the allowance made them from time to time during the period ending 29th Sept 1888 by the Birmingham Corporation for the carriage of the Swan Village liquor to their Nechells Works. This payment estimated at £504 per annum, together with the saving in carriage by taking Swan Village liquor instead of Windsor St liquor to their Oldbury Works estimated at £ [blank] per annum; Peter Spence & Co's agreement to entirely withdraw from competition from non Birmingham liquor and their having undertaken not to enter into competition either directly or indirectly with Chance Bros in the manufacture or sale of muriate of ammonia and sal ammoniac by becoming manufacturers of these products themselves either directly or indirectly being Chance Bros's consideration in laying the pipe estimated to cost £1100 and selling Peter Spence & Co the balance of their Windsor St liquor Peter Spence & Co's consideration being the purchase at prices at which they are at present able to buy large quantities of non Birmingham liquor of a sufficient supply to keep their Nechells plant in full work and the reversion to them of the Windsor St pipe in Sept 1888 when Chance Bros's contract will expire.  
	(e) Peter Spence & Co have agreed to give Chance Bros the option of taking over any or all of Peter Spence & Co's existing contracts for liquor not produced by the B'ham Corporation at the respective prices paid for the same by Peter Spence & Co.
	(f) If the B'ham Corporation as from Sept 1888 transfer Windsor St to P Spence & Co in exchange for Swan Village then P Spence & Co will not tender for Swan Village or any outside liquor for consumption before March 31/91 when P Spence & Co's contract with the Corporation terminates and in consideration of P Spence & Co having agreed to this Chance Bros have agreed to make over their entire interest in the pipe to Peter Spence & Co in Sept 1888.
	(g) The deliveries of Windsor St liquor purchased by P Spence & Co from Chance Bros shall be paid for weekly.
	(h) If through any cause P Spence & Co fail to regularly remove Windsor St liquor as required by Chance Bros's contract with the Birmingham Corporation or Chance Bros fail to regularly remove Swan Village liquor as required by P Spence & Co's contract with the Corporation then P Spence & Co shall indemnify Chance Bros and Chance Bros shall indemnify P Spence & Co against all consequences of such non removal.
	(i) P Spence & Co shall also indemnify Chance Bros against the consequences of any act done by them (P Spence & Co) which shall cause a stoppage in the delivery of Swan Village liquor to Chance Bros; and Chance Bros shall similarly indemnify P Spence & Co against the consequences of any act done by them (Chance Bros) which shall cause a stoppage of the delivery of Windsor St liquor to P Spence & Co.

PSL2/172		 25th June 1884		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Mr Kipping, 
	I have yours of yesterday and take due note of the various points referred to. We shall have need of all our ability in going into the case with the Committee.
	Fraction of ounce - Can you get the facts re Manchester experience before the end of the week. I am prevented writing Smith and taking a firm stand re .5 until I have something more to go upon than the law of averages and other mere a priori probabilities.
	Indeed the facts of Chance's case (.48, .47 and .45 in three successive years) have somewhat shaken my confidence in .5 as the actual average fraction as it is very difficult to understand how a running fire of single deliveries all over the day and ranging over several ounces could be doctored down to the above fractions.
	The facts of the Manchester experience would however decide the matter definitively as I understand from what you tell me of their method of invoicing that they have no motive at all to alter the fraction.
	I have written Chance re amount of Chlor.
	Store tank - I will look into this along with other matters we are now dealing with in view of probably getting Windsor St. One great consideration however in endeavouring to get that station has been the fact that it has a large storage.
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/174		 26th June 1884		Peter Spence & Sons, Goole
Dear Sirs, You have managed the coal negotiations very satisfactorily and you had better now close at once with the Fryston people on the terms named as they seem to offer a distinct gain in price, quality and facility of loading. You can tell them contract notes will be forwarded from here.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/176		 26th June 1884		Peter Spence & Sons, Goole
Dear Sirs, 
	Loss of Lime - If your present mode of working will not enable you to reduce the proportion without sacrificing ammonia it would be penny wise and pound foolish to save lime. When you commence working in charges (instead of the present continuous method) you will no doubt be able to get down to the B'ham proportion at once.
	The suggestion of adding a proportion of muriate crystals to the twice crystallized alum is not a bad one if you are sure the mixture will not give an alum with more than .0003 Fe2O3. If there is any doubt on this point perhaps you had better content yourselves with gaining the two extra blocks you now get by dissolving muriate crystals immediately after your last run of T.R. You know the facts as to the per centage of iron in the muriate crystals and what you would get by the proposed mixture. We leave the matter in your hands as we know you are aware of the extreme importance of keeping up our reputation for T.R.
	Mother Liquor charges - If it is a loss instead of a saving to work every pan with liquor for the first charge do not continue the plan but work as you find to be the most economical.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/178		 30th June 1884		Joseph Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Please transfer from our a/c to the credit of "Peter Spence" a/c one thousand (£1000) pounds. We propose to arrange with you shortly for farther payments.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/178a		 1st July 1884		Joseph Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Herewith I have the pleasure to hand you chq for £1,068-14/- being the amount of the policy upon my late father's life. Kindly place the amount to the credit of the "Peter Spence" a/c and oblige.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/179		 5th July 1884		Arthur & Hinshaw
Dear Sirs, 
	I have taken time to consider what you said re the proposed loan and am obliged.
	I thought it was understood with Mr Nicholson that what was named was £5000 and the int 5% (we never yet paid a higher rate). I thought you blamed us for not naming the matter to you sooner and did not for a moment suppose it to be the formidable affair it now appears to be.  I am glad however to say that we are not yet in want of the money and I hope may not be.  I remain, Dear Sirs, 
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/180		 5th July 1884		A M Chance Esq
My dear Sir, 
	I have duly received your letter of the 4th inst and note that you expect to post me your lawyer's draft of the agreement today or Monday.
	We will lose no time in going over it and as I fear it is going to be impracticable for me to get to the Newcastle meeting of the Chem'l Indy Soc next week perhaps you might give us a call here on your way back if you can conveniently do so when we could if it proves necessary go over the draft together.
	I shall however make a strong effort to get to this meeting.
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence
	P.S. Will you kindly ask your people to let us know whether on completing your contract with West Bromwich (you were we believe our immediate predecessors) you cleared out the whole of their stock of liquor, as they are now asking us to clear out all they had on 30th ulto as part of the just expired contract.  If you did not clear all out, and could say how many gallons you left it would guide us exactly how much stock we are liable to take under the contract which terminated 30th ulto.  Thanks in anticipation for the trouble.  F.S.

PSL2/182		 14th July 1884		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Mr Kipping, 
	I have your verbal message through Mr Ross. When you do not have a reply to any letter you may safely reckon that the facts are not "ripe" for one.
	The arrangement with Chance as you might suppose was too promising to be allowed to suffer from delay. We pushed him as much as it was judicious to do. His firm has agreed to the proposal in principle and he went up to London expressly to get an arrangement drawn up in legal form by their solicitor as he considered that necessary.
	I met him on Wednesday at Newcastle and he assured me that not a moment would be lost in completing the document.
	Tank - This suggestion - as are all yours - was fully weighed and we decided to repair it at once. It is proving a somewhat heavier and more expensive matter than we had anticipated but I hope may prove a permanent job.
	Arbitration - I have one more return to get yet which it has been impracticable to send me at an earlier date.
	I have only glanced at your statement since I got it knowing that the matter must stand over until the various returns were complete. As I think this last one will be in my hands within a week or ten days I would propose in order to prevent the matter becoming interminable that as you have drawn up your statement I shall now draw up ours and that the two (with the documents referred to by each) be handed in to the arbitrators without delay.
	I will in the same way draw up our case re the question of Capital and forward it to you. You can then draft your reply and hand it to the arbitrators without further reference to me. I suggest this course to obviate the necessity of replies to replies and possibly replies to them.
	With reference to your complimentary remark that you had never yet opened a book and that the expense of auditors had been saved you must not forget that I have strongly disapproved of this course and strenuously urged you to nominate a professional man to audit the books and a/cs in the usual way. "Understandings" are in my experience, however well meant, a fruitful source of misunderstandings and there is nothing like doing everything "decently and in order." 
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/184		 16th July 1884		Mr E Dick
Mr dear Eben, 
	One line to say that it will be the proper course to enter yr 5% on all profit over £4000 per annum commencing 1st January 1884 in yr books before closing yr a/cs for the half year.
	I name this as it occurred to me that you might not do anything in the matter until you had squared them off.
Yours truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/184a		 23rd July 1884		Joseph Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Please transfer from our a/c to the credit of "Peter Spence" a/c £1000 (one thousand pounds). Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/185		 24th July 1884		Joseph Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Kindly note that my brother will sign cheques in my absence next week for a short furlough.  His signature is given below.
Respectfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/185a		 5th August 1884		George Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Kindly note our Mr Frank Spence has returned to business and resumed the sole signature of cheques. 
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/186		 13th August 1884		Joseph Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Will you kindly hand bearer for Mr Chorlton the Erlington Deeds. We have at last got a purchaser and Mr C requires the documents to prepare contract.
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/187		 20th August 1884		Thos Chorlton Esq
Dear Sir, 
	We can make nothing of your statement to our Mr Bearn respecting the £100 which you received from us over two years ago.
You got it for a specific purpose. There proved however to be no occasion to use it for that purpose and we will now therefore thank you to repay us the amount without further delay.
	Mr Bearn has chq herewith for yr a/c to June 30th. If as we are compelled to conclude from the course you have taken you are apprehensive about the payment of the a/c from June 30th to present date you are at liberty to pay yourself the approximate amount of it out of the £100 and hand Mr B the balance.  Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/189		 28th August 1884		J S Kipping Esq, Platt Abbey
Dear Mr Kipping, 
	Herewith you will find your copy balance sheet &c brought today from B'ham by Mr Dick. It is as you will observe based as before on the provisional arrangement as to the valuation.
	As June 30th ended all the liquor contracts made while we were competing with Messrs Chance, the next 6 mos -  having the benefit of the new ones with good margins - should show a much better result.
	I have today paid to your credit at the Consolidated Bank as desired the sum of £587-5-8 which please acknowledge.
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/189a		 26th August 1884		Mr Thos Lawton, Nechells Park Chem'l Works
Dear Sir, 
	We have much pleasure in recognising the zeal you have displayed in the discharge of the duties of your post by increasing your salary to £14-11-8 per month commencing 1st ulto and with best wishes for you and yours We remain 
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Co

PSL2/191		 9th September 1884		Alex M Chance Esq
Dear Sir, 
	We have a post card from the Atherton Gas Light Co asking us for an offer for a boat load of liquor. Pending the completion of the proposed agreement we can if you like leave this to you, you giving us in exchange a boat load of Windsor St liquor at the proposed schedule price and crediting us with the 9d per ton cost of haulage to Nechells.
	We regret that the intervention of the holiday season and subsequent arrears of work have so long delayed the completion of the Agreement. We hope however to have the draft out of the hands of our legal advisers this week.  I remain my dear Sir 
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence  
	I forget whether I informed you we had got Tipton for 12 mos from 1st July/84 @ 35/-  margin over £4 and the carriage to Oldbury would be still less I presume than to us. F.S.  
	P.S. Our carriage has been calculated on this Tipton contract as costing 9/6 per 1000 galls and it should be very much less than that figure to Oldbury.
	As a good deal of valuable time has already slipped away and still more may be consumed before the matter is completed, do you see anything to hinder your at once commencing removals from Tipton & West Bromwich (and, if you like, Warwick, which is margin 30/-  over £4) and our removal of all the Windsor St production - we allowing you the Corporation 9/-  per 1000 on all the Swan Village liquor and you allowing us the actual haulage (9d per ton) Windsor St to Nechells. You paying us the Tipton & West Bromwich contract prices and we paying you for the Windsor St liquor (i.e. for the excess quantity over the Swan Village production) the figures of the new schedule?

PSL2/193		 22nd September 1884		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Mr Kipping, 
	I have your letter of Saturday. I quite agree with you that anything emanating from this quarter should be weighed very carefully indeed.
	I meant to hand you the draft before sending it in as I would like to have your mind upon the various features of it, so I now send it by Mr Bearn with Chance's copy of their agreement with the Corporation.
	It should be borne in mind that the pipe (vide C.B's agree't with the Corp'n) does not, as we had understood it did, belong to C.B. but is only theirs if they choose to take it up for its metal (which is practically out of the question) or in the event of their contract with the Corp'n being renewed - which surely means that it goes to the highest bidder for the liquor.
	The matter has been kept open by me lately as new phases of the questions involved have one after another occurred to me.  The important question is - what is likely to be the action of the Corporation in Sept 1888? They have then the option of requiring us to take Windsor St instead of Swan Village but as it is possible that a correct reading of our Agree't with them may enable us in such event to require them to pay us the carriage upon it, they may not, if no pipe has been laid in the interim, offer it to us but rather prefer to go into the market for other offers.  Indeed it may yet - in view of the comparatively small margin of profit on our present schedule and of their possible future treatment of it - quite probably be our best course to reject the offer if made, sacrifice Swan Village, and take our chance of Windsor St in a competition - Chance being prevented by the agree't from competing against us for it.  	The whole affair is a game of chess as there are several other important contingencies to be considered. 
	Kindly let me have your views upon the draft at your earliest convenience.
	Saltley &c doctoring of the liquor - The Gas Committee meet today after a very long holiday and as they will have heavy arrears of their own to discuss and among them a re proposal of ours for joint reporting of market price, I think the best plan would be to arrange for you, my brother and myself meeting them at their next sitting, and laying the whole facts before them in such a way that a declaration will be got from them that there shall be no more attempts at sophistication. Mr Bearn will tell you how the Saltley chemist has been hoist with his own petard.
Yours truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/195
Manchester Sept 22nd 1884    Messrs Rice & Gilchrist
Consolidated Bank, Manchester
Dear Sirs,
	A difference of opinion upon two points of considerable importance having arisen betwixt the undersigned J S Kipping on the one side and Frank Spence and David Spence on the other, partners in the firm of Peter Spence & Co. it has been mutually agreed to refer the same to friendly arbitration.
	It has also been agreed to ask you to kindly undertake to adjudicate between us.
	If you will be good enough to accede to this request, documents setting forth the difference of opinion, together with the Partnership Deed will be placed in your hands and We remain Dear Sirs, Respectfully yours    Frank Spence    David Spence

PSL2/197		 23rd September 1884		Joseph Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Kindly transfer the sum of two thousand (£2000) pounds from our a/c to the credit of the "Peter Spence" a/c.  We hope also to pay in £3000 to Cr of the latter a/c on Monday next as we expect to receive the £2700 balance of the purchase money of Erlington House.  We would have reduced the "Peter Spence" a/c at a considerably faster rate had we not - both here and at Goole - been laying out largely for new plant which will soon repay its cost, and in a comparatively short time. we expect, enable us to wipe out the "Peter Spence" a/c.  We remain Dear Sir Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/198
	Manchester  Sept 22nd 1884    Joseph Rice Esq & George Gilchrist Esq, 
Consolidated Bank, Manchester  
Dear Sirs,  
	A difference of opinion upon two points of considerable importance having arisen betwixt the undersigned J S Kipping on the one side and Frank Spence and David Spence on the other, partners in the firm of Peter Spence & Co. it has been mutually agreed to refer the same to arbitration in accordance with the provisions of the Partnership Agreement.
	Mr Kipping has nominated Mr [blank] and Messrs F and D Spence have named Mr [blank] to adjudicate upon the matter as arbitrators.
	If you will kindly accede to this request, documents setting forth the difference of opinion, together with the Partnership Deed will be placed in your hands and We remain Dear Sirs, 
Respectfully yours    Frank Spence    David Spence

PSL2/199		 24th September 1884		A Fletcher, Manager, Union Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Having since the return to business of Mr David Spence carefully considered your letter of July 31st we beg now formally to disclaim any liability whatever in connexion with the matter to which it refers.  We are dear Sir  
Yours truly   Frank Spence   David Spence    Executors of Peter Spence deceased

PSL2/200		 24th September 1884		Joseph Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Mr Rice, 
	I am much obliged by your very kindly and courteous letter of yesterday.
	As it occurs to me after reading it that you may be under the impression that there is a quarrel between the parties and it is desirable that this impression if it exists should be at once removed, I have pleasure in stating that personally Mr Kipping and we are on excellent terms.
	The matter arises simply and solely from a difference of view upon two points which your and Mr Gilchrist's decision would dispose of once for all; and I venture to think that a brief and quiet perusal of the written statements of both sides would better enable you to understand the questions at issue and to decide whether you would be willing to give us your good offices in adjudicating upon them than any personal hearing of our respective versions of the matter.
	If you kindly consented to act, then, later on, we might probably be advantageously brought before you.
	I submit this in all deference to your good judgment and remain, Dear Mr Rice, 
Very truly yours  Frank Spence  
	In order to avoid the appearance of approaching you now with an ex parte statement I have sent a press copy of this letter to Mr Kipping. F.S.

PSL2/202		 25th September 1884		Joseph Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank
My dear Sir, 
	I beg to thank you for your note of yesterday and hope in the course of a day or two to hand you the written statements of both parties.  I remain, My Dear Sir, 
Very truly yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/203		 25th September 1884		J S Kipping Esq
My dear Sir, 
	One line to acknowledge your letter of today and to say that I have just embodied your pencil suggestions in the draft Agreement.
	Windsor St Schedule - The scale being strictly proportionate throughout need not be carried down into lower market prices.
	I am much obliged for your remark that the B'ham statistics must be wrong and unjust towards ourselves but I cannot see any reason for thinking so as my instructions to the works to prepare them were very strict.
	I have duly considered the fact to which you draw attention i.e. the large figure paid down to the Corporation at the start - but whatever we please to call the investment it was nothing but a competition price - not to speak of the fact that we have now a much less remunerative contract* the agreement provides that on its termination the works shall - if the Corp'n want them - be sold to them at a valuation; and, to speak frankly, it would seem to me quite as reasonable for us here to discount our future profits in our Balance Sheets by entering them in the shape of "good will" as to decline to prick the bladder in question.
	We have asked Mr Smith by same post for an appointment with his Chairman & deputy Chairman or Committee for Monday week Oct 6 and hope this date may be convenient to yourself.
	Of course any correspondence between us on the questions at issue is of a purely friendly character and without prejudice to either you or us.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence
	* If moreover sulphate falls very much and the arbitration goes against us we shall have next to no profit.  F.S.

PSL2/206		 3rd October 1884		Joseph Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Whilst examining some old papers this afternoon we came across the accompanying Deeds of two small plots of land connected with these works and which should therefore be handed to you to be included with the Deeds you already hold as security for the repayment of the overdraft on the "Peter Spence" a/c.  	We would be obliged if you would kindly supply us with a complete list of the several Deeds held by you against this a/c and apologising for troubling you to this extent, We remain Dear Sir 
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/207		 4th October 1884		Alex M Chance Esq
My dear Sir,  		Private 
	I beg herewith to return your draft of the proposed agreement with our alterations in red - also copy of our Agreement with the Corporation. Three somewhat serious obstacles have prevented our returning it to you sooner. (1) Unusually heavy arrears of work.  (2) The discovery (from your Agreement with the Corp'n) and which we are bound to believe is equally new to yourselves - that the pipe would not be yours at the expiration of your Windsor St contract as we had understood.  Last not least - the fact that the legal adviser whom we have for years consulted in matters of this kind has been making private use of money entrusted to his care!
	We have carefully thought over the whole matter in view of the altered fact as to the pipe, and although it is clear to us that in Sept 88 you have no pipe privilege to offer us in exchange for our leaving you all outside liquor and binding ourselves not to go into muriate or sal ammoniac, we have - prompted by the desire to meet your views as far as practicable and complete the Agreement which has cost so much negotiation - found a way of overcoming the difficulty.  You are aware that our expectation of having full possession of the pipe in Sept/88 was that it would place us in a better position to compete for the Windsor St liquor than any other party.
	It is true that the Corp'n have a clause in their Agreement with us empowering them in Sept/88 to give us Windsor St in exchange for Swan Village but they may not avail themselves of the option, and it may also if they do, prove to be our best course to sacrifice Swan Village and risk getting Windsor St in a competition at a more favourable price.
	It was therefore a very great disappointment to learn from your contract that the pipe will only be yours if you want it for its materials - which need not be seriously discussed - or if your contract is renewed, which means exactly this - that it will go to the highest bidder!
	Making the best of the facts of the case, however, we have agreed to provide that Swan Village and all other outside liquor shall be left in your possession if Windsor St be continued to us on terms equal to those of the present agreement between us.
	To help us to secure the latter, we have you will observe, stipulated that the power to take up the pipe shall if necessary be availed of for our benefit as it is just possible that the intimation of an intention to take it up might to some extent influence the Corp'n to award us the contract.
	We have modified clause 8 of schedule 1 to provide for your bearing your share of the cost of any reference on the question of the market price of sulphate as we have of course only to do with the price basis for the portion of the liquor we buy from you.
	The remainder of the liquor (that exchanged for Swan Village) only concerns yourselves and we cannot undertake to settle its price basis for you as we might be satisfied with the figure for our portion when you wished to contest the basis for yours. We have thus virtually provided for our acting together in the matter which is better we venture to think than leaving the party only who formally objected to pay the costs as that might tempt each to always throw the trouble and expense on the other!
	With regard to our altered wording of clause 9 (sch 1) and its counterpart in clause 5 (sch 3) although nothing is likely practically to arise out of this grasping provision of the Committee we have thought it well to stipulate that the party most deeply concerned in each case - the consumer of the liquor - should have the power to direct the procedure to be taken, if the Corp'n should make a test case with his liquor!
	All our other corrections are we believe equitable and carry out the spirit and intention of the arrangement. One of our expectations by the way (as you will remember) in giving up the whole of the outside field was that we could have the present 2,500,000 galls of Windsor St and all its future increase - in other words, the whole of the B'ham liquor
	Having that expectation we must not be deprived of the increase if other works are substituted or partially substituted for Windsor St. Hence our provision for the contingency.
	I will be in Birmingham on Monday and would stay overnight there and meet you on Tuesday morning if you would like to discuss any points in the draft. Kindly send me a wire on Monday (addressed telegram form herewith) and oblige.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/214		 7th October 1884		Thos Chorlton Esq
Dear Sir, 
	We propose to call on you on the subject of the enclosed with Mr Steuart this aft'n @ 4.
	We presume this is another attempt by the Bank solrs to cajole us into paying the amount as we cannot see how our position should be prejudiced by the delay in publishing the adv't. We proposed the notice being advertised last year but you advised not and did not again name the matter to us until we brought it up six or seven weeks ago.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/215		 8th October 1884		A M Chance Esq
My dear Sir,   		Private
	My attention has just been called to the fact of the clause in your Agreement with the Corp'n enabling you at any time on payment of £5000 to cancel the contract.
	You will I feel sure on reflection perceive that that will have to be barred or otherwise provided for as it would not do for us to be left with Swan Village only and no other outside contracts. In haste.  I remain Dear Sir 
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/216		 9th October 1884		Wm Vickers Esq
My dear William,  	Private 
	We are only too happy at all times to communicate anything which may be of the least service to you but I am sorry we know nothing more of the firm referred to beyond this, that they consist of the father and brother of our Chem'l Assis't Mr G who has also I believe some little interest in the concern himself.
	Regretting that I cannot give you any more information in the matter I remain 
Very truly yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/217		 9th October 1884		J S Kipping Esq
My dear Sir, 
	One line to say that Bearn has not come back yet but I have a letter from him that he will be here in the morning.
	I have followed your good example and slightly altered my statements. You will see to what extent in the morning as Bearn will take the original documents with him. I have by the way named the amount which my father and Smith mentioned as the "understood" figure for the works.
	There is nothing now to hinder the papers being put in Messrs Rice and Gilchrist's hands at once -  I mean after you have again gone over them.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/219		 10th October 1884		J S Kipping Esq
My dear Sir, 
	The "capital" question has this morning assumed quite unexpectedly a phase which may prove your view to be the correct one.  I say this without prejudice but as you are anxious to have the other point decided without delay I will send the papers relating to it at once and keep back the other matter altogether for the present.
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/220		 10th October 1884		Joseph Rice Esq and George Gilchrist Esq, 
Dear Sirs, 
	We beg herewith to hand you the papers relative to the question upon which we are at issue and sincerely trust you may kindly see your way to adjudicate thereon.  We remain Dear Sirs 
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/221 		Oct 16th 1884  
To Joseph Rice Esq and George Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank, Manchester  
Dear Sirs  
	We beg to tender you our sincere thanks for your careful and able decision on the question which you were good enough to adjudicate between us.
	Enclosed please find two Cheques for Ten Guineas each which we beg you will accept in recognition of the trouble you have taken in the matter and  We remain Dear Sirs, 
Respectfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/222		 20th October 1884		Rich'd Roberts Esq
Dear Mr Roberts,   	Private
	We are very much obliged to you for all you said to our Mr Bearn today and for your kind promise to write us farther on this (to us) very important subject.
	With sincere regards and remembrances, 
Always truly yours Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/223		 27th October 1884		Messrs Wm Caudery & Co
Dear Sirs, 
	We are very much obliged for your views as to muriatic acid and your suggestion of another use for it which we will carefully consider.  We think your reply to Messrs W A & H extremely judicious. You have exactly embodied our views and we need scarcely add that we would not for a moment entertain the proposal to extinguish ourselves by going under Messrs Cookson's agent's wings.  We remain Dear Sirs, Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/224		no date		Rooke Spence & Co
Dear Sirs, 		Private
	The steady and increasing decline in our position as exporters since our interests have been under your care, and the almost entire absence in your letters of anything which can fairly be called information of the state of the market, have at last become so serious that we have begun to lose hope of recovering our ground while our agency remains in your hands.
	Apart altogether from the extraordinary falling off in our sales and increase in those of our competitors the contrast between your meagre advices and the full and painstaking reports of Messrs Caudery & Co would alone demonstrate that our business is not getting justice at your hands.
	We propose to see you on the subject in L'pool tomorrow and   We remain 
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/226		 31st October 1884	D V Steuart Esq, Eagle & Globe Chem'l Works, Clayton
Dear Sir,  		Private
	Be good enough to inform us whether you have yet received the loan of the purchase money of your works; or, if not, whether the circumstances of the case are now such that our communicating with the proposed lender of it on the subject of our oxide furnace patent will in no way prejudice your obtaining the amount from him.   We remain 
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/227		 5th November 1884		Messrs F S Bayley & Co
Dear Sirs, 
	From what our Mr Ross says we conclude he has misapprehended the message he took to you this morning so we hasten to put the matter right. We made you a given offer when you were here the other evening and to that we are of course absolutely bound.
	Any modification of the terms in our favour however slight must therefore be ex gratia on your part.
	What we meant Mr R to say was that we did not fully perceive till the following day how your, or, shall we say, the trade terms had spoiled our calculation of 4d per cwt of acid; and that we would be glad if in view of the large saving (3/1½ per ton of 20 carboys) shown by the freight quotations we laid before you, you could see your way to concede the 4.36d per 20 carboys necessary to secure the figure we have all along asked.
	Our costs of manufacture will we know be heavy and if we do not get 6/8 per ton of HCl towards covering them, we fear it will be a continual eye sore to us especially when we know that there was quite room enough to make the concession.
	The thing would be arranged simply enough viz by our charging you 4.11d per carboy nett cash against delivery.
	We repeat however that although we cannot claim the allowance from you we would be very pleased if you would consent to make it. If you decline to do so we will say no more upon the matter.  Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/229		 17th November 1884		A M Chance Esq
My dear Sir,  		Private
	We would be glad to know what is the present position of matters with regard to the draft agreement.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/230		 20th November 1884		Alex M Chance Esq
My dear Sir, 
	We duly received your letter of the 18th inst.
	We have not yet taken any legal measures re the schedule question. An interview we had not long ago with the Chairman and sub Chairman of the Gas Committee on the subject of the "doctoring" of the liquor by the Saltley people to bring down the strength to just over the ounce (and which resulted as we wished in the Committee informing us that they could not sanction any such treatment of it) left us with the impression that men of their reasonable temper might yet be brought to a reasonable view of the greater question.
	We note that the illness of your solicitor has caused the delay with the draft agreement and trust that his speedy return to business may enable the matter to be completed before the end of the year.  I remain dear Sir 
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence 
	P.S. They say "All things come to them who can afford to wait" and I have the distinct impression that the time to commence an action against the Committee has not yet arrived.  F.S.

PSL2/232		 3rd December 1884		Dr Tatlock
Dear Sir, 
	As sellers to Mr Wm Ross of Manchester of 1524 tons of Redonda phosphate of alumina and iron we have proposed to him that the analysis of phosphoric acid be committed jointly to yourself and the chemist named by him i.e. Dr Voeloker and that you give each of us copy of you joint report without reference to a third chemist.
	To this he has been agreed. We may say that we have named you because we believe you are neither a "high" man nor a "low" man, and that you will give us the truth as near as it is possible to determine it.
	Our numerous analyses of these deliveries having made it certain that they contain considerably over 35% phosphoric acid*, we agreed, after our contract with Mr Ross was made and purely in order to reassure him, to guarantee that percentage; and having done this ex gratia our only concern now is that no mistake be made in the analysis which may result in making us pay for a deficiency in strength which does not really exist.
	We write you therefore simply to suggest more than usual caution with this analysis. We may add that the deliveries represented by this sample are not the same as those the sample of which was analysed by Dr Clark for Mr Ross during the summer of /82.  We remain dear Sir 
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons  		* 37.38%

PSL2/234		 16th December 1884		Messrs Chance Bros
Dear Sirs,   		Private
	We have your letter of 15th inst. We will in accordance with your desire remove as much more liquor from Windsor St as it is practicable to do - albeit Mr Ker's remark to our B'ham people and the well known large storage available at Windsor St make it pretty clear that there is no real necessity for it.  	Indeed our prolonged and carefully noted experience with Saltley leads us to suspect that Mr Hunt's extreme urgency for immediate removal is quite probably due to his having "nursed" the liquor down to a fraction over the ounce and to an apprehension now that if the stuff is not taken away at once it may fall below the ounce!
	We shall be glad to know whether in view of the prolonged delay in the completion of the document embodying the Agreement between us you are prepared to let its provisions take effect immediately after the present exchange a/c has been squared up viz that you commence to remove the Swan Village (with all Corp'n allowance) Tipton W.Bromwich and (if you like) Warwick liquor and we the Windsor St excess over Swan Village at the schedule prices arranged (less boatage to our works).  We remain dear Sirs
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/236		 23rd December 1884		Joseph Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Will you kindly transfer the sum of £2,500 from our a/c to the Cr of the "Peter Spence" a/c and with the best wishes of the season.  Believe us to remain 
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/236a
	Copy - M A Wks, Mchr		Dec 31/84
Dear Plower, 
	Beginning with /85 yr salary will be increased by an amount equal to £25 per annum. - Wishing you personally a truly happy and prosperous New Year  We remain
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/236b
	Copy - M A Wks, Mchr		Dec 31/84
Dear Nield, 
	Beginning with the New Year yr salary will be increased by an amount equal to £25 per year. - Wishing you personally a thoroughly happy New Year  We remain
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/237		 5th January 1885		Peter Spence & Co
Dear Sirs,  		Private
	We have received your detailed and thoughtful reply to our inquiry.
	Stocks - We observe that you will receive the W.Bromwich information today & we will no doubt therefore have it from you tomorrow. (You must keep importuning Tipton and W.Bromwich until they commence to give you the weekly statement of stock.) We conclude that Windsor St stock is at present considerably larger than its normal figure at this time of year.
	Will you let us know tomorrow what Swan Village has produced during each of the two years ending Dec 31st/84 and Dec 31/85. We shall be misled if we base the yield on an average of the last 5 years as its make has we believe considerably fallen off since the erect'n of the W.Bromwich Commissioner's works. We have no doubt you will find it to be considerably less than the quantity you name - 1,281,907 galls, perhaps a good deal less - in which case the total quantity we would have to give Chance might not nearly reach the 2,400,000 galls estimate of Windsor St.
	What you say about the reduced yield of Windsor St is very important and we are very anxious to ascertain what its future make is going to be. If a considerable proportion is being diverted to Saltley we shall get that without having to bargain for it and if Windsor St does not then reach 2,400,000 galls it will put a worse aspect on the proposed exchange.  
	With reference to what you say re Aston, if Aston is in B'ham we would be able to compete for it but if not Chance Bros as they would leave us all liquor made in B'ham whether by the Corp'n or by other parties.
	The exchange would not be based on ammonia for ammonia but would be out and out i.e. except the Swan Village port'n. For that port'n we would get an equivalent quantity of Windsor St liquor ammonia for ammonia but for the excess over that whatever it might turn out to be we could hand over to them our Tipton, Warwick & W.Bromwich contracts & the whole outside field.
	We are agreeably surprised to learn of Pearson's lower quotation. Does the difference between him and Clayton represent actual saving to that extent or are there dues to take into a/c? We would like to see the Corp'n balance sheet you refer to but when will it be published?
Yours &c  P.S & Sons
	Are the beams of the chambers which have the heaviest loads "sagging" at all under their load?

PSL2/239		 9th January 1885		Messrs Chance Bros
	Copy of letter written from Winterfield
Dear Sirs, 
	The write who has just returned from Scotland has been prevented by arrears of work from writing you today on the subject of a present arrangement as to liquor. He hopes however to have this pleasure tomorrow. Meantime we have to thank you for the figures showing the last three years production of liquor at the Windsor St works.  We remain dear Sirs
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/240		 15th January 1885		David Spence
My very dear David, 
	When you come over you will learn how we have negotiated the matter with Chance.  He objected to the equalization of the stocks on the two sides and to our crediting ourselves with the 31 Dec/84 Dudley balance as yet to be delivered; and as we found that the Windsor St stock was very considerably more than the aggregate of the other stocks and the standing out for Dudley balance simply meant our holding out for an equivalent quantity at a 20/- margin instead of a 30/- one I at once gave way.  	One rather unfortunate thing has however arisen which will pull down our advantage a little. The Windsor St has accumulated to such a figure (250,000 galls!) that they wrote Chance urgently to begin removals. They have accordingly commenced to do so but today their letter suggested our wiring them whether we could now relieve them of the necessity of removing any more. We wired Nechells to see Hunt & as he won't promise to go on storing till Monday* we have wired Chance to go on removing it till then. They cannot remove much however between now & then & it is almost certain we will commence on Monday with a considerably larger stock than theirs.
	Crane - Smith's man has been here & Jno got him down to £300 for the 37 ft jib crane. We have not bought it however & will decide the matter when we get more particulars from you.
	Will you note carefully at what parts of the HCl system the leakage has been as I would like to discuss the matter when you come. That will show just where the waist in this fatal tight lacing really exists.
Your very aff bro  Frank Spence
	*Monday is the day the arrangement begins, Chance from that day taking Tipton, Warwick & W.Bromwich.  

PSL2/242		 24th January 1885		George Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	We wish to consult the Deeds of our Goole Works re the question of liability to keep a road in repair and would be glad if you would let us have leave for a short perusal by bearer who will give you a receipt for them.
	Apologising for troubling you to this extent, We remain dear Sir
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/244		 13th January 1885		A M Chance Esq
My dear Sir,  		Private 
	I had not time to write you by last night's post on the subject of the desirability of an immediate understanding as to liquor but as our Mr Kipping is getting even more restive than ourselves about the prolonged delay in carrying the provisions of the agreement into effect we think it would be well if some arrangement could be arrived at between you and us at once. Now although my brother and I have the fullest confidence in your honourable intentions the fact unfortunately remains that a great deal of time has been lost, that at least three important contracts will shortly be passing us, and that nothing has as yet actually been arranged to which we can point Mr K as a "quid pro quo" for the abandonment of the proposed manufacture of muriate.
	He of course feels himself precluded by the agreement from doing anything in the matter but he is a man of very active brain, believes more strongly in the article than ever, and came down specially the other day to see us on the subject.
	Now for anything we know to the contrary you are possibly as anxious as ourselves to implement the understanding at once if only some practicable basis to commence with can be arrived at. If this be so we think it would not be difficult to propose an equitable arrangement.
	Let it be assumed - (a) That you are pushing the matter of the completion of the documents to the best of your ability & that you are prepared immediately on such completion to notify the Birmingham Gas Committee that you require the pipe laid from Windsor St to Nechells.
	(b) That after Dec 31/84 a proportion of the Windsor St liquor equivalent to the Swan Village production shall be delivered by you to our Nechells works; that you shall take the Swan Village liquor and receive the whole of our Corp'n allowance upon it; that the remainder of the Windsor St production shall be delivered by you to our Nechells works at the mutually agreed schedule prices and that you shall take our several outside liquors at their respective contract prices.
	(c) That at Dec 31/84 in order to start fair there shall be an equality of stocks at Windsor St on the one hand and at Tipton, West Bromwich, Warwick & Dudley on the other. As this will not have actually been the case an equivalent arrangement becomes necessary.
	Let the real Windsor St stock be set off (ammonia for ammonia) against the total stocks at Tipton, West Bromwich, Warwick & Dudley, including the 91,738 galls of 10 oz liquor still owing us on the Dudley exchange. If your Windsor St stock prove to have been larger than ours, then you shall take the excess quantity. If conversely ours are found to have been larger than yours then we shall take the excess from one or other of our contract places.
	If I am not mistaken the above outline includes all the essential features of the arrangement which seem necessary, and if you agree to this proposal I see nothing to hinder its quietly taking effect at once as it would only be needful to ascertain the exact stocks at the several places on December 31st to enable it to work out as a simple matter of a/c.
	I would be glad to have your views upon the subject at your early convenience so that if an understanding can be come to at once the removals may be controlled before they are allowed to complicate the matter in any way.  I remain Dear Sir 
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence
	P.S. We are by same post asking our Nechells people to notify us what were the exact quantities & strengths at the several places on Dec 31/84. The Dudley stock you will no doubt have a note of yourselves.  F.S.

PSL2/247		 2nd February 1885		Bessler Waechter & Co, Newcastle-on-Tyne
Dear Sirs, 
	Since your Mr Foster and the representative of the Potash Syndicate were here last week, we have made a discovery which we ought to have made a considerable time ago, namely, that Sulphate of Ammonia is now a much cheaper material for making alum than Sulphate of Potash.
	We have gone carefully into the matter with the result of deciding to abandon the use of Potash and have in fact bought 100 tons of Sulphate of Ammonia today as a first re-commencement with the material we used for the thirty years prior to 1876.
	Now if your German friends are disposed to recognise facts, and to content themselves with charging us a price for Potash which will not exceed our cost for Sulphate of Ammonia we are disposed to continue working out Sulphate of Potash plant by entering into an arrangement with you for our Goole and Manchester requirements of Muriate.
	The matter can easily be arranged by a sliding scale of prices under which if Sulphate of Ammonia should again rise the Muriate price would rise with it until it reached the £7-3-5 basis quoted by you on this year's Syndicate prices.
	The Syndicate, we believe, regard themselves as practical men. If they are prepared to go into an arrangement of this kind we can give you all the necessary figures here in complete detail to demonstrate the matter. If they are not, we will carry out our present plans to lay up our Sulphate of Potash plant.  We remain Dear Sirs 
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/248		 5th February 1885		J S Kipping Esq, London
Dear Sir, 
	Everything at Birmingham, we are glad to say, has during the past month been working out satisfactorily. We have now since Jan 1st got the whole of the Windsor St liquor and Chance Bros are taking Swan Village and the other outside contracts.  The draft of Agreement was sent to us from Chance's London Lawyer a week or two ago, it had meantime however undergone some very important alterations, indeed such that we have declined to sign it. We intend taking an early opportunity of discussing these points with Chance. The exchange is of course going on exactly the same as if the document had been agreed to excepting that the liquor is still being carried at Chance's expense by pig boat, instead of by pipe, as provided for by the Agreement.
	You will have noticed the serious decline in the value of sulphate of ammonia, whether this is the result of bear operations, or natural causes it is very difficult to say - probably both are true to a certain extent - nevertheless the fact remains. Spot price is £12-2-6 and for forward about 10/-  per ton more.  With kind regards 
Very truly yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/250		 5th February 1885		Peter Spence & Co
Dear Sirs, 
	One line in reply to yours re nitrate cake.  We understand you aim at 24.25% and are keeping near enough to that to give no real ground for Mr Wm Ross' buyer's complaint.
	If you have really not enough to keep you going you had better as you suggest purchase a few tons (if you need so much) of chamber nitre cake from some of your neighbours. You should get it at a very low price. We cannot get more than 12/-  per ton for our production for Manchester.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/251		 6th February 1885		Messrs Bessler Waechter & Co
Dear Sirs, 
	We have your favour of yesterday and as suggested we now enclose the exhibits to which we referred viz Statement (A), showing the case of our Manchester Works.  (B) That of our Goole ditto.  (C) Showing the course of sulphate of ammonia prices during the last seven years.
	To these we may add that as the quantity of potash required for our Goole Works is the same about as that for the Manchester Works, the equalised price for the whole quantity would be about the mean of the two - thus the equalised price in the top line would (taking the two together) be (£6-0-7 + £5-0-4 =) £5-10-6 f.o.b. Goole.
	The matter would present no practical difficulty in working out as you on this side would be in a position to control the figures on behalf of the syndicate from month to month.
	In the first place your own present information would prove that the price of 95% Sulphate of Potash named by us is correct.
	Next - A certificate like the enclosed joint one which we receive monthly from our own reporters and those acting on behalf of the Birmingham Corporation would demonstrate the exact price from time to time of sulphate of ammonia f.o.b. Hull.
	Thirdly - Our books would be open to you to check the quantity of muriate we actually used. We may frankly say the we do not expect much result from our proposal unless it is submitted by you personally to the syndicate.
	If however you took the matter up spiritedly and did the facts the justice you are so well able to do them we would certainly look for the syndicate being induced to take a Bismarkian and common sense view of the matter.  We remain Dear Sirs 
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons
	You will understand that 1.306 tons of Sulphate of Potash are required to give the same result as is produced by 1 ton of Sulphate of Ammonia.  PS&S

PSL2/253		 6th February 1885		Peter Spence & Co
Dear Sirs, 
	Do not on any account go less than 24.2% of ammonia. Anything below that might by a mere difference in yr analysis & that of the buyer land us with a heavy claim.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/254		 19th February 1885		Peter Spence & Sons, Goole
Dear Sirs,  		Private
	We have some unusually heavy payments to meet this month and would be glad if you could scrape together any more marketable sulphate of ammonia before pay day (tomorrow week). 
	If you have anything else to sell (pig lead, nitre cake, &c, &c) it will all help.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons 
	You have we observe what would make a small cargo of nitre cake.

PSL2/255		 19th February 1885		Mr E Dick
My dear Eben,   		Private
	We shall be hard up for the needful this next pay day and would be glad therefore if you could before that date get off every pound of marketable sulphate it is possible to scrape together.
Yr aff cousin  Frank Spence

PSL2/256		 3rd March 1885		Mr W Flanagan
My dear Sir, 
	I was deeply thankful that God should have used me in any way for the comfort and strengthening of a Christian brother.
	HE only knows what a wondrous deliverance from care I have derived from obedience to HIS injunction "Be anxious* for nothing: but in everything by prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving let your requests be known unto God". (Phillipians C 4 v 6). (*"Anxious" is the correct rendering not "careful").  How sinful and foolish are we to carry our crushing loads in the face of such promises and assurances as are contained in the words "Casting all your care upon HIM for HE careth for you". 1 Peter C 5 v 7.  By HIS grace I and my dear wife have been enabled for some time back to pray earnestly and importunately as did the disciples "Lord increase our faith". We have done it privately as well as at family prayer before our dear ones. I have also amongst my friends and acquaintances openly made my "boast in the Lord" as King David did and let them know that the heavy task HE has laid upon me in business was undertaken in full faith that HE would in due time enable me to accomplish it although my most intimate friends advised me to have nothing to do with it.
	HE is therefore certain to give deliverance and complete victory as HIS name is at stake before our dear ones and our several friends and acquaintances. He has already "done marvellous things for us whereof we are glad" and we are sure has by this greatly strengthened our faith and the faith of our little ones. Every day's experiences of HIM convinces us that we wrong HIM greatly by our small uncharitable views of HIM and that he has a most royal way of making "all things work together for good to them that love HIM". Well indeed might David exclaim "I will worship toward the holy temple and praise thy name for thy loving kindness and for thy truth: for thou has magnified thy word (promise) above all thy name".  Sincerely hoping you may derive all the joy and peace I have received from the blessed assurances and promises HE presses upon us.
	I remain My dear Sir 
Very truly yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/258		 9th March 1885		Peter Spence & Co
Dear Sirs, 
	We are much surprised at your prolonged delay with the balance sheet. When will it be laid before us? 
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/259		 11th March 1885		J Stanley Kipping Esq
Dear Mr Kipping, 
	Since we last wrote you things remain very much in statu quo.  The liquor exchange with Chance works very smoothly although there was considerable correspondence and exchanging of figures in adjusting the account to Dec 31/84 from which date all Windsor St liquor is regarded as falling to us.
	The matter was finally and satisfactorily cleared up and all the liquor Chance took from Windsor St since Jan 1st and during the heavy pressure of make at the gas works is now being liquidated by our removals from one of our outside contract places, which would otherwise have been removed by him. As Chance during the fall of sulphate prices was losing a good deal from Smith's treatment of his liquor schedule, and as we had done nothing to commence the Arbitration which he promised to help us with to the extent of £300, we could not refuse the request he made to be freed from this liability and allowed to resume his liberty to negotiate with Smith for some modification of his schedule. He says he hopes shortly to let us know what has been the result of his efforts. The acid and sulphate manufacture at the works continues satisfactory and we are now going thoroughly into the question of the fuel account which we hope to be able to materially reduce.
	We have had another controversy with Smith. This time about the liability of the Committee to deliver us the full quantity of liquor measured in the "Sales tank" to the outside of the gas works wall. A considerable amount of leakage has occurred in the long stretch of mains between these two points (i.e. inside the gas works) and we firmly maintain either that we shall have full control of the mains from the tank or that the full quantity shall be guaranteed to us outside the gas works wall. Smith as natural to him contests this just and equitable solution of the matter but we shall stick as usual to our guns, and have meantime debited them with all the recent loss (equalling 1 to 2 tons sulphate).
	We have been somewhat disappointed at not receiving the Dec/84 balance sheet and have been pressing Mr Dick very hard for it. We have told him in reply to enclosed that it is absolutely necessary that we should have it next week and the earlier in the week the better. He has certainly had considerable extra work of late but the liquor exchange matter has now got into a groove and the monthly squarings up will work smoothly enough.
	Trusting this finds you in excellent health and spirits which I am thankful to say we are all enjoying here.  I remain 
Very truly yours  Frank Spence
	P.S. I have suddenly taken a great deal of interest in the silver question which I believe you are well up in but I had no idea before was of such importance. I have read Barclay's pamphlet (and had one or two conversations with him on the subject) but if you can direct me to any other points upon it I would be much obliged.  F.S.

PSL2/263		 20th March 1885		J S Kipping Esq., Bank of England, London
My dear Sir, 
	We received the Birmingham balance sheet today and I have now therefore the pleasure to hand you chq for £926-19-4 being your share of profit (including interest) on the working during the half year ending Dec 31st 1884.
	Mr Dick has I find omitted to include in the balance sheet the sum of £48-5-1 being the amount accruing to him under an arrangement made in /83 to credit him with 5% on all profit made by the concern over £4000 per annum so it will have to go into next half year's a/cs.
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/265		 26th March 1885		J S Kipping Esq
My dear Sir, 
	Ver. set. sap. - One line merely to suggest the desirability of keeping strictly to ourselves the results of last year's working.
	Not that I think it likely you will mention it to anybody but with trade as it is, it is astonishing how anything like good news travels - and you know it would be very unfortunate if the Gas Committee got the idea that we were doing well notwithstanding all their rapacious treatment of us.
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/266		 27th March 1885		Peter Spence & Co
	(For Mr Gilchrist and Mr Neild) 
Dear Sirs, 
	There are some points of very great importance (vide sentences underlined) which are not anticipated by your remarks received this morning. We have not replied to it until you have given us your full answers to its statements. Meantime please note that the dampers of both systems are to be at once placed under lock & key & that the key be kept by Mr Gilchrist only.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/267		Copy of Mr Carpenter's letter [Carpenter is Gov't Alkali Inspector]
Station Hotel, Hull  Mar 26 1885 
Gent'n, 
	I much regret to have again to record a serious refraction of Act limits as to SO3 from vitriol chamber exit which I found on my visit to your Goole Works today. This following immediately upon an excessive escape found on my last visit calls for some attention on both our parts.
	My visits appear to be unfortunately timed as to temporary interruptions of processes for repairs &c and you are aware that I have given full weight hitherto to the explanations offered.  There arrives a time however when managerial responsibility can determine what shall constitute an "accidental" escape & what such a one as foresight would have avoided if not mitigated.
	The excuse offered by Mr Gilchrist today was that the process had been interrupted by the lowering of the third nitre pot to a level below the edge of kiln to avoid boiling over into kiln, he was at a loss to understand how such a high result 9 grains & ½ hr later 14.5 grains SO3 should have been obtained.  	Enquiry and inspection soon revealed it to me. The damper had been inordinately raised by the foreman without the manager or chemist's knowledge to lessen local escape to the backsetters and the chambers were being rapidly emptied of gas. He had also gone to his dinner when all was closed up leaving the excessive damper space still on!  Now this calls for two things - 1st Punishment to the foreman & 2nd to put it out of the power of foremen or men to alter the damper in any way without the manager's knowledge. This remark also applies to the Act process damper where Mr Neild had recorded an escape of 44% (Act limit being 5%) simply from the excess of draught drawing the gases through the towers.
	It would be well if some of the detail received your personal attention. These gentlemen at Goole have but young heads. I want the moral of this letter of mine to be greater security for the future both for you and for me.
I am Your obed svt  R Forbes Carpenter

PSL2/269		 30th March 1885		Mrs D V Steuart
Dear Madam, 		Private 
	We beg to hand you the following summary of the Balance Sheet of the Partnership showing the Assets and Liabilities as they appear in the books of the concern at


Assets
Liabilities
Dec 31st 1884
73,838-14-10

Less*
4,968- 8- 3


£68,870- 6- 3
£56,180-13- 7
The amounts were at


July 7th 1883
£64854-17- 1
£66,267-15- 2
	*For depreciation of Birmingham works which Mr Kipping, though admitting the correctness of the new valuation, objected to deduct because the old figures had been accepted so long.
	We may add that between these dates the Bank debt has been reduced from £25,078-12-6 to £14,519-4-10.
	With regard to the position and prospects of the partnership, we beg to say that although the consumption of Alum has continued to fall off and the price to fall with it; and although the Birmingham Gas Committee have throughout the year continued their arbitrary and unjust construction of the contract prices; we have on the other hand - by the adoption at the three works of numerous important improvements in process and various economical measures; the effecting of several advantageous contracts and other arrangements, the realisation of unproductive property and obsolete plant and materials; and, last not least, the occurrence of a series of most Providential events - been enabled, whilst materially reducing the Liabilities, to erect sufficient plant to commence the manufacture of the Patent Sulphate of Alumina on a limited scale.
	The future increasing manufacture of this product will we hope (although it is of course impossible to forecast the result with certainty, and it must be borne in mind that a good deal of outlay has still to be incurred upon plant) enable us to make good the increasing loss of profit caused by the decline of Alum, and thus in a comparatively short time to pay off the remaining debt of the concern.  We remain, Dear Madam, 
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/272		 7th April 1885		Messrs Bessler Waechter & Co
Dear Sirs, 		Private 
	Not having been favoured with any further communication from you on the subject of our last we are left in doubt whether the Syndicate is still seriously considering our proposal. We have meantime (having fortunately a very good contract for our production of muriatic acid) commenced the manufacture of salt cake (sulph soda) at our Goole Works, but as the uncertainty in which we are placed by the absence of any definite reply from you, prevents our making a forward contract either for our production of that article (salt cake, for which we have a good outlet in the neighbouring (South Yorkshire) glass works) or for our own requirements of sulphate of ammonia, we would take it very kindly if you could let us know at the earliest practicable moment what the final decision of the Syndicate is.  We remain, Dear Sirs, Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/275		 30th May 1885		[F R Co   ter, Esq]
My dear Sir, 
	One line in reply to your inquiry to say that the price of Copperas has during a long time back varied between 45/-  and 55/-  per ton in casks free on board Liverpool. A curious and stupid custom exists in this trade under which the weight of the packages is charged as copperas - the buyer thus paying on the gross weight.
	We ceased to manufacture this product four or five years ago but may mention that Chas Spence & Co (not relations of ours) would quote you the present market price.
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence
	We trust you do not have in view its use for the clarification of impure water - as its injurious after effects render it unsuitable for this purpose.  F.S.

PSL2/277		 30th May 1885		Chas Spence & Co
Dear Sirs, 
	Yours of y'day.  Sulphalumina - It has evidently been too strong meat to tell Germany that our product contains 14.75% of Alumina as it puts it out of court when compared with the several German maker's statements of the per centage of theirs. It is the simple fact that theirs vary in per centage between 13½ and 14½ per cent and we deliberately fixed on 14.75% to be well on the right side of theirs. We have carefully analysed every make that has appeared in the market during the last ten years.  We can make a purer and stronger article than them but we cannot fight with their weapons. Tell your friends to pay not the slightest attention to the statements of either party but to get the competing products analysed by a perfectly neutral chemist.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons.    Hope you have had a very pleasant Whit week.
	P.S. "No Iron"! You know exactly what such a statement means.  P.S.& S.

PSL2/279		 10th June 1885		Messrs Chance Bros
Dear Sirs, 		Private 
	We observe that the Tipton liquor is advertised.  We assume that you will not offer but will leave us in undisturbed possession as before - and we presume that it will be safe to renew the contract on the existing terms for one or three years at their option.
	We heard that Mr A M Chance has been unwell and trust that he is quite restored.
We remain, Dear Sirs, 
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons  
	Kindly say whether Mr A M Chance is now quite well. We have been wishful to see him for some time.  P.S.& S.

PSL2/280		 12th June 1885		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Mr Kipping, 
	I must apologise for my delay in answering yours of the other day and also one you were kind enough to write me in April!
	The ounce fraction robbery is now going so systematically at all four places that we are and have been for months back watching the managers as a cat watches a mouse. Hack is the worst sinner of them all as in addition to the ounce fleecing he is now regularly delivering us a measure of liquor which has [done?] away with all the old customary "draft" and we half suspect (we have hitherto gauged our tank only to 1/8th of an inch) is actually less than the stated quantity.
	We have evidence which if necessary can be given on oath that instructions have been (i.e. were some time ago) given at both Saltley & Windsor St to keep the fraction down and we are now only waiting till Chance is better to get a united and final representation made.
	The motive must be once for all taken away from the managers by our paying for the liquor in exact proportion to strength i.e. 10 to 11 oz must be called 10½ oz and all fractions under or over must be deducted from or added to the exact proportion.
	Chance's matter - We are not satisfied with this by any means but meantime the exchange arrangement & surplus purchase at our schedule price is working well (he bearing the loss of his deficient fractions). I hope you have fallen in with something thoroughly suitable to your ideas in business. I have thought a good deal about what you said of this in your April letter but so far I know of no other investment than Nechells at 5 per cent. Trusting you are all well at home & with kind regards I remain  
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/282a		 15th June 1985		A Angus Croll Esq, Hydropathic Establishment, Moffat
Dear Mr Croll, 
	I duly received your letter of Saturday. As I have made arrangements to leave on Wednesday for a fortnight's holiday I will not have the pleasure of meeting you if you should give us a call on your way south but David would I need scarcely say be very glad to see you and would talk over the subject you refer to as freely as myself.
	He would meet you any time to suit your convenience if you dropped him a line naming the day & hour.  Trusting yourself & Mrs Croll are in excellent health. I remain 
Very truly yours   Frank Spence

PSL2/283		 18th June 1885		Frank Spence, 12 St George's Crescent, Llandudno
My dear Frank, 
	Just a line as to that part of Lawton's letter beginning "We had also weak Liquor from Saltley whereas we are informed that they are now able to get all their Liquor pretty strong" &c. This information must have been given to them in answer to a query & I am very much surprised and annoyed that Lawton or any of them should have made such a query especially after the instructions Lawton has had to put themselves in the way of getting as much weak Liquor as possible. I think it would be well if you would write to Lawton privately on this matter, as it is very serious, for if all the Liquor from Saltley were delivered at 10 oz & the Market Price were to continue as last month - £11 to £11-10/-  our Margin would only be about £3-12/-  per ton for making, Profit &c, & as you are aware the cost of making at B'm for the six months ending Decr last was about £3-4-0 (& which cost is not likely to be reduced) this would only leave us 8/-  per ton or a little over £1300 per annum!
	You will see from Tennant's letter that they do not seem over anxious for the Sulphalumina business! they also make exceptions to our terms which I think makes it unsatisfactory to appoint them as our agents; we i.e. Bearn and myself think if Caudery & W G Taylor would work together they would be the best agents to appoint.  Your telegram to hand & await your letter by passenger train. I have been busy all day making out Schedules; we have sent one in to Castleford by tonight's post - Bearn checked it - we allowed Margin of £4-10/-  per ton. I have copied this in Private Book.
	With best love to Fannie & the bairns & trusting that you are having as fine weather as we are here  I am
Your affectionate Brother  David Spence

PSL2/284a		 19th June 1885	
		Copy		Private		12 St George's Crescent, Llandudno
Dear Lawton, 
	I am very glad to conclude from your letters that you are again strong and well. Health is a blessing rarely appreciated till it has departed.
	With reference to the passage in your letter of 17th inst "we are informed that they (the Saltley people) are now able to get all their liquor pretty strong and this would in itself make a great difference" I think it desirable to remind you that if they did so it would be an unspeakable calamity to us. By their arbitrary & unjust treatment of the schedule Mr Smith and his Committee have robbed us of practically all our margin and had it not been for Providence permitting them unwittingly* to over reach themselves by the delivery of weak liquor thus enabling us to regain a considerable portion of the profit of which we had been fleeced, it would have been a very serious matter for us indeed - we might not in fact have been able to carry on the works.  You will see therefore that the advantage to us of having a small quantity of strong liquor to boil with our limited plant instead of a large quantity of weak is a mere trifle compared with the large & direct loss which it otherwise involves. Verbum sat sapientes.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence  
	* Of course if they knew anything of the advantage weak liquor is to us they would never again deliver us another drop.

PSL2/284b		 24th June 1885		W Caudery & Co
		Copy		12 St George's Crescent, Llandudno
Dear Sirs, 
	Our Manchester people were we understand to write you y'day suggesting that Mr McCulloch might very well be proposed to Messrs Cookson as their Liverpool agent but we think they have overlooked the consideration that this is entirely Messrs C & Co's affair and that we have already been under the necessity of interfering with their Liverpool arrangements very much more than is agreeable to us.
	As there is also an important objection which we need not go into against Mr McCulloch's being  made Messrs C & Co's Liverpool agent we think it much better that you should not trouble yourselves to make any farther representations or suggestions to them.
	With regard to the French inquiries for ammonia alum, we think it extremely probable that these are prompted by the desire to ascertain whether we are now making ammonia alum and are prepared to make forward contracts for it and we would be glad therefore if you would in replying to them speak as if we wished to know what price they could offer to induce us to make it.
Yours truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/285		 22nd July 1885		Alex M Chance Esq
Dear Sir, 		Private
	We had hoped to meet you at the London gathering of the Society of Chem'l Industry but found you did not go up.
	We think you will agree with us that it is very desirable that the long deferred pipe question should be settled at the earliest possible date. You will remember that we have bound our own and our partner's hands in consideration of the agreement made.
	The ounce fraction question too has now become quite serious and we greatly fear that unless you take your promised vigorous action in case the Windsor St doctoring were to be continued after your interview with Mr Hunt then our own case as regards Saltley, Adderley St and Swan Village doctoring will be very greatly weakened.
	It is obvious that if one contractor tacitly assents to this treatment of his liquor and a long series of Windsor St deliveries can be shown to be very low in the ounce fraction, it will create evidence tending to show that this is normal or natural liquor. Kindly say whether you have recently made any strong protests in regard to this matter. We have ourselves for a long time back made continual protests to Mr Hack and would now if we knew you were taking a similar stand make a formal representation to the Chairman of the Committee that we had evidence which could be given on oath that notwithstanding their disclaimer of the practice the liquor was still being systematically doctored; that the proper remedy for the evil lay at their hands*, and that we reserve to ourselves the right in default of such remedy to claim for all loss which we had in consequence sustained.  I remain Dear Sir
Very truly yours  Frank Spence
	*Treating the present schedule prices as for liquor at the half ounce strength e.g. treating "8oz and under 9oz" prices as for 8½ oz.  F.Spence

PSL2/287		 29th July 1885		John Miller & Co, Sandilands Chemical Works, Aberdeen
Dear Sirs, 
	I have your letter of yesterday.  Such heavy losses have through the uncertain value of tar products and sulphate of ammonia been made by contractors on fixed price contracts that we consider it pure gambling to buy either tar or liquor on any other basis than that of the sliding scale.
	This principle is spreading everywhere and your Corporation will easily perceive that as it gives them at all times the full market value of their products it is a much better system for them than that of undertaking a keenly cut and complicated manufacture which they cannot be supposed to understand*. Liquor - Replying to your several queries - The Corporat'n and Contractor first of all agree upon a schedule of prices. This schedule specifies the price which the contractor agrees to give per ton of liquor at each £ of the several market prices of sulphate.  The best modus operandi for fixing market price of sulphate is we think the following. The Corporat'n and Contractor choose separate persons who shall agree together each month and jointly report. (An umpire having been mutually fixed upon to decide the price in case of dispute).  It will be obvious that if you have the liquor to carry you will have to give less than the proportionate strength price for weak liquor as compared with strong.  In making out your schedule you will find it save you a good deal of figuring to get out the four corner figures first and having got these the others will come out in strict proportion.  Instead of buying strictly on the per centage of ammonia (which we consider the simplest and most scientific plan) you can if you please head your schedule "at ... Twaddle" or "at ... oz". The former method we consider rather unsafe as an alteration in the mode of carbonising or working the gas might alter the proportion of ammonia in the °Tw. The ounce plan we consider is an unnecessary complication.  We would advise you to pay for intermediate strengths and prices. You might think it desirable to get all below a given strength or a given market price for nothing. We have one or two important contracts made on the expectation that the strength would average the half way figure but they have occasioned us more trouble than all our other business transactions put together. The gas managers have done everything they humanly could to bring down the strength to the next figure. Paying proportionately of course takes away all such motives.
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons 
	We were extremely pleased to hear of the high honour achieved by Mr Miller Junr at Owens.  Should the price of sulphate fall very considerably below its present figure & schedule price should reach vanishing point, a contractor might lose money if he were obliged to remove the liquor even though he got it for nothing.
	*The B'ham Corporation sell their tar on this principle - the basis being we understand the market price of several of the leading tar products.

PSL2/291
		Received as Executor of Peter Spence Esq J.P. the following documents
	24th May 1883  Articles of Partnership of firm of Peter Spence & Sons.
	2nd Feby 1884  F M Spence & D D Spence  Deed endorsed modifying articles of partnership.    	24th May 1883  F M Spence & D D Spence  Peter Spence Deed of Covenant
	-  -  -  -  -          Superseded Will of Peter Spence    
	from Mr Thos Chorlton in whose hands the same have been on behalf of the said Peter Spence & (since his death) of the Executors.    
(signed) Augt 4/85  Frank Spence

PSL2/292		 17th August 1885		A M Chance Esq
Dear Sir, 
	I am obliged for your communication of the 14th inst and also for the copy of the correspondence betwixt your firm and Mr E Smith relative to the laying of the pipe from Windsor St to Nechells.
	We note your instructions to Mr Smith as to the pipe being laid in the best possible manner so as to guard against leakage. This is a matter of very great importance and you will doubtless remember my mentioning to you that for some time back we have been losing large quantities of liquor through the defective condition of the pipe within the Saltley Gas Works. It will be necessary for you therefore to stipulate that the measuring tank must be placed at the boundary wall of the Windsor St Works as in no other way can we get full control of the liquor at the point of delivery. Our experience in both Manchester and Birmingham has proved it to be simple robbery towards the Contractor - after giving him delivery of the liquor at the measuring tank - to virtually resume possession of it again by passing it through a delivery pipe lying under mounds of coal or coke the weight of which make it continually liable to leak.
	As you are of course aware that the point of delivery is the place where the seller gives up and the buyer assumes absolute possession of any goods, this point we need scarcely say be a sine qua non and as you are liable for the cost of keeping the pipe in repair, you are yourselves directly interested in insisting upon it.
	Now is undoubtedly the time to have the pipe from the measuring tank arranged so as to be entirely under our control and thus obviate possible difficulties and source of constant irritation in the future.
	We need scarcely add that we view the laying of this pipe and the termination of these prolonged negotiations with much satisfaction and we await the draft of letter embodying the conditions on your return to business.  I remain Dear Sir
Yours truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/295		 25th August 1885		Mr E Dick
My dear Eben, 
	When may we expect your balance sheet? Let us have it as soon as you possibly can, as it is getting late to pay Mr Kipping and we would like to let him have his amount at the earliest possible moment.
Yr aff Cousin  Frank Spence

PSL2/296		 28th August 1985		Mr E Dick, Peter Spence & Co
My dear Eben, 
	We are sorry your balance sheet will not be in our hands in time to enable us to pay Mr K within 2 mos from June 30th.
Yr aff cousin  F.Spence

PSL2/297		 3rd September 1885		J S Kipping Esq., Bank of England, London
Dear Sir, 
	Herewith I have the pleasure to hand you chq for £954-9-11 being the amount of your share of the profit (including interest) of the Nechells concern during the half year ending June 30th last.
	Mr Dick is forwarding you the usual documents by the same post.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/298		 3rd September 1885		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Mr Kipping, 
	If you will kindly give me a note addressed to your friend in Whalley Range who has the distributing machine I will call and have a look at it next time I am in the neighbourhood.
	I do not think we have any immediate use for such a machine, but one never knows when the requirement for things of this kind will turn up, and it is well to be au courant upon everything having to do with the handling of materials.  With best wishes I remain
Very truly yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/299		 12th September 1985		Mr R Plower
Dear Mr Plower, 
	It will be quite right your making the arrangement you propose but we hope you will manage to get your full fortnight some time or other.
	Trusting you may hit upon fine weather (the "Indian Summer" which September often brings) and may be greatly refreshed and invigorated by the change.  We remain
Very truly yours   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/300		 12th September 1985
Dear Mr Gilchrist, 
	We appear to have made an incorrect memo. here with regard to your past salary viz £12 per month instead of £3 per week. We accordingly enclose chq for the difference since commencement and have the pleasure to inform you that your amount will now be £3-10/- per week.
With best wishes, We remain
Faithfully yours   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/301		 17th September 1985		Mr E Dick, Peter Spence & Co
Dear Sir, 
	Please make the following alterations in Mr Lawton's and Valentine's amounts to take effect forthwith.  Mr Lawton £14-6-8 per mo to be £16-13-4 per mo.  Valentine £3-5-0 per week to be £3-10-0 per week.
Will you kindly give us your opinion with regard to King's case.  He is a married man and there seems to us to be only two alternatives.
	Either (a) Increase his salary from £75 to £100 (or its weekly equivalent)
	Or (b) Give him 3 mos to find another place.  Is he anything like worth £100 a year?
Yours truly   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/302		 24th September 1885		Frank Spence Esq
My dear Frank, 
	With this you will find copy of letter received this morning from Messrs Chance Bros & our wire to them in reply. On considering the matter I have come to the conclusion that it would be better if both of us went over to Birmingham on Saturday & I should be glad to hear from you that you can be there, as undoubtedly it is an important question to decide which route the Pipe should take betwixt Windsor St & Nechells. so far my opinion is that the first route mentioned (a) is the best, but until we see the ups & downs ourselves, & walk over it, it would be impossible to decide.  You will be glad to see that an 8 inch pipe has been fixed upon.  The orders are keeping well up as you will see from James' letter. Lawton's report for last week is a good one, making good the slight loss of the former week.
Your affectionate Brother  David Spence

PSL2/303		 25th September 1885		Frank Spence Esq
My dear Frank, 
	Your letter received this morning & I am glad to learn from it that you are so well pleased with the T.R.Alum the sooner we get the plant up here for making it in the same way the better. I shall come up to Winterfield this evening about half past seven & talk the Birmingham matter over with you. I have arranged that John shall be at the Station tomorrow morning at 7.45. I enclose letter received from Ebbie this morning. Lawton writes that they have begun laying the Pipe betwixt Windsor St & Nechells. Last weeks Birmingham Sheet works out very well, viz a Margin of £6-6-7 per ton. this is owing to all the Liquor from Saltley being 7 & 8 oz & there being 20,000 galls surplus Liquor removed from Windsor St than Chance removed from Swan Village.
Your affectionate Brother  David Spence

PSL2/303a		 26th September 1885		Mr King, Nechells Park Chemcal Works
Dear Sir, 
	We have had the pleasure today to instruct Mr Dick to increase your remuneration to £2 per week.  We have done so in recognition of the ability and earnestness you have shown in the discharge of your duties.
	We think it due to you to frankly add that as our business is of a very fixed and inexpensive character and as we cannot thus hold out a prospect of further advancement, it would be your most prudent course as a married man to look out for an opening in another house.
	We need scarcely say that should you fall in with a position which would enable you to better yourself in this way we would for your own sake be very glad and We remain Dear Sir
Very faithfully  Peter Spence & Co

PSL2/304		 28th September 1885		George Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Kindly transfer the sum of two thousand five hundred (£2,500) pounds from our a/c to the Cr of the "Peter Spence" a/c and oblige
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/305		 30th September 1885		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Mr Kipping, 
	On several occasions the propriety of having the Birmingham books and a/cs placed in the hands of an auditor for examination has been named to you but as you thought the step unnecessary nothing has so far been done in the matter.
	Having once more carefully considered the question my brother and I are distinctly of opinion that it would be more satisfactory if they were audited half yearly and I shall be glad therefore if you will be good enough to name an accountant competent to undertake  [stops here]


PSL2/306		 7th October 1885		Mr E Dick
Dear Sir, 
	Have you acquainted Mr Lawton and Valentine of the advance we instructed you to inform them of in our letter of 17th ult?  We are much surprised to have not one word of acknowledgement from either of them.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Co

PSL2/307		 9th October 1885		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Sir, 
	Since last we had the pleasure of communicating with you, everything at Birmingham has been going on satisfactorily.
	We have now got the new plant at work, and are now thus in a position to deal with the entire Windsor St production, even in the depth of Winter. The pipe from Windsor St to Nechells is begun to be laid and will be pushed on as rapidly as possible. Messrs Chance Bros have not yet submitted formal memo of agreement under which the arrangement is to be carried on, but we are daily expecting this.
	The price of sulphate is at the moment very low £10-5/-  being today's price, this is the lowest point it has touched for very many years. We are hopeful however that the market is not without some evidence of coming improvement.
	Our relationship with the Corporation continues in much the same position as when we last communicated with you.
Very truly yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/308		 22nd October 1885
My dear Knight, 
	We are really sorry for your own sake that your Sapoline enterprise has not proved a success, and sincerely hope you may soon get rid of your present trouble and fall in with something much more hopeful and sure.
	With regard to the balance of loan owing us, if you think the fact that it was not a trade account but an amount advanced to you without any beneficiary motive, makes it a debt of honour outside the category of trade risks, you can (when your settlement has been completed), if you like, send us an IOU for the balance (£8-12-6).
	We will not ask you for the amount till you are well able to pay it, but having heavy family settlements to meet under our late honoured father's will, we are obliged to put everything on a just and proper footing.
	With my respectful regards and sincere wishes that your dear wife and yourself may by earnestly looking unto God for guidance and help very speedily find that your troubles have been sent for your highest good  I remain
Very truly yours  Frank Spence 
	I would much like (irrespective altogether of that little matter between us) to have a line from you to say whether you have now any brighter prospects in view.  F.S.

PSL2/310		 30th October 1885		George Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Kindly transfer the sum of two thousand five hundred (£2,500) pounds from our a/c to the Cr of the "Peter Spence" a/c and oblige
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/311		 4th November 1885		Charles Wigg Esq
My dear Sir, 		Private 
	I should be very pleased to meet you in Liverpool - to deal with the matter named to our Mr Bearn - any time suiting your own convenience if you give me a day's notice and I remain My dear Sir
Very truly yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/312		 24th November 1885		George Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Will you kindly hand us by bearer, for a day or two's perusal, the several Leases, Agreements &c for Land in connection with our Goole Works.
	We are about to erect an additional building there, but before commencing with it we wish to know the exact limits of our land.
	Bearer will give you a receipt for the documents, and apologising for the trouble we are giving you.  We remain Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/313		 26th November 1885		George Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Kindly transfer the sum of two thousand five hundred (£2,500) pounds from our a/c to the Cr of the "Peter Spence" a/c and oblige
Yours very truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/314		 26th November 1885		Mr E Dick
My dear Eben, 
	I think you are aware that we have repeatedly named to Mr Kipping the desirability of the B'ham books being audited & by some auditor nominated by himself.
	We have at last got his assent to this and he has named Mr David Smith of 22 Booth St, Manchester, whom we have accordingly seen upon the subject. Mr Smith says he will be free to go into the matter the week after the elections are over so you may expect him with you about that time.
Yr aff Cousin  Frank Spence

PSL2/315		 22nd December 1885		E D Pochin Esq
Dear Sir, 		Private 
	In reply to your communication through our Mr Bearn inquiring whether and if so upon what terms my firm would be disposed to grant your Company a licence to make sulphate of alumina by our patent process I think the following facts which I give you frankly and in confidence will furnish you with all the information you require.
	Although our process is far before the American lead one (which by the way we rejected before we invented ours) it is nevertheless the case that so far every ton of sulphate we have made has cost us a good deal more in labour and material alone (and exclusive of interest on and depreciation of plant, rents, rates &c) than we are able to sell it for.
	It is true that we hope ultimately by further improvements in process to make the thing pay but to accomplish this we shall almost certainly have to face a keen struggle with falling prices.
	We are already completely disillusioned of the idea we started with - that we would have a practical monopoly of the trade in pure sulphate.
	The supply is far in excess of the demand - and although (through defects in process) we cannot make nearly our calculated production, we are unable to dispose of even that.
	These are decided statements but they are the simple unexaggerated truth. You are of course at perfect liberty to go in for this manufacture but it would be as well for you before deciding to do so to fully realise what it involves.
	In the past, finding your Aluminous Cake extensively destroying our alum trade from below we were driven in self defence into the manufacture of aluminoferric. Seeing it next being steadily invaded from above we have been similarly driven to a determined effort to retain what is left of the trade in pure aluminous products. After years of effort we devised what is recognised to be the best process and have laid out a large amount of money in plant to carry it out. If you should now go into this manufacture and - whilst doing yourselves no good - mar our plans by still further bringing down prices, it would be well for you to ask yourselves what field is then likely to be left to us?
	Hitherto as a matter of pure sentiment we have resisted strenuous advice of our manager and others on our staff to go into the manufacture of Aluminous Cake at our Manchester and Goole Works, but if you should now attack and spoil this limited trade in pure sulphate, is it likely that such a consideration would longer keep us from a determination to have our share of the trade in the easiest made, most remunerative and most extensively used of all the aluminous products - viz Aluminous Cake?
I remain Dear Sir Yours truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/318		 20th February 1986		Mr E Dick, Peter Spence & Co
Dear Sir, 
	When shall we have the balance sheet & be able to pay Mr Kipping?
Yours truly   Peter Spence & Co

PSL2/319		 25th February 1886		Mr E Dick
My dear Eben, 
	We are glad to learn that you will not be later than end of next week with the balance sheet. We presume you will also have the costs per ton a/c completed by that date as we are waiting for it for a very special purpose.
Yr aff Cousin  Frank Spence

PSL2/319a		 22nd February 1986		A Angus Croll Esq, Wool Exchange, Coleman St
My dear Sir, 
	A cousin of mine (Mr David Dick, whose father I believe you knew in old times) has recently, through the heavy losses of the London house in which he has been employed as bookkeeper for many years, found himself out of a situation - the firm having very much cut down their staff to meet their altered position.
	I believe him to be a genuine Christian and as he has a wife and family I would much like to help him find another berth.
	It is certainly no easy matter in these times to meet with vacancies for employés, but it occurred to me that from your extensive acquaintance with London commercial men you might be able as I am sure you will be willing to give me a hint which might assist in finding him a place.
	I shall be going up to London shortly about one or two matters and if you would drop me a line to say what days you will be in town I will give you a call.
	Trusting Mrs Croll and yourself are in excellent health. I am 
Faithfully yours   Frank Spence

PSL2/320		 5th March 1886		Mr Bearn
Dear Bearn, 
	We are very sorry to learn from Morton that you have not yet got rid of your trouble from cold. I wish you particularly if you are not already getting home treatment from Allinson that you should arrange for him to come along.
	The more active the measures taken in the early stages the speedier and more certain is the deliverance.
	Do not be in the least degree uneasy about the work. As it happens there seems very little of moment transpiring.
	Hoping to hear of your great improvement and complete restoration  I remain 
Very sincerely yours  Frank Spence
	I would have instructed bearer to call on Allinson but did not wish to do so without your authorisation. If he is not already attending you send a line to him by bearer at once.

PSL2/322		 6th March 1886		Dr Allison
My Dear Sir, 
	Our Mr Bearn (No.12 January Street, off Brook Street) is very ill. His wife believes it is congestion of the lungs.
	We hope you will go over at once and give him such suitable treatment and continue doing so until he has (D.v.) pulled through.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/323		 8th March 1886		J S Kipping Esq, Platt Abbey, Rusholme, Mchr
Dear Sir, 
	Mr Dick arrived today from Birmingham with the balance sheet &c for the half year ending Dec 31st/85 and I have now the pleasure to hand you chq for £821-0-11 being the amount of your share of the profit (including interest) for the six months.
	Mr D has forwarded you copies of the documents by same post.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/324		 10th March 1886	William Sharp Esq, Chairman, Salford Gas Committee
Dear Sir, 
	Being the largest purchasers of Ammoniacal Liquor in the United Kingdom and having contracted for it for many years with numerous Corporations, it occurred to us that you might not be unwilling to receive some suggestions as to the best form of Tender from the point of view both of the gas producer and of the contractor.
	With this object we respectfully submit the accompanying memorandum and We remain Dear Sir  Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/325
	The large losses incurred by Gas Committees either the through failure of contractors who have taken fixed price contracts for products, or through concessions in price which have had to be made to them to prevent their failure, show the extreme desirability of contracts based upon the principle of the sliding scale. The price of the liquor rising or falling with the market price of the article into which it is manufactured, sulphate of ammonia.
	If the risk of market has to be borne by the contractor, he must, when tendering, discount that risk by leaving himself a much larger margin of profit. If, on the other hand, he is delivered from the risk of market, he is enabled to sail very close to the wind - in other words, to content himself with a very small margin, just because he knows it is sure: and thus Gas Committees are enabled at all states of the market to realise the very highest practicable prices for their liquor.
	The annexed form of tender has been found by the experience of many towns to be the best, as - being based upon the principle of payment for the exact strengths at the exact market prices - it eliminates all doubtful and uncertain elements.
	Schedules which do not provide for payment for intermediate strengths and intermediate prices lead to great friction and unpleasant disputes between Gas Committees and Contractors, as will be readily understood from the following figures taken from one of such schedules.
	Liquor strength graduations : (example) "10 ounces and under 11 ounces"
	Market price graduations : (example) "£19 and under £20"
	The contractor under such a schedule supposes that in the case of the strength, the figure will, on the average of a great many deliveries, fall about half way between 10 oz & 11 oz i.e. 10½ oz but, as a matter of fact, the average strength over a considerable period is often found to be just a fraction over the even ounce. As a consequence the contractor is strongly tempted to believe that the liquor has been "doctored" to bring it down to just over the ounce, and very painful controversies are frequently the result.  	In the same way when the strength falls near the even ounce, irritation is liable to be caused by a slight difference between the Gas Works test, and that of the contractor, the one being anxious to prove that the strength is above and the other below the even oz.
	Where, however, the schedule stipulates that intermediate strengths shall be paid for in proportion, there is absolutely nothing to dispute about.
	Similarly, in the case of the price graduations, if the Committee's reporter for market price declares the price to be just over (for example) £19, and the contractor's reporter pronounces it to be just under £19, a considerable amount of money may be at stake - sufficient to provoke a good deal of contentious correspondence - but if the schedule provides for payment for intermediate prices in proportion, the small difference between the two reported figures would be too trifling to warrant it.
	The ounce strength principle, based as it is upon the actual percentage of ammonia contained, has, it need scarcely be said, almost everywhere displaced the Twaddell basis - the latter system being as its name imports, mere twaddle. No contractor who buys liquor by Twaddell can tell what its real strength may come to be, before his contract has run out, as any variation in the quality of the coals carbonized, or in the mode of washing or otherwise treating the gas may (by altering the relative proportions of sulphide of ammonium and carbonate of ammonia) alter the relation between the hydrometer strength of the liquor and the percentage of ammonia it contains.
	It follows that if the contractor has to buy on the Twaddell basis he must cover his risk by bidding lower prices for the liquor.
	With regard to the period of the contract, we need scarcely observe that if this is to be less than five years, it will not justify anyone in erecting plant to deal with the liquor. Our present Birmingham contract is for 8 years, and we are not aware that any large town now makes its contracts for a less period than five years - the sliding scale (having secured the highest competition price at all values of sulphate) making it unnecessary, as formerly, to bring the liquor into the market every few years.

Average Gross Market Price
Prices per ton of 2240 lb of Grey
sulphate of ammonia (containing 24% 
Ammonia (NH3)) F.O.B. Hull           	8oz	9oz	10oz	11oz	12oz	13oz	14oz         
£20
£19
down to
£11
£10 
If prices of sulphate of ammonia go
higher or lower, the prices of Liquor		Intermediate strengths to be paid in proportion
to be adjusted according to this scale.
Intermediate market prices to be paid			Liquor not to fall below 8oz
in proportion.

PSL2/331		 11th March 1886		Messrs Chance Bros
Dear Sirs,  		Private
	We must apologise for overlooking a reply to your letter of the 5th inst. We are not tendering for the Bromsgrove liquor.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/332		 13th March 1886		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Sir, 
	I have unaccountably mislaid your letter of the other day.  Coins as you say were clearly an invention not many centuries before the Christian era. I am glad to see that you are investigating what is ascertainable of the relative values of the two metals as that is the crux of the whole question. Just metals they were none the less standards of value than as coins and (speaking off hand) I think there are numerous old testament references to them which would substantiate this position.
	The B'ham working has our increasing attention I need scarcely say. We are now very distinctly saving by the change to coke from coals by the working of much less liquor per week; and (I am sorry to have to add - for the Saltley people are now delivering much strong liquor) by having strong liquor to work instead of weak.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/334		 30th March 1886		Mrs Tom Kelly
Dear Madam, 
	We beg to submit the following summary of the Balance Sheet of the Manchester, Goole & Birmingham concerns for the twelve months ending December 31st 1885.  Notwithstanding 
	(a) A continued steady fall in prices of products throughout the year  
	(b) A diminution in sales which left us at the end of the twelve months with heavier stocks at Manchester & Goole than have ever previously been known in the history of these works  
	(c) A large outlay for the renewal of plant falling to pieces and for extensions required by improvements in process
	We are thankful to an over ruling Providence to be able to say that we have reduced the Bank debt by the sum of £7,500.
	As regards the future we would say that as the Bank balance has been brought down to £7,019-4-10 we are sanguine that we shall clear this off during 1886, and thus next year be placed in the very pleasant position of being able to commence making payments to the Legatees.  We remain Dear Madam Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/336		 12th April 1886		Mrs D V Steuart
Dear Madam,
	Kindly say whether a communication which we addressed to you on the 30th ulto has been received, as if not it must have miscarried in the post.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/337		 29th April 1886		Mr Nield
Dear Sir,  		Private
	We have much pleasure in increasing your monthly salary.  It will now be at the amount equal to £150 per annum.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/338		 16th April 1886		[presumably to John D Spence, see PSL2/351]
My dear Cousin, 
	I have much pleasure in responding to your request through your honoured father for some practical details of our method of treating impure water for towns and manufactories.
	Let me first say how pleased I am to learn that you are finding a field for your abilities and energies of so promising a character.
	May God make your sojourn in America as fruitful to you in rich and lasting experiences as HE did for me 20 years ago!
	From what I have read and heard of the Mississippi (I should judge it to be to some extent like the Nile water which has for some time been treated with the Aluminoferric) and also of what little is known in the States of the principles underlying the scientific purification of water I think I am in a position to give you a few hints which you will find of practical value.
	Our process is based upon the fact that when a dilute solution of sulphate of alumina is added to any impure natural water containing carbonate of lime its sulphuric acid combines with the lime and its alumina, seizing the coloured organic matter (whether in solution or in suspension), carries it down along with the whole of the clayey and other material impurities present.
	Such a modicum of alumina is necessary for the purpose that in the case of almost all waters considerably less is needed than is required to decompose all the calcic carbonate present.
	Indeed this fact is made the basis of the test we apply to ascertain whether the water has had the right proportion of the aluminic sulphate.  
	If the water after treatment is still alkaline to test paper we know it has not been overdosed and - what is a much more important point in the popular mind - that it contains no substance of any kind which it did not contain before treatment or, to put it still more popularly, that it contains exactly the same constituents that it contained at first minus the impurities.
	You are aware that almost every natural water contains calcic sulphate as well as carbonate and will perceive that the only change after treatment is a lessened proportion of carbonate and an increased proportion of sulphate.
	That this change has not the slightest injurious effect upon the water is evident when it is remembered that many first class waters contain much more sulphate of lime than is present in other waters which have been purified with the sulphate of alumina.
	Take the case for example of our Manchester water. This is a very good water and in a tumbler appears perfectly colourless. If the eye however look through 2 feet of it in a test tube held over a sheet of white paper it is seen to be quite yellow (from peaty matter).
	Now one ton of our patent Aluminoferric will make 20,000,000 galls (which equals 1 ton for about 90,000 tons of water) of it the same lovely hyaline blue as the tint of distilled water. It will do more than this. It will take out directly a considerable proportion of the albuminoid matter present in all but the very finest waters; and, what is more, by decolourizing the water in the reservoirs (reservoirs, as I shall presently explain, are necessary for the economical purification of water) it allows the sun's light to enter the water and thus greatly to promote the oxidation of the remains of the objectionable albuminoid matter.  
	Reservoirs are necessary of course in the treatment of all water containing mechanical impurities in suspension even where no chemical precipitant is employed - and no city or manufactory which has a water supply of this kind and requires clear - not to say colourless - water can dispense with them or with their more expensive substitutes (a) sand filters (b) pressure filters.
	Sand filters are decidedly more economical than pressure filters but reservoir settlement is vastly cheaper than them both especially if all the water be creamed or drawn off from the surface by a floating pipe. (Note - The float should be constructed parasol form so as to prevent branches, straws, weeds &c being drawn into the pipe.)
	The outflow water should also leave the reservoir as far as possible from the point where the inflow water enters it. It is found in practice that an inflow current of impure water will in a few days, if allowed to enter with some force, make its way direct to the opposite side, hence it is desirable either to direct it downward at once by a barrier or to have a floated barrier compelling it to flow equally all over the obstruction and thus to disperse itself all over the reservoir. The reservoir should have sufficient cubical capacity to hold at least two days water consumption of the city or manufactory supplied. If it is large enough to hold a week's or still better a month's supply it will give a proportionally increased time for settlement of the impurities and thus a still bluer and more lake like water.
	When the reservoir is too small it must be supplemented with sand filters to take out the remaining light impurities still in suspension in the water.
	Sand filters are of course in any case a good second string to the bow and ensure the arrestment of all light sediment which might occasionally by some chance or other fail to go down in the reservoir.
	If the water from the reservoir be clear the sand filter does not involve the expense of cleaning, as it passes through without fouling it. Should the water happen at times to become dirty the expense of cleaning the filter is then a good investment.
	The sulphate of alumina ("Aluminoferric") is supplied in the form of slabs and these slabs are places on end in a strong cask (or rough tank made of deal) with its bottom perforated freely with 1 inch or ¾ inch holes (preferably bevelled so that anything getting into them will soon fall out again). This cask or tank is suspended over the race or conduit carrying the water into the reservoir and is lifted from or lowered into the water at will by an overhead screw. The water enters the tank through the holes and dissolves the sulphate according to the depth of immersion. To ensure thorough mixing of the solution with the body of water in the conduit it is best to let the water on its way from the cask to the reservoir be drawn backward and forward on itself by one or two lateral projections composed of loose boards. We have never however found any difficulty in practice in ensuring a thorough mixture of the solution with the general body of water.
	The Aluminoferric added in this way to the water entering a reservoir will be days or weeks in clarifying its entire contents according to its capacity. It is obvious that if the reservoir hold a week's supply it will be more than a week before the treated water has displaced the old untreated stock because mixture of the two goes on to a considerable extent.
	If you think of recommending this process for the treatment of the water supply of St Louis the important thing as I said before is to anticipate popular outcry and prejudice by announcing first of all that the process of purification leaves no constituent of any kind in the water which was not present in it before treatment.
	Once let people believe that the water is being "chemicked" and it will be hopeless to continue the treatment of it. An outcry of this sort was got up at Bolton by an interested party and though we had achieved a splendid success with that water (having purified a reservoir containing 70,000,000 galls) the process was abandoned and only now and then do they dare to use it surreptitiously and only then when the water is very bad. (The Bolton water contained a peculiarly light micaceous clay which would neither settle nor filter, but the Aluminoferric carried it all to the bottom.)
	Now it is time to stop this long treatise and I must conclude by expressing my best wishes and the hope that you may find what I have said of some practical use.
Your affectionate Cousin  Frank Spence
	With farther reference to the test for determining whether a given water has been overdosed with Aluminoferric it goes without saying that if the water is left alkaline it cannot contain a trace of alumina in solution. But as (owing to the presence of carbonic acid) a water may be really alkaline when it slightly reddens litmus, it is necessary first to boil the water. (It is better in fact to boil it down to a considerably smaller volume and thus concentrate the alkalinity sufficiently to decidedly blue the litmus.)  F.S.

PSL2/351		 4th May 1886	  James Spence Esq, 28 Hawthorn Street, Newcastle on Tyne
My dear Uncle, 
	Kindly allow the fact that I have had some rather heavy arrears of work in hand to excuse my apparent delay in replying to John's enquiry. It would have been of very little use to him to have sent only the patent specification so I have gone into the matter in a way that will enable him should he be so inclined to apply the process practically.
	Sincerely hoping that you are now quite well and that Aunt is also in excellent health and tone.  I remain with love to all 
Your very affectionate Nephew  Frank Spence

PSL2/353		 7th June 1886		Mr C Houghton, 116 Navigation Road, Northwich
Dear Sir, 
	In reply to your application for the post of Foreman of Chemical Works advertised by us we beg to suggest your coming over to see us (we paying your expenses).  We shall be here every day this week except tomorrow.
	If the evening is more suitable to you our Mr Frank Spence can see you on Thursday or Friday at his house Winterfield, Higher Broughton, Manchester.  Perhaps you had better drop us a line to say when you propose to come.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/354		 7th June 1986		Sam'l Sharrock Esq, Manager & Secretary, Hydraulic Engineering Co, Chester
Dear Sir, 		Private
	We would esteem it a favor if you would give us (in strict confidence) your brief personal opinion of the character of William Bradshaw and of his probable suitability or otherwise for the post of Foreman in a Chemical Works where personal energy and push, ability to manage men, and a practical knowledge of machinery and pumps are required.
	Thanking you in anticipation of your courtesy. We are Dear Sir, 
Faithfully yours   Peter Spence & Sons
	P.S. Perhaps you would also say why he left the service of your Co. We may add that he does not know we are writing to you on the subject, he having (along with many others) applied for the vacant post advertised by us. PS&S

PSL2/357		 15th June 1986		D V Steuart Esq
Dear Vin, 
	With reference to the conversation this afternoon betwixt yourself and our Mr Bearn we shall be very pleased to have a call from you tomorrow morning as you suggest.
Yr aff brother  Frank Spence

PSL2/357a
Telegram - To Charles Wigg, Southport - Glad see you with tender here tomorrow  Alum Manchester

PSL2/358		 30th June 1986	
My dear Peter, 
	One line before post to own receipt of yours and to congratulate you on the splendid weather you are likely to have for your holiday. I am glad you are at ease as to the position in which matters will be left and have no doubt you will put every body on his mettle by hinting to them to let you see what a good show of progress they will have ready for you on your return.
	Trusting you may have a most pleasurable time & that the change will do you good in body, soul and spirit.  I remain With best love to Eddie
Yours affectionately  Frank Spence

PSL2/360		 4th August 1886
	Copy			5 Strand View, Portrush		4 Aug '86
My dear Mr Roberts, 		Manganese Patent Case 
	It is just like your good peace making self to ask us a second time whether we do not think that there is some better solution of this matter than the arbitrament of the law. Your motives are I know of the purest and I feel sure you are not influenced more by a desire for Messrs Kurtz's interest than for our own. When you named the subject before I think I must have given you a very brief and imperfect account of the case.
	Waiving altogether for the moment the question of our just rights in the matter I may say then in a word that your suggestion that each party should give the other the right to work his patent would have the effect of handicapping us at once. Messrs Kurtz being bleaching powder makers could produce the manganese ready for the patent process in the ordinary course of their bleach manufacture and then use the spent material again for bleach for which purpose it is quite as good as new. We not being makers of bleach require to go for the fresh manganese every time to some firm who are, and of course no uninterested party will supply us with fresh material and take back our spent without a profit. Moreover there is no bleach maker very near us and there is thus extra cost incurred for carriage both ways.  	Reverting to the question of our just rights "Know ye not that they which run in a race run all, but one receiveth the prize"? Now although this is so in most walks of life and although patent law decisions have laid it down clearly that a man cannot be protected against the consequences of his own want of diligence it is nevertheless a hard case that when two men have been working for years on the same field of invention and have each independently of and unknown to the other arrived at the goal within (one might say) a day or two of one another that the one whose decision of character has led him (as it led my father) to protect the invention by patent first should receive an entire monopoly of the invention to the absolute exclusion of the other. This consideration has throughout led us to have a soft side towards Kynaston and since learning recently that he is a very poor man and has all his hope centred on the working of this process in conjunction with Messrs Kurtz the feeling has increased. But the cherry (a very small one we are convinced even if we had it all to ourselves) would not, as already explained by the bleach consideration, give two equal bites. If it could have been fairly halved then I think our feeling for Kynaston and our intense dislike to law however strong our case, might have prompted us to allow Kynaston to work the process under a nominal acknowledgement of our patent.
	Again thanking you for the very kindly feeling you have manifested in the matter.  I remain my dear Mr Roberts  Very truly yours  Frank Spence
	Would Messrs Kurtz who are now we understand Kynaston's principals, in return for our giving them the right to work our patent to the end of a term under a nominal acknowledgement agree to supply us with fresh manganese in exchange for our spent and pay half the outward and inward carriage upon it thus putting both parties in exactly the same position?
	P.S. I do not know whether we told you that when we joined issue with Kynaston before the Attorney General, who then dated K's patent the day after ours, our lawyer's bill was for £600, that we have since laid out £8,000 to work the process, that we have worked it for over twelve months, and that we have every expectation of ultimately making it a success.  Under our late father's will we have very heavy family settlements to provide for his legatees and we cannot of course consent to let his property slip entirely through our fingers while this heavy obligation rests upon us.

PSL2/363		 18th August 1986		J S Kipping Esq, Platt Abbey, Rusholme, Mchr
Dear Sir, 
	Herewith I have the pleasure to hand you the Nechells documents per last six mos working and chq for £716-16-7 and I remain 
Faithfully yours   Frank Spence

PSL2/367		 19th August 1886		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Sir, 
	Herewith please find copy of schedule which (along with the proposed modifications of other matters we named to you this morning) we recently submitted to the chairman of B'ham Gas Committee in the hope of an extension of the contract and the extinction of the present vexata questio.
Faithfully yours   Frank Spence

PSL2/369		 5th September 1986		Geo Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir,
	There is a feature in one of the leases of our land upon which we want some light.
	Will you kindly allow the bearer to peruse the document and (if he considers it desirable) to bring it up here.
Very truly yours   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/370		 14th September 1886		W J Saxon Esq
My dear Sir,  		Private
	Two or three months ago you kindly promised me a perusal of your copy of the Working rates agreed between the Bridgewater Navigation Co and the Rochdale Canal Co.
	If you would drop me a line stating when you would have it at your office our confidential clerk Mr Bearn will call for it; or, if you prefer, he will make the necessary extracts from it at your office.
	Thanking you in anticipation.  I remain My dear Sir, 
Faithfully yours   Frank Spence

PSL2/372		 1st October 1886		A Gordon Salomon Esq
Dear Sir, One line to say that the promised description of your modified process has not come to hand.  We conclude that you must have been too late for the post.
	We are anxious to get it tested with all speed and I need scarcely repeat very hopeful of the result.  Faithfully yours   Frank Spence

PSL2/373	2nd October 1886	A Gordon Salomon Esq, Laboratory, 1 Fenchurch St, London
Dear Sir, 
	We have today received the detailed description of your modified process.  We will on Monday proceed to practically test it in our Laboratory, and, if you desire, we will if unable to confirm your results enable you to do so yourself to our satisfaction as you suggest in our presence here.
	As to treating your communications on the subject as strictly private that goes without saying.
	On running over your description one or two little points occur to us which it will save time if you clear up.
	(a) You specify (p4 line 3 from bottom) that 10 parts O.V. are to be used for dissolving the metastannic acid. Does this mean 10 cc?
	(b) What minimum time have you found necessary for the agitation of the metastannic with the sulphate of alumina liquor?
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/375		 18th October 1886		A Gordon Salomon Esq, London
Dear Sir, 	Yours of 15th inst.
	We have we assure you no feeling of the kind as - apart from the other considerations which influence you - it is abundantly clear that with the views of our patent claim which you expressed to our representative you would do us more harm in the witness box than good.
	We know and long ago demonstrated by our very first experiment, that peroxide of manganese pure and simple (produced by the oxidation of manganese chloride with permanganate) removes the iron from ironey and even slightly acid solutions of aluminic sulphate, and that the only difference between its action and that of the peroxides contained as "manganite* of calcium" and "manganite of manganese**" in Weldon Mud, is that in the latter - being nascent - it is more active than the pure peroxide.
	We do not wish to reflect upon you in any way but it is obvious that men who do not clearly grasp the central principle of a case cannot heartily and conscientiously support it in a court.
	Being now in the thick of final preparations for the hearing, which may come off next week, we need scarcely say that it preoccupies us almost completely.
	We may say however in reference to your remarks regarding the use of magnesia we would much prefer not to have to add so much as 1.5% magnesium oxide (as this would introduce close on 10 per cent of hydrated magnesium sulphate into the cake!) but would prefer to employ lime or alumina.
	Your view that basicity favours the action of the metastannic on the iron is and has been ours all along as you will recollect.
	With regard to the lime in the Weldon mud the quantity of Weldon mud relative to the cake is so small that the lime introduced is very trifling and remains practically insoluble as sulphate. Still, our liquors after treatment contain about half a per cent of free acid.
	We find thus far by the way that the mechanical loss of metastannic acid, in the laboratory, is 2.1% on the ton. This must be overcome in some way as it is of course much more serious than a similar loss of spent manganese mud.
Yours faithfully   [not signed]
	* to quote the phraseology of one theory of its composition
	**There is of course no "manganite of manganese" in the Mud after the oxidation specified in our patent.

PSL2/377		 29th October 1886		George Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Kindly transfer the sum of two thousand five hundred (£2,500) pounds from our a/c to the Cr of the "Peter Spence" a/c and oblige
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/378		 24th November 1886		George Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Kindly transfer the sum of two thousand five hundred (£2,500) pounds from our a/c to the Cr of the "Peter Spence" a/c and oblige
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/379		 2nd December 1886		George Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	Kindly transfer a sufficient amount from our a/c to extinguish the "Peter Spence" a/c and oblige   Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/380		 3rd December 1886	Mrs Amelia Pearce Wilson, Barton House, Patricroft
Dear Madam, 
	We have the pleasure to hand you herewith the sum of Two hundred and fifty pounds (£250) being a portion of the £600 balance of your Legacy of £1000 referred to in the Release and Deed of Covenants dated 17th May 1884.
	Your acknowledgement of receipt of same upon the enclosed form will oblige.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/380a		 11th December 1886		The Chairman of the Board of Directors, Ipswich Gas, Light & Coke Co.
Sir, 
	At Mr Peter Gilchrist's request we have much pleasure in testifying that since June 1883 he has been the Manager of our Goole Alum Works (the largest of its kind on the Globe). During that time the works have been largely reconstructed as well as extended - much new Chemical and Engineering apparatus having been added and several additional branches of manufacture having been commenced.
	Mr Gilchrist is a trained Engineer and draughtsman and his practical experience in the erection of plant in America and of the working of gas products at home, together with his general Chemical knowledge and information peculiarly fit him in our opinion for the position of Gas Manager.
	We may add that his high moral principle, constant loyalty to our interests, able management of workmen* and energetic working of our numerous processes will make it very painful for us to part with him.  We are, Sir, 
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons
	*We employ at Goole 110 men.  P.S. & S.

PSL2/381		 3rd January 1887		Messrs Chance Bros
Dear Sirs,  		Private 
	Your question respecting our Mr Bearn - occurring in the middle of a letter not marked private and dealing with a matter which he has in hand - is virtually addressed to him and not to us.
	We may say however that we have not the smallest objection to you making him the present you proposed.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/382		 7th January 1887		Messrs Chance Bros
Dear Sirs,  		Private
	We are obliged for the explanation that your letter of 31st ulto was not addressed to us privately through inadvertence.
	With regard to your proposed honorarium to Mr Bearn we need only say that in your position we believe we would have felt exactly the as you have done.
	He has conducted the details of this very tedious negotiation with the most perfect temper and thus brought it to as satisfactory a result as it was practicable to obtain without actually going to law.
	We thank you for saying that we have dealt with the matter in an "admirable way".
	Our resolve throughout these years of negotiation has been to secure an equitable and advantageous arrangement for all three parties and although we have had to make very heavy sacrifices we consider that after all the wisest solution of a most complicated triangular question has been attained.  	It would be prudent not to say "Halloo" however till we are absolutely out of the wood. We have still to hear whether the Committee have definitely accepted our proposals, or whether some fresh effort will be made to wring further concessions from us.
	Reciprocating your kind wishes for the New Year.  We remain Dear Sirs, 
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/384		 19th January 1887
My dear Peter, 
	It occurs to me that if your proposed new loading sett is built of bright new bricks it will be sure to act like a red rag held before a bull when Mr Bartholomew comes down to see the canal bank with reference to piling.
	To avoid irritating and exciting him therefore it would be better to build it of old bricks and to be as short a time in building it as you possibly can. You remember his remark to the effect that he didn't want you to give him the trouble of looking after you!
	If he should notice it and be angry about it, you might reply that it was simply put up to save expense and you assumed that there could be no objection to using the road along that end of the works in any way that would enable you better to put in material.
	What width i.e. how many feet eastward of the Mill Engine house would you propose to carry the sett and how many feet from canal.
Yr aff Uncle  Frank Spence

PSL2/387		 4th February 1887		Mr Roberts
My dear Mr Roberts, 
	It is exceedingly kind of you to make such efforts to deliver Messrs Kurtz and us from "the horrors of war"!
	I will not give you an impulsive answer but will take a day or two to think it over. Otherwise I would say, off hand, that the day for this kind of thing has gone by - our case, which has been just and strong throughout, having been enormously strengthened by entirely new developments within the last few weeks.
	I will not anticipate the decision which Providence may put into my mind but I must say that so far everything indicates that we are intended to keep all this very little cherry to ourselves*!
	Again many thanks.
Very truly yours  Frank Spence
	*Although we have the highest reputation in the country for pure sulphate of alumina and have nearly every liquor maker in the country confining his purchases to our make we are still unable to get our weekly sales of the patent product above 40 tons per week - one fourth of this being seconds quality - equal only to the ordinary German brands.  Messrs K have been awfully duped by somebody about this whole business.  F.S.

PSL2/388		 7th February 1887		Mr W T Cheetham
Dear Sir, 
	Please proceed without delay to divide the draught into two patents.  We find nothing like Schofield's annular bed amongst the metallurgical patents.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/389		 9th February 1887		Mr W T Cheetham
Dear Sir, 
	In reply to your favour of yesterday we beg to say that the names of the two patentees are - 			Francis Mudie Spence  	David Dick Spence.
	The title we think be
		Improvements in Furnaces for heating, drying or calcining certain mineral or other substances.
	Both patents should we suppose have this title. If you have any other title to suggest send us a wire. Also kindly let us know by bearer whether 4 o'clock this afternoon will do for the writer to call and sign the form.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons  If Mr David Spence is required as well please say by bearer.  P.S.&S.

PSL2/391		 10th February 1887		Mr W T Cheetham
Dear Sir,
	We are not quite sure whether we named to you that we would be glad to have a line from you informing us immediately the 1st stage of the patent has been completed that it will be safe for us to go on with our erections.
	We are we believe watched and will not take another step in constructing the furnace till you inform us it is quite safe to do so.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/392		 10th February 1887
My dear Mr Roberts, 	Sulphate of Alumina Patent
	After carefully thinking over this matter we feel that the justice and strength of our case are such that we must fight it out to the end.
	My mind has I know been perfectly plastic on the subject and I feel certain we are being LED on by a higher hand.
	Thanking you once more for your very kindly efforts  I remain my dear Mr Roberts
Very truly yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/393		 12th February 1887		Alex M Chance Esq
	[This letter has copied very badly, the first page of it being almost invisible, which is a pity because it obviously greatly offended Mr Chance - see PSL2/395] 
Dear Sir, 
	[                        ] an interview which our representative had with you yesterday and are unable [           ] and [     ] to have got instead of having [               ] to our Nechells Works [       ] to create a basis for it and pay an [          ] rental [             ] payment above £400 to £500 [     ] this arrangement at Goole matters [              ] and distrust [     ] understanding [           ] was to last [                 ] should at the last moment arise upon this point which [        ] the completion of [               ] to the letter carried out in [      ] of the arrangement and the responsibility at any failure must now rest wholly upon yourselves. We may just say that we have in carrying out these negociations made a very large sacrifice as it is a certainty that had we not been weighted with your with your case we should have been able to make a much more satisfactory arrangement than we have been able to do. It is of course a sine qua non to the successful carrying out of the understanding that [           ] to establish would be [     ] progressing farther in the matter with this already settled question again [       ]. We shall have no other alternative unless you are prepared to carry out your part of the [         ] but to terminate the whole negociation.
	We hope upon reflection you will be able to see the matter in the correct light and not let a question of so comparatively little importance stultify your [position?] in the eyes of the Gas Committee after the practical completion of these most tedious & trying negociations - negociations which have resulted so satisfactorily to yourselves. We remain, 
Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/395		 18th February 1887		Alexander M Chance Esq, Oldbury
Dear Sir, 
	With reference to our communication of the 12th inst and your reply of 14th we exceedingly regret to think that you should have interpreted our remarks as intending to convey anything of the nature either of threat or insinuation and we beg to repeat what we stated to you yesterday that nothing could possibly be farther from our thoughts.  We are Dear Sir
Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/396		 24th February 1887		Mr E Dick
My dear Eben, 
	I have yours. We expected a much reduced profit but certainly not such a one as you name. We hope you will look very carefully indeed over your figures before you come as we think there cannot but be a mistake in the amount.
Yr aff cousin  Frank Spence

PSL2/399		 28th February 1887		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Sir,
	Mr Dick having arrived here today with copies of the Birmingham Profit and Loss a/c, Balance Sheet &c &c for half year ending Dec 31st/86 I beg now to hand you chq for £216 - 2 - 4 the amount (subject to audit) shown therein to be due to you for interest and profit.
	Mr D has forwarded you your copies of the documents by same post.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/400		 2nd March 1887		E D Pochin Esq
Dear Sir,   		Private 
	As I gather from what our Mr Bearn tells me of his interview with you yesterday that you do not appear to understand the radical difference between (a) the use of Bauxite under our patent and (b) the employment of it by St Helens Co, Alum and Ammonia Co and Wicklow Co (This I presume is the name of the third Co which you could not recollect yesterday), I beg to point out that our patent is for the manufacture from it of a compound of sulphate of alumina and iron whilst theirs are for the manufacture from it of a sulphate deprived of iron by special specified processes. A short time ago you informed us, on our pointing out to you that you were using our trade mark "Aluminoferric", that you were not aware we had registered the name.
	You desired our Mr Bearn to express to me your regret that you had used it and also to convey your assurance that the advertisements of it would be at once withdrawn.
	I frankly accepted your statement and upon the strength of it we forbore to take any legal proceeding in the matter. (Your knowledge of cases under the Trade Marks Act will convince you that we might have taken a very much harsher course).
	You now inform us on our drawing your attention to the fact that you are infringing our patent for the manufacture of the Aluminoferric itself that you were unaware of its existence.
	As you are a Christian I am bound to believe this statement also but my duty to my partner makes it necessary that you should give us the clearest evidence of your regret for the very serious step you have taken by informing us that you will at once withdraw the various offers you have made of the article produced by you from Bauxite and that you will not again commence this manufacture during the existence of the patent.  A moments reflection must convince you of the very grave nature of your act in commencing to manufacture our patented product and offer it to the trade and also show you how widely your aluminous cake would be discredited and our Aluminoferric advertised by an Action for infringement - resulting as it would in proving that you had found it necessary to imitate our special article even before the patent for it had expired!
	Sincerely trusting that you will upon second thoughts see it to be your duty to put yourself right in this matter and assuring you that on your agreeing to do so we are quite prepared to forgive and forget the whole incident.  I remain
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence
	I need scarcely say that the foregoing is quite a private communication and without prejudice.  F.S.

PSL2/404		 7th March 1887
My dear Mr Roberts, 
	Many thanks for your very kindly note of Saturday which the usual Saturday morning pressure prevented my acknowledging by return.
	I ought to say in reply that the decision to fight the matter out on the present lines has so clearly come from Providence that I feel it would be a sin to doubt it.
	The law must now decide between us.  I remain
Very truly yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/406		 10th March 1887
	Memorandum of terms agreed between Peter Spence & Co of Birmingham and Peter Spence & Sons of Manchester and Goole of the one part and Chance Brothers of Oldbury of the other part to remain in force until June 30th 1893.
	1.  Peter Spence & Co and Peter Spence & Sons not to tender either directly or indirectly for any Ammoniacal Liquor produced previous to June 30th 1893 outside the district supplied with gas by the Birmingham Works of the Birmingham Corporation and within 50 (fifty) miles of said district.
	2.  Peter Spence & Co and Peter Spence & Sons not to manufacture or cause to be manufactured or sold any Muriate of Ammonia or Sal Ammoniac.
	3.  If at any time before June 30th 1893 Chance Bros desire Peter Spence & Co to take over their Swan Village Contract with the Birmingham Corporation Peter Spence & Co to do so at any time by a month's notice at Chance Bros' Contract price Chance Bros delivering the said liquor at their (Chance Bros') own cost to Peter Spence & Co Works, Nechells Park, Birmingham.
	4.  If at any time before June 30th 1893 the quantity of liquor produced at the Swan Village Gas Works be less than 1,000,000 (one million) galls per annum of an average strength of 10 ounce then - provided the reduction be due to the displacement by any Gas Works in Birmingham of the manufacture of the requirement of gas of the district now supplied by Swan Village - Peter Spence & Co if Chance Bros desire it to deliver to Chance Bros' boats at Windsor Street at their (Peter Spence & Co's) contract price a quantity of liquor equal to that represented by the reduction at Swan Village.
	5.  Chance Bros to continue as hitherto to take the liquor of the undermentioned contracts now held by Peter Spence & Co and to pay Peter Spence & Co the amounts charged by the respective Gas Co and Corporation against them for same.
	West Bromwich dated September 25th 1884 and expiring June 30th 1887
	Tipton dated August 8th 1885 and expiring June 30th 1887
	Warwick dated March 11th 1885 and expiring January 1st 1888
	On the expiry of these Contracts Peter Spence & Co in accordance with clause 1 not to tender for them. 
	March 10th 1887

PSL2/410		 11th March 1887		J S Kipping Esq, Platt Abbey, Rusholme
Dear Sir,
	In accordance with the writer's promise we send you by registered post the new Lease & Agree't with the Birmingham Corporation.
	Kindly return them at your early convenience as there may be some matters (eg the Oxide supply for present year now under discussion) which will probably necessitate a reference to the document.
	We need scarcely suggest the desirability of keeping the facts as to the schedule of prices, term of contract &c strictly private.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Co

PSL2/411		 21st March 1887		Mrs Robert Wilson, Fir Vale Hotel, Bournemouth
Dear Madam,
	We beg to hand you the following summary of the Manchester, Goole and Birmingham concerns for the twelve months ending December 31st 1886.
	We are thankful to say that notwithstanding increasingly severe competition with the products of the Manchester & Goole Works and the very poor return from our Birmingham business - owing to the one sided treatment of the contract schedule by the Birmingham Corporation - we have been enabled by further economies and improvements in working to realise the anticipation expressed in our last year's statement.
	The remainder of the Bank debt has been paid off and we now find ourselves in the happy position of being able to commence to make some payments to the Legatees.
	We accordingly enclose you Cheque for £500 - being a portion of the £6,000 legacy to you referred to in the Release and Deed of Covenants dated 17th May 1884 - and will thank you to return the accompanying receipt for same duly signed.
	We have cause for thankfulness in being able to add that after a most trying and tedious negotiation - of over three years - with the Birmingham Corporation (in the course of which we have several times been on the verge of a heavy law suit) a new contract has at last been signed with them which although not yielding us the profit we had hoped settles the whole question between us and thus removes the dark cloud which has so long hung over that part of our horizon.  We remain, Dear Madam  Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/414		 21st March 1887		Mrs Robert Wilson, Bournemouth
Dear Madam,
	We have the pleasure to hand you herein the sum of £350 being the balance of the legacy of £1,000 referred to in the Release and Deed of Covenants dated 17th May 1884. Kindly sign and return the accompanying receipt for same and oblige.  Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/416		 21st March 1887	Mrs D V Steuart, 78 Eccles Old Road, Eccles
PSL2/419		 21st March 1887	Mrs Tom Kelly, c/o Mrs Tharp, Denston Park, 
	Text identical to PSL2/411
	[ where identical letters are sent to the four sisters, the two copies made by David are signed "Peter Spence & Sons" by Frank and vice versa ]

PSL2/422		 21st March 1887		Mrs Tharp, Denston Park, Newmarket
	Text as for PSL2/411 but omitting the paragraph  "We accordingly enclose you Cheque for £500 .... etc .... same duly signed. "

PSL2/424		 30th March 1887		Mrs D V Steuart, 78 Eccles Old Road, Eccles
Dear Madam,		Without Prejudice
	We have carefully considered the communications sent us in reply to our letter of the 21st inst.  We are extremely pleased to learn from them that we have been under a misapprehension in believing that such an amount as we have forwarded would be a very acceptable sum to each of the legatees. Influenced strongly by that belief we resolved some time ago to at least make a beginning of payments towards the several £6,000 legatees as soon as the Bank debt was cleared off, even though we should run some risk of financial embarrassment by doing so. Under the Release and Deed of Covenants we faced a task which - humanly speaking - was of an all but hopeless character & Mr Frank Spence has since permanently injured his health by the over work which it has involved.
	As any increase in the Liabilities defined by the Release would be perilous to the business & would blight the hope of ultimate success which has been the one inspiration of our efforts we cannot for a moment entertain the proposal that we should pay interest on the Legacies before the stipulated date.
	We paid the several £500's not only because we believed the money was much needed by the Legatees, and because of our desire that some portion of their £6,000's should be saved altogether from the risks of the future, but also in order that we might lighten our burden of liability a little more.
	That it would in fact be madness to do anything which would have the effect of increasing it is we think evident from the following considerations.
	The price of Alum and all other Aluminous products has continued to fall steadily year by year, and our only prospect of a margin of profit from them lies in increased outlay on improved plants and apparatus. We have very large & pressing expenditure of this kind before us which we cannot avoid and we have moreover the expenses of a heavy chancery suit going on with a wealthy firm in connexion with the Sulphate of Alumina Patent.  We trust that with this fuller statement of the facts of the position before you, you will not hesitate to sign and return the receipt for £500 as a portion of your £6,000 legacy. In suggesting this however we wish you to understand that it is in nowise necessary for us except to remove an unpleasant impression.  We remain, Dear Madam
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/427		 30th March 1887	Mrs Tom Kelly, Newmarket
PSL2/430		 30th March 1887	Mrs Robert Wilson, Fir Vale Hotel, Bournemouth
	Text identical to PSL2/424

PSL2/433		 30th March 1887	John M Ellis Esq, Chairman, Newton Heath Jubilee Fund
Dear Sir,  		Private
	We are exceedingly sorry to be obliged to give a negative reply to your most praiseworthy fund.  	The obligations which devolved upon us at the death of our late honoured father were of so heavy and onerous a character that his legatees agreed to waive their claims even for interest on their legacies for six years after his decease in order to give us time to turn round - we agreeing on our part to draw only a very limited amount as salary out of the concern.  It must be some years yet before we can be in the happy position of doing anything for such public spirited enterprises as you have initiated.
	Trusting you may realise all the success you desire and your appeal so well deserves. We remain Dear Sir 
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/435
Invention of Improvements in Fire - resisting Materials.  (FMS & DS)
	Our invention consists in improvements whereby we are enabled to produce the loose unsolidified mixture of Alum and saw dust now used for filling the hollow jackets of fire - resisting safes and chambers in the form of solid compact cakes occupying a greatly reduced space and adapted also for the interior of floors and other situations for which a loose unsolidified mixture is unsuitable and whereby we are also enabled to produce fire - resisting cakes from other materials.  We make an aqueous solution of either potash, ammonia or soda alum or of their constituents or of the sulphate of alumina, aluminoferric or any other suitable compound containing chemically combined water and we evaporate it to such a strength as to make it free or practically free from all water but the water of crystallisation.  The liquid preferably at or about the boiling temperature is then mixed thoroughly and rapidly with saw dust, asbestos or any other suitable material having the property of preventing the tumefaction when exposed to fire of the cakes to be produced.
	We prefer to dry and heat the saw dust, asbestos or other material before mixing with it the liquid alum or other compound.
	Instead of dissolving the alum or other compound in water as above we may liquefy it by heat in its own water of crystallisation but we prefer in practice the method of solution.
	The mixture of materials we now without loss of time press into cakes of the desired form which we then allow to congeal or crystallize by cooling.
	If the cakes are to be placed in situations where they may be exposed to wet or damp we protect them with paint or other waterproof covering.  The cakes so produced contains much more chemically combined water than an equal bulk of loose unsolidified mixture of materials and they may be placed either in the hollow jackets of safes or chambers, in the interior of floors, or in other situations where resistance against fire may be required.
	It is obvious that in the case of safes or chambers the space gained in the hollow jacket by the solidification of the loose mixture now employed may either be filled up with additional cakes to greatly increase the fire - resisting power of the safe or chamber, or it may be taken from the jacket and added to the interior of the safe or chamber to increase its cubic capacity.

PSL2/443		 6th April 1887		Mr W T Cheetham
Dear Sir,   		Private
	We enclose draft of a proposed provisional specification which we would like you (if convenient) to look over early tomorrow and we will give you a call about it during the forenoon.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/444		 30th April 1887		Mrs D V Steuart, Oaklands, Eccles
My very dear Sister,
	I have very fully considered your letter dated the 15th inst.
	As it is of a highly controversial character and its leading premises and conclusions are erroneous it is clear that no good purpose will be served by continuing the official correspondence. I have now (1) to repeat that we cannot entertain your new proposal that we should begin to pay you interest on your legacies whilst we are convinced that the business will not safely bear this addition to its burdens; and (2) to say with regard to your request to farther information as to the last Balance Sheet of the concern that we have fulfilled the requirements of the Release and have nothing further to add.
	As you correctly observe "this is purely a business transaction" and we should "confine ourselves to the Release" so, if you consider yourselves aggrieved under that document you have your remedy and I sincerely hope you will avail yourselves of it as it is most desirable that both these points should be cleared up once for all in your minds.
	Having said this it is equally my duty - however much I have been and may yet be misconstrued - to do all in my power to make my own motives manifest and I must therefore add that I have throughout cherished the earnest hope and desire that God would so continue to us HIS marvellous help and deliverance as to enable us yet to hand you - not simply the future interest you are now claiming but - the whole amount accruing since our father's death.
	David is quite agreeable to this view but we dare not as prudent business men with the horizon we have before us saddle ourselves, or our successors in the event of our deaths, with any farther liabilities than those specified in the Release.
	We should naturally know our own business better than any one else and be better able to forecast its future.
	When we joined with you in the Release matters were in such a position that three of the ablest men I knew - two of them my father's sincere friends - pronounced the enterprise hopeless. Nevertheless by God's help - not by our own ability - very wonderful results have since been achieved. We earnestly trust we may have a continuance of HIS rich blessing upon our efforts but as business men we have no right to calculate upon anything but the known and visible elements of the case, and would do wrong if we acted upon any other principle.
	The foregoing I have been constrained to say in justice to myself but as our lives are uncertain and the matter is one of simple confidence in us - a feeling which if I do not misread your letter does not at present exist - I do not wish you to be any way influenced by it but to take your own course and exhaust what you regard as your rights under the Release. All this is without prejudice and I remain
Your very affectionate brother  Frank Spence

PSL2/447		 22nd June 1887		John P Garnett Esq, Messrs Smith & Garnett
My dear Sir,  		Private
	As a serious fall has occurred in the price of our leading product and there is a severe struggle ahead of us with two other makers of alum; and as moreover we owe a very large amount of money to our legatees; we are necessarily driven to make as economical staff arrangements as is consistent with the efficient carrying on of the business.
	In view of this I would feel obliged if you would inform me (in strict confidence) whether you think a bookkeeper @ £250 salary should be able without additional assistance to do Mr Pickles' work.
	He seems to regard it as out of the question to undertake the modifications of his a/cs suggested by you and also to exhibit the costs per ton we spoke of unless he gets increased help by an addition to our staff.
	Now I am for the reasons named very loth to plan any increase of our fixed expenses if it can reasonably and properly be avoided; and I would like you to tell me frankly from your knowledge of the books whether as able a bookkeeper as can be got for £250 should get through Mr P's work with the present help he has.
	I may say that he is in no sense a confidential clerk except that he knows our profits from the ledgers. We do not confer with him on any matter of importance.
	I may add that he offered some time ago to pay for the extra assistance he asked, out of his salary, but I was very reluctant to entertain such a proposal. If however it is clear that an able man with perfect eye sight could do the work without increasing our staff I would under the circumstances of our financial position and prospects feel it my duty to give him the extra help and reduce his salary as he suggests.  Thanking you in anticipation for your opinion in this little matter.  I remain, My dear Sir
Faithfully yours   Frank Spence

PSL2/449		 22nd June 1887		Mrs D V Steuart, Oaklands, Eccles
My very dear Sister,
	After a day's reflection I am sorry to say neither David nor I see the least probability of our being able to help you in the matter referred to in your letter.
	Our position is such that we have had to apply to the Bank for assistance to enable us to meet our current accounts owing and so far as we can judge it is likely we shall have to go to them for more help later on.
	We have a great deal of outlay yet to incur for replacement of tumble down plant and for improved apparatus to enable us to recover what we are losing by falling prices and increased cost of material.
	We shall be very thankful if we are able to raise money for this; otherwise the legatees' as well as our own future expectancy will be imperilled.
	Trusting that help may speedily come to you from some other quarter.  I remain
Your very affectionate brother  Frank Spence

PSL2/451		 24th June 1887		D V Steuart, Albert Chem'l Works
My dear Vin,
	In reply to your letter of today David and I can only again express our regret that we are not in a position to render you any help in the matter.
Your affectionate brother  Frank Spence

PSL2/451a		 30th June 1887		Jno Dunn Esq
Dear Sir,  		Private
	I have as you desired again carefully considered the subject of your call this afternoon and am sorry to be obliged to say "No" definitely to the proposal.
Yours truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/452		 2nd July 1887		Mr E Dick
My dear Eben,  		Private
	Balance Sheet - Mr Holmes' valuation & expected settlement of reval'n question with Mr K.
	Please note that your figures for the half year ending June 30/87 will probably have to be corrected before you close the books.
	The basis of the arrangement will we expect be - 
	(a) The repayment (probably over 5 yrs to make it easy for Mr K.), by the firm of the £5000 odd wrongly advanced by us instead of the firm for extensions.
	(b) Shrinkage (for depreciation) of each party's amount in proportion to his holding of capital in the shape of buildings & plant. Future extensions to be paid for by each party in proportion to such holding.
	(c) A reserve fund to be created by laying by each half year a certain amount to pay for such extensions. Each party to contribute to this fund in the proportion of his holding in works & plant.
	(d) Maintenance to come out of ordinary working expenses as at present.
	The above re - arrangement would require an alteration of the Articles of partnership in several respects but  as it seems the only equitable solution of the question that is a small matter.
	The chief difficulty of a solution hitherto has been the consideration that there are two kinds of interests. One, the profits proportion 3/4ths & 1/4th. The other, the holding in works & plant 9/14ths & 5/14ths. This was the proportion at date of Articles but as we have since, by misapprehension of the intention of the arrangement, found additional capital bringing us up towards the 3/4ths & 1/4th proportion of the profit interest we have really to that extent lost the advantage we started out with viz the immunity from finding £6000* in consideration of management of works. If you have any observations or suggestions to make on the above we shall be glad to hear them before the matter is settled.
Your affectionate Cousin  Frank Spence
	*£6000 added to £9000 would be £15000 or 3/4ths of the total capital.

PSL2/455
	[Pencil note]  This press copy of letter sent to Mrs D V Steuart for signature has printed very illegibly. (see the original returned by Mrs DVS signed, amongst Legatees Docs.)
Manchester 	July 12th 1887
Dear Sirs,
	Whereas 
		[  half page unreadable  ]
from your Bankers the sum of £1000 (one thousand pounds) at five per cent per annum interest the said one thousand pounds to be divided into three equal portions to be paid by you one to myself and one each to my sisters Mrs Kelly and Mrs Wilson [as part of the ?] legacies referred to in the said Deed of Release dated May 17th 1884 such three payments being regarded as payments by you of portions of the principal of the legacies referred to in the said Deed of Release and Whereas I and my two sisters before named have agreed to lend the aforesaid three amounts to my said husband to assist him in his present difficulty and Whereas in February 1884 after it had been ascertained that the Estate you inherited from our late father had more liabilities than assets you were called upon to pay on my husband's account a sum of £630 (six hundred and thirty pounds) to implement a guarantee to the Altrincham Gas Company entered into for his benefit by our late father and of the existence of which guarantee you were wholly unaware until you were called upon to pay it as above and Whereas only £114-3-9 (one hundred and fourteen pounds three shillings and nine pence) of the said £630 were repaid by my husband's Official Liquidator leaving a balance of £515-16-3 (five hundred and fifteen pounds sixteen shillings and three pence) still unpaid Now I do hereby agree first of all to cancel so much of my legacy referred to in the before named Deed of Release as shall be equivalent to the whole amount of interest which you shall have to pay to your Bankers for the Loan of the said £1000 (one thousand pounds) by you to them and I agree further to cancel as much of my said legacy as shall be equivalent to the balance not paid of the aforesaid guarantee - that is to say the aforesaid sum of £515-16-3 (five hundred and fifteen pounds sixteen shillings and three pence) - such respective amounts cancelled as aforesaid being regarded by me as actual payments by you at their respective dates of portions of the principal of my aforesaid legacy.

PSL2/460		 11th July 1887		George Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 		Mr Steuart's matter
	We have arranged to pay £1,000 in equal portions to the three legatees Mrs Steuart, Mrs Kelly and Mrs Wilson they having promised to lend these amounts to Steuart and Mrs Steuart having promised to sign a formal letter tomorrow agreeing to cancel - 
	(1) So much of her legacy as will be equivalent to the interest we will have to pay you for the loan.  	(2) A further £515-16-3 (balance of a guarantee on his behalf by our late worthy principal & which we had ultimately to implement) of it - this being the amount owing us by Steuart after his winding up in 1884.
	We think it would be better, in order to keep the matter quite clear, to have a separate account for this £1000.  If you agree with this view kindly open in our name a "D V Steuart a/c" for £1000.
	Again thanking you for your kind trouble in this matter.  We remain
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/462		 [3 copies of receipts for the 3 sisters]
Manchester  July 12th 1887
	Received from Peter Spence and Sons the sum of £333-6-8 (Three hundred and thirty three pounds six shillings and eight pence) being a portion of the legacy of £6000 referred to in the Release and Deed of Covenants dated May 17th 1884.  

PSL2/464		 11th July 1887
My dear Vin, 
	I enclose the necessary formal letter for Jessie's signature.  It did not occur to me till after you had gone that the three chqs being made payable to the three legatees will require their endorsements in your favour before they can be cashed by you.  I trust however that with the chqs in hand you will get over this difficulty.  I am not sure whether I shall go to Goole tomorrow but the chqs will be waiting you here in exchange for the letter.
Your affectionate brother  Frank Spence
	P.S. The signature should be witnessed by your son name alongside. We will get the letter stamped afterwards as required by law.  F.S.
	[ in pencil ] 2nd P.S. On second thoughts it appears to be the most regular course for us to send Mrs Kelly's and Mrs Wilson's chqs to them direct.  F.S.

PSL2/464a		 13th July 1887		D V Steuart Esq, Oaklands, Eccles
	Copy
My dear Vin, 
	I am exceedingly sorry that in the hurry of arranging the complicated transaction of the other day it occurred neither to me nor Mr Bearn that Jessie's chq being made payable to her order could not be cashed by you at once in town as was my intention on finding the matter could not be remedied as regards the other two. I regret very much that the oversight caused you an additional journey to Eccles.
Your affectionate brother  Frank Spence 

PSL2/465		 15th July 1887		George Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir, 
	We must apologise for not sooner replying to your esteemed favour of 13th inst re Mr Steuarts matter. We conclude from it that we have not made the object of the proposed separate a/c for this £1000 quite clear.
	We want it simply to show (for Mrs Steuart's satisfaction if need be) the exact date when the loan is repaid to you and we cease to debit her with the interest we pay you for it.
	`The name "D V Steuart a/c" would we see have the objection that the £1000 would prima facie appear to have been advanced to him.
	To call it a "Legatee's a/c" would seem to indicate that it comprises all payments (past & future) to the Legatees which is not the case. As the a/c will we have no doubt have a very brief existence perhaps the simplest course would be to give it a neutral name say "A" a/c but - having given you this little explanation - we leave the title entirely to your good judgment and We remain Dear Sir
Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/467		 20th July 1887		Messrs Morgan & Scott
Dear Sirs,
	Some time ago you kindly arranged a private advertisement for us in the Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry.
	As we did not at that time succeed in obtaining the man we require we would be much obliged to you if you could again undertake this little service for us.
	If you can do so we would be pleased to put an advertisement to same purport in the cols of the "Christian" for the next four weeks.
	We enclose the advertisement we require and would be glad if you would communicate by first post with the conductors of the Chem'l Soc's Journal as they will now be going to press and we would much like to have the adver't in the coming number.*
	The Editor's address is Watson Smith Esq, The Owens College, Manchester.
	The publisher's address is Emmett & Co. New Bridge Street, Strangeways, Manchester.
	We remain dear Sirs 
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons  
	*In the first instance advertise in only one number as that may be all we shall require.

	Wanted an able and energetic manager of chemical works. Christian and abstainer from alcohol and tobacco. Liberal salary to a good man.  Address stating age, practical experience and references, to Chemicus, care of Housekeeper, 13 Rose Street, Newgate Street, London E C  (This is the address you last inserted - alter if not suitable to you)

PSL2/470		 29th July 1887		Messrs Morgan & Scott
Dear Sirs,
	We are obliged for copy of this week's "Christian" containing our adv't & for your prompt attention to our request re adv't in the Chem'l Soc's Journal.
	Kindly alter the adv't in your own columns as shown in red herein.  We remain dear Sirs
Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons
	"MANAGER - An able and energetic Manager wanted of Chemical Works, Christian and &c &c"

PSL2/472		 15th August 1887		Mr E Dick
My dear Ebbie,
	Your letter received this morning for which I am obliged. Mr Pickles is writing to you by this post. I shall be glad to receive the result of the six months working ending 30th June last but do not wish you to close the books until you hear further from us. I think it very probable I may run over either this week end or the beginning of next to see how you are getting on with the alterations of the furnace.
Yours sincerely  David Spence

PSL2/473		 30th August 1887		J S Kipping Esq, Platt Abbey, Rusholme
Dear Sir,   		Private
	Mr Dick arrived today from Nechells and I have now the pleasure to inform you that the profit for the half year ending June 30/87 is (E & O E) £4588-6-11.
	As the points referred to in the enclosed letter prevent Mr D closing the books I would be glad if you could conveniently give us a call with a view to finally settling the matter - thus enabling me to ascertain your exact amount and hand you chq concerned.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence
	The amount for the second half of the year will probably not be so large as there will not be so much sulphate produced.  F.S.

PSL2/474		 30th August 1887
My dear Mr Kipping, 		Private 
	I learn from my brother that he has had some conversation with you during my furlough on the subject of the ever recurring vexata quaestio between us.
	I think it may be well for me now to quietly state in writing what I conceive to be the true spirit and intention of the Articles of Partnership upon the points in question - you in turn showing me whether you agree with my position and if not where and how we differ. Any letter or communications of course to be as before of an entirely friendly character and without prejudice to either party.
	At the date of the Articles we had advanced £9,287-16-10 and you £5,000. Although we have advanced only 9/14ths of the capital we were to rank for 3/4ths of the profit in consideration of our managing the concern: we were also subject to the liability of finding more than our £9,000 odd should the concern need it. You on the other hand were not to be called on for anything more than you had already put in.
	Now here, I take it, is where the whole mistake has arisen. We in our extreme anxiety to do what was right by you have wrongly gone on finding capital when the concern did not need it from us - the profits being much more than able to find it - the extensions (as you now very correctly propose for the future) being payable out of revenue as is done in all soundly managed concerns.
	That this is the real intention of the Articles will I am sure be evident to you when I mention that under our mistaken course we might go on finding capital not only till we had put in 3/4ths - at which point we would be getting exactly nothing for management - but till we had provided 4/5ths or indeed 19/20ths of the whole!
	I misread your character very much if you will not in the light of this at once admit the injustice we have inadvertently been doing to ourselves in this way.
	The letter of the Articles on one or two points is plainly self contradictory and should be amended after mutual conference to conform it to the spirit of the Agreement.
	With regard to our over advance what I have now to propose is that the £3732 &c wrongly found by us instead of by the concern should be re - transferred to the latter - the amount being spread over the whole period of the new contract.
	The incidence of this as regards yourself would be that about £103 would be taken each 6 months from your share of profit and added to your share of capital in the concern. This proposal you will find on reference to the Articles to be in perfect accord with clause 14 (last 3 or 4 lines).
	As to shrinkage for depreciation there is really no other course open to us (vide clause 14, lines referring to "Assets, stock, credits and effects &c &c &c" "according to the usual mode of stock taking among persons in the like business to the end that the true state &c &c &c".
	There is however not the slightest objection in principle to the valuation of the contract from ½ yr to ½ yr and the entry of the amount of such valuation in the books although I am not aware of any "persons in the like business" who do it. Moreover the clause providing for a complete and thorough valuation of the whole concern including its future profits in the event of either partner going out or other contingency make this course in my opinion quite unnecessary.
Very truly yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/478  	Copy - letter written at home		M. A. Works  2nd Sept 1887
My dear Mr Kipping,
	I have your letter of yesterday on the subject of mine of the other day.
	I regret exceedingly to learn through Mr Bearn that Mrs Kipping is at present so unwell. In view of this I will postpone the further discussion of the point at issue. I sincerely trust that Mrs K will soon take a favourable turn.
	To enable me to close the books at once will you let me know by return whether you agree with me as to the undesirability of entering anything for valuation of contract & lease.
	If not and you assure me that you know "other persons in the like business" who do this and you are able to name a commencing amount which would fairly represent the value (taking into account of course the chances of the contract being brought to an end at any time by the Gas Committee should sulphate fall to the specified price) I shall be glad to hear the figure.
Faithfully yours   Frank Spence
	The increased loss of SO3 you refer to has been caused by the stoppage of one of the furnaces for demolition and re-erection.  F.S.

PSL2/479		 5th September 1887		Mr E Dick, Peter Spence & Co, Nechells Works
Dear Sir,  		Private 
	Mr Kipping proposes that all extensions after June 30th/87 be paid, like Maintenance, out of Revenue.*
	Mr K does not at present accept our proposal as to the repayment to us of the over advances.  You must now therefore close the books for ½ yr ended June 30 on the following basis.
	The item for "Provisional Valuat'n of Lease" must be entirely struck out.  The only amount to appear for Capital to be the figure of Mr Holmes' new valuation and each party to be credited with his correct proportion of this.
	Suppose for example (A) That Mr Holmes' new figure is £9,000; (B) That the total capital advanced is £18,000; (C) That of this £18,000, since the commencement of the concern we have advanced £13,000 and Mr K £5,000. Then our new amount will be 13/18ths of £9,000 and Mr K's new amount 5/18ths of £9,000.
	We wired you to meet this letter at Station in order that you might send us the completed balance sheets by tonight's post certain. We want to let Mr K have his chq (along with his copy of balance sheet) tomorrow without fail.  Yours faithfully  Frank Spence
	 *Let this therefore be done (of course keeping Extensions distinct from Maintenance so that the respective amounts may at any time be known which could not be done if they were lumped together.

PSL2/481		 5th September 1887		J S Kipping Esq
My dear Mr Kipping, 
	Yours of Saturday duly to hand this morning.  I regret exceedingly to read the unfavourable news of Mrs K but trust that as she has struggled through so marvellously in the past she may do so yet again and once for all.
	I have instructed Mr Dick by passenger train to provisionally close the books on the basis of Mr Holmes' new valuation and if you are able subsequently to name an amount for contract and lease which would fairly assess its value we can deal with the matter in next balance sheet.
	I have asked Mr D to let me know your exact amount by tonight's post so that chq may be sent you by first post in the morning.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/483		 6th September 1887		J S Kipping Esq, Platt Abbey, Rusholme
Dear Sir,
	I have just ascertained your amount (£1273-1-3) and herewith hand you chq with receipt form. Yours truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/483a		 21st September 1987	Mr Geo Macindoe, 95 Waterloo Road N, W'hampton
		Copy - M. A. Works
Dear Sir,
	With reference to your letter of Augt 10th (replying to the advertisement in Journal of Soc Chem Ind for a Chem'l Works Manager) the writer Frank Spence will be in Birmingham on Friday morning and would be pleased to meet you (if convenient to yourself) at the Queens Hotel (New St Station) on arrival of the train due in Birmingham 10.20 a.m. A wire reply tomorrow to "Alum Manchester" would oblige. Yours truly   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/485		 22nd September 1987	Mr Geo Macindoe, 95 Waterloo Road N, W'hampton
Dear Sir,
	Not having received any wire from you the writer concludes you are away from home and therefore postpones his visit to Birmingham for a few days.
Yours faithfully   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/485a		 8th October 1887		Mr Peter S Gilchrist
		Copy
Dear Sir,
	We desire on your leaving England to express in some way our high appreciation of the ability, energy and devotion to our interests which you have manifested throughout the three or four years during which you have acted as Manager of our Goole Works.
	In token of our feeling towards you we present you with the enclosed cheque for twenty five pounds and wishing you prosperity in every way in your new sphere.  We remain Dear Sir,
Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/486		 11th October 1887		Chas Spence & Co
Dear Sirs,  		Private
	Although we feel sure you are keeping honourably to the existing understanding with Messrs C to sell only at agreed prices and terms we think it desirable to inform you that they are exceedingly irritated at their inferior position as regards quantity sold and that a very fierce light is just now being thrown upon all you are doing and endeavouring to do in Alum.
	As you know, it is not enough in this world to do right - we must also appear right and we wish you therefore to be on your guard and do nothing inadvertently which would look like an infraction of the arrangement.
	Verb. sat. sap.  With kind regards We remain 
Always truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/488		 13th October 1887		Mr Thomas Moss
Dear Sir,
	We are very much disappointed at the meagreness of your letters. We have always been accustomed to receive the fullest reports from our managers giving all particulars of progress with the work in hand and as to the working of each department of manufacture and any suggestions.
	Mr Nield has quite enough to report upon in his own department and it is a mistake in your interest as well as ours to be dependent on him to communicate what you have to say. We regard a manager's daily report with suggestions that occur to him as essential and we cannot dispense with it.
	Trusting to hear from you more fully in future.  We remain
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/491		 26th October 1887		E Robinson Walker Esq
Dear Sir,
	We send you herewith 6 copies of Kynaston's specification as desired.  The letter of 8th Feby 1886 to A G Kirby & Co is not marked private.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons
	Mr Esilman will be with you at the hour named.

PSL2/492		 3rd November 1887		Mr W T Cheetham
Dear Sir,
	The following practical advantages are secured by the new Furnace. Is it necessary to specify them in the complete spec'n? If it is purely a matter for our option we would prefer not to name them.
	(a) Feeding and Discharging apparatus out of gas way - therefore not exposed to injurious action of heated gases.
	(b) Gas way section not lessened as it would be if the above apparatus were in gas way.
	(c) Material tranquilly delivered on to, moved about upon and removed from annular bed out of gas way (i.e. between the 2 diaphragms) consequently there is less tendency for lighter portions of material to be sucked away by the draught than if material dropped on to bed in gas way or moved about in gas way.  	The above advantages are common to the two furnaces i.e. the earliest dated and the second one but the first dated one has the additional advantage of a considerable saving on fuel as it is a Furnace on the contra current principle. The heated gas going over colder & colder material till it makes its exit from the Furnace.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/494		 3rd November 1887		Mr W T Cheetham
		Copy
Dear Sir,
	Please give enclosed draught of provisional your consideration and drop us a line naming the earliest practicable date for our calling to see you.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/495		 11th November 1887		Mr Thomas Moss
Dear Sir,  		Private
	We do wish you would have more to say in your letters. The matter of the block covers is of some little importance and you have thrashed it out thoroughly but the make of alum, aluminoferric, and sulphate is much more important and it would be well if you had something to say about that at least every week end.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/496		 16th November 1887		W Caudery & Co
Dear Sirs,  		Private
	We received a note from Mr Wightman today giving us particulars of an interview which he had had with Messrs Wilson Latham & Co. We may say that we have frequent opportunities of meeting Mr Wilson and had been previously informed of the fact that there was still two deliveries of the Glasgow contract to be made.
	The other particulars given respecting the use of alizarine* in Bombay we read with interest and take note of.  We remain Dear Sirs
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons
	* Mr Wilson prepared us for this information the last time we saw him but he has evidently received since then the further very important particulars. PS&S
	Wightman mentions. London Sales - We were much pleased to learn from Mr W that you had acted so promptly and decisively in bringing the understanding as to prices to an end immediately. You ascertained beyond all doubt that Cookson's agent had broken faith.
	Please note that we do not wish you under any circumstances or after any explanat'ns of Cooksons to come to any new understanding till you have had our views upon the matter. We have known the man and his methods and agents much longer than your good selves.  P.S & Sons

PSL2/498		 23rd November 1887		Mr W T Cheetham
Dear Sir, 	Ferruginous Red Patent
	Herewith we beg to hand you the revised draught provisional. (You had better ignore the first draught left with you as we have had to greatly alter both matter and titles.)  Please drop us a line when you will be ready to go over it with us.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/499
Improvements in the Manufacture of Ferruginous Red and in the Manufacture of 
certain by - products obtained in connection therewith.
	We prepare by modes well known either per sulphate of iron or proto sulphate of iron and we intimately mix it either in the solid form or as a solution with a suitable proportion of very finely divided silica or of any suitable material consisting substantially of silica. We then heat the mixture till any water present is driven off and till the iron salt is decomposed.
	The sulphuric acid given off in the case of the per sulphate mixture we condense by any suitable means and we use it either in the preparation of fresh quantities of per sulphate or for other purposes.
	The sulphurous and sulphuric acids given off in the case of the proto sulphate mixture we use either in the production of sulphuric acid or in other suitable ways.
	Should the whole of the iron salt not be decomposed by the heat we mix intimately with the powdered residue a sufficient quantity of very finely divided chalk to neutralise the remaining trace of acid or we neutralise this by any other suitable means.
	By another method of procedure we take any suitable material containing iron and silica either chemically combined or mechanically mixed and we reduce the same to a very fine homogeneous or practically homogeneous powder; or we mix in suitable proportions a suitable ferruginous material and a suitable siliceous material and we reduce the mixture to a very fine homogeneous or practically homogeneous powder.
	The powdered compound or mixture as the case may be we then intimately mix with a suitable proportion of sulphuric acid at a suitable strength and temperature and we then apply heat should it be found necessary to assist the combination of the sulphuric acid with the iron. The product formed we then heat till any water present is driven off and till the iron salt is decomposed. 
	The sulphuric acid given off if the iron be per sulphate and the sulphurous and sulphuric acids given off if it be proto sulphate we then deal with as shown in the case of our first described method of procedure.
	Similarly as in the case of our first described method of procedure should the whole of the iron salt not be decomposed by the heat we mix intimately with the powdered residue a sufficient quantity of very finely divided chalk to neutralise the remaining trace of acid or we neutralise this by any other suitable means.
	The product of these operations has a very fine tint and great covering power and has very valuable properties as a paint or for certain other colouring purposes.

PSL2/508		 25th November 1887		E Robinson Walker Esq
Dear Sir, 		Evidence
	It might be well to say (in your brief) of our Mr Frank Spence's qualifications - That he studied Chemistry at Owens College under Professor Frankland - taking the highest position in the Chemistry Lecture Examination.
	That he was for some time Mining Engineer and Mine Manager in California and Arizona.
	That he has for many years managed the Largest Works in the world for the manufacture of Aluminous Products.
	That he has invented and patented various chemical processes.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/511		 2nd December 1887		E Robinson Walker Esq
Dear Sir,
	We have yours of even date enclosing letter from Mr Pattinson.  We do not know how Mr P has got under the misapprehension he describes. Although it is well known to makers of "bleach" that Weldon mud can be fully oxidised by adding an extra proportion of Lime and blowing in more air, yet as a matter of fact it does not pay them to do this.
	Hence fully oxidised mud cannot be procured from them. We were, therefore, under the necessity of fully oxidising it by other means.
	Mr Pattinson will we are sure at once admit that the full oxidation of Weldon mud by a solution of Bleaching Powder is a mode which a Chemist would not only "be likely to try" but would be likely to try in the full belief that it would succeed.
	A user of the Weldon method of recovery i.e. a maker of "bleach" would add excess of lime and continue to blow in air.
	This would naturally be his method. We - not yet being "bleach" makers - have no such means at command and were therefore compelled to use either Bleaching Powder, or a manganate or per-managate.  We have hitherto used "Bleach" as being the cheapest of the three.
	Our expression "fully oxidised by modes well known" cannot of course refer exclusively to the one mode open to bleach makers i.e. full oxidation by air in presence of an excess of base.
	Please give Mr Esilman (who will hand you this) Mr Pattinson's report so that he may alter the words he points out. We were not aware of them till we read his letter.
	It would have been better had Mr P procured the mud direct from some maker of bleach and "fully oxidised" it himself "by modes well known" but we sent him the solutions and materials simply to save time and trouble.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/513		 23rd January 1888		E Robinson Walker Esq
Dear Sir,
	Please note that we will not call tomorrow as arranged but will see you in a few days.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/513a		 17th December 1987		Geo Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir,
	The writer must apologise for omitting to inform you at the time that he had resumed the signature and endorsement of chqs on the 8th inst.
Very truly yours   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/514		 25th January 1888		Messrs Arthur & Hinshaw
Dear Sirs, 		Private
	Your letter of 17th inst re Messrs Arch'd Orr Ewing & Co arrived during my absence at Goole and a pressure of other matters has prevented my replying to it sooner.
	As we have nothing to do with your internal arrangements I am at a loss to know why this letter has been sent.
	Having received it I am bound to express my strong disapproval of the methods which it would seem are being adopted in this case and which are altogether opposed to our own principles and practice.  	We are bound to conclude from your having taken the very unusual course of acquainting us with your modus operandi in this one instance that it is an altogether exceptional one in your own practice and that your misgivings have prompted you to submit the matter to us for our opinion.
	Allow me then to say that in these days of fierce competition and strong temptation to secure contracts at all hazards I can heartily sympathise with you - but that rather than adopt the methods referred to we would much prefer to lose the business in question and chop clean stones on the roadside if that were the only alternative.  We remain Dear Sirs, 
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/516		 27th January 1888		Messrs Arthur & Hinshaw
Dear Sirs, 		Private
	Allow me to withdraw and express my regret for the letter written in reply to yours on the subject of Messrs Archibald Orr Ewing. Your remarks are capable of quite another meaning and I am sorry I did not perceive this before.
Very truly yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/517		 28th January 1888		Mr Thomas Lawton, Nechells Chemical Works
Dear Sir,
	We have pleasure in enclosing cheque for £[    ]: we had purposed including this in the cheque you would receive today as it is our intention to increase your salary by £50 per annum in recognition of the way in which you are coping with your increased duties. We note that you will try the weekly sample of Saltley liquor & we await with interest the results: we also note your explanation about the increased consumption of fuel & trust that this may fully account for it & that the cost per ton of sulphate may not be really greater.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/518		 14th February 1888		Peter Spence & Sons[!], Nechells Works
Dear Sirs, 
	With regard to the charging of bank commission you will please make it in the half year ending Dec 31st 1887 a direct charge to Profit & Loss A/c crediting sundries or other nominal account and debiting P&L A/c or if you deem it the better plan opening a nominal a/c for bank commission by itself so that it will show itself as a clear unmistakeable expense on the working of the concern.
	The following are our figures which please verify 

½ year ending

1883  Dec 31        21,663-14- 1

Less chqs to July 7th      983-16- 8


20,679-17- 5
1884  June 30
25,776- 4- 5
1884  Dec 31
17,067-10-11
1885  June 30
20,687-11-10
1885  Dec 31
15,981- 3- 1
1886  June 30
19,861-12- 8
1886  Dec 31
15,384- 4- 5
1887  June 30
24,535-17- 5
1887  Dec 31
17,463- 2- 0

£177,437- 4- 2
commission @ 1/8th % =
£221-16- 0

	In making your Journal entry simply say Bank Commission debtor to ( - - - - - ) for amount charged on cheques drawn since July 7th 1883.
	In checking the figures given to you please bear in mind that we are charged 1/8th% upon all cheques whatsoever they may be paid for whether it be for donations or otherwise.
Yours truly   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/519		 9th March 1888	J S Kipping Esq, Imperial Hydropathic Establishment, 
Blackpool
Dear Sir,
	I have today received the Balance Sheet and usual documents from Mr Dick and now beg to hand you your copies along with chq for your amount - £905-18/-.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence
	In returning form kindly say whether you have any better news of Mrs K

PSL2/520		 21st March 1888		William Caudery & Co, London
Dear Sirs,
	Referring to the conversation which our representative had with Mr Wightman on Monday afternoon respecting the subject of your recent interview with Mr Winter. We may say that we have given the matter our consideration & would be willing in the event of any really satisfactory lines being arrived at to enter into an arrangement by which fierce competition which now exists would be brought to an end. If we remember correctly you told us that you had not seen Mr Winter since he telegraphed to you in Manchester. No doubt he will be expecting you to call on him with reference to this subject and we think it might be well were you to do so. As a preliminary to any negociations it would be necessary for us to ascertain  (a) the capital which each of the alum works - [Henlet? and Netshall?] - represents individually in the Company  (b) their production in tons and sales of each of the two works for each of the last three years  (c) the profit which the two works have made individually during each of the past three years.
	Mr Winter's willingness to impart this information we should regard as a proof of his desire to come to some understanding and also as to the probability of our being able to do so. Proposals have so often been made to us but nothing practicable has ever been suggested and our object in asking these figures is simply to ascertain whether a practical solution of the difficulty is really possible. It is unpleasant for us to feel that we are competing with Mr Croll but so far there has been no help for it, but we should really be glad if any practical solution could be found to avoid it. We are told that the A & A Co have lately been inserting a clause in their contracts to the effect that if they stopped making alum they were to be under no obligation to supply.
	In approaching Mr Winter we need scarcely point out to you how very important it is to get him clearly to understand that it is done simply in response to his solicitation & not from any desire on out part, otherwise he might mistake our action as a sign of weakness.
Yours truly  per Peter Spence & Sons    J Bearn

PSL2/529		 29th March 1888		Mrs D V Steuart, 78 Eccles Old Road, Eccles
Dear Madam,
	We beg to hand you the following statement for the year 1887.
	Our fears as to the future price of Alum have unfortunately been very fully realised and to make matters worse the cost of our principal material has very much increased.
	The position is in fact such that our chief competitor is now selling continually at a loss; but being a Limited Co this may go on for some time.
	A very serious fall in price has also taken place in Aluminoferric and Sulphate of Alumina. In connexion with the latter we have after various fruitless negotiations been under the necessity of incurring the cost of an expensive patent action.
	A large expenditure upon the Works has again been necessary to maintain their condition and to effect increased economy in Working.
	We are very pleased that in the face of these adverse circumstances we have during the year been enabled to pay the Legatees the sum of £2850; and although - with the exception of the Birmingham Works where our margin can neither decrease nor increase - the outlook is an increasingly gloomy one we have no doubt that the help which has hitherto been vouchsafed us in such unexpected ways will in due time be forthcoming.  We remain, Dear Madam
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/531		 29th March 1888	Mrs Tharp, Denston Park, near Newmarket
PSL2/533		 29th March 1888	Mrs Tom Kelly, At 78 Eccles Old Road, Eccles
PSL2/535		 29th March 1888	Mrs Robert Wilson, At Denston Park, near Newmarket
	Text identical to PSL2/529

PSL2/539		 26th April 1888		William Caudery & Co, London
Dear Sirs,
	We thank you for your favour of y'day enclosing Mr Winter's letter which we have read with interest. We agree with you as to the communication being of straightforward character. You have put a pencil mark after the £3,600 showing that it represented 25% profit but we think you must have failed to notice that Mr Winter does not say that this profit was made by the Alum Works but from "the business of the Company".
	The tar and sulphate works which are carried on at Tradiston there can be no doubt yielded the "profit" named altho' curiously enough we do know that they have not for years paid any dividend to the shareholders whatever.
	We have weighed up the whole question very carefully and have come to the conclusion that it would be better were our representative along with yourself to arrange to see Mr Winter alone in London say next Wednesday. A conversation would at once show whether we were sufficiently agreed upon the preliminaries to afford a reasonable prospect of a settlement.  With regard to Mr Robinson it must be borne in mind that he as Managing Director has vested interests which he will not be disposed to give way very readily upon. Mr Winter has not & will no doubt view favourably any arrangement which would yield his client a fair return at a minimum amount of trouble to himself.
	Our experience is that in negociation the smaller the number present discussing or settling preliminaries there is the greater probability of the question being satisfactorily settled, with this view we have no doubt you will agree.  If the interview affords reasonable ground for hope then a meeting with Mr Winter & Mr Robinson and our principals could be arranged in Manchester soon afterwards when the matter might possibly be settled. As far as we at the moment see Wednesday will be the most suitable day for us but we will wire you on Saturday morning fixing definitely, meantime you might say whether that day would suit you.  We are
Yours truly  per Peter Spence & Sons    J Bearn

PSL2/541		 3rd May 1888
Dear Mr Bearn,
	We were much pleased and interested to read the a/c of your apparently very favourable interview with Winter & Booth. It is clear that much now depends on the extent to which Robinson is able to influence them.
	As to R's patent, it is - speaking without feeling - bad almost from end to end and scarcely a sentence in it would hold water. Certainly 10 minutes examination of it in the Chancery Court would hopelessly invalidate it - besides which the aluminoferric feature of it or rather the clause in it which professes to take the iron from the sulphuric acid solution of Bauxite is a direct infringement of our Alfric patent. I will get Esilman to write a "chemical opinion" of the patent should any use for it arise.
	Hoping you will have a successful and also enjoyable campaign amongst customers actual & potential and be able to get some information about the most recent developments in sewage treatment & the character of the effluent sent into the rivers  We remain
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons
	You might give Crimp a call and ask him whether if we sent him a small quantity of material for trial (in place of the lime he mixes with his sludge to enable it to press) he would practically test its properties as an aid to pressing. The trial would be private and in confidence (as if successful we might patent it). What we have in view is calcined Redonda as this would increase the per centage of phosphate in the manure produced and would probably press well.
	We are endeavouring to ascertain at what price Redonda can now be procured.  You might ask Crimp for a copy of his recent paper.
	You will be pleased to hear that the orders are good and that John got on very well at Glasgow. Robinson spoke of their make being "about 100 tons". Their stand John thinks looks more like a place for selling corn than an exhibit of chem'l products. Their two large blocks are not yet in the Exhibition. If they arrive they are to stand in an out of the way part of the building.  PS&S.
	Jno speaks of Robinson as "rather a rough sort of tyke".

PSL2/546		 2nd June 1888		William Caudery & Co, London
Dear Sirs,
	Mr Winter's letter has had our careful consideration. It seems to us however that at the present stage a meeting of all parties would be premature. Would it not be better if the parties who met in your office on May 2nd were again to confer together at an early date and then if possible arrange the terms - if such a thing is possible - which could be confirmed at a subsequent meeting of all interested. Mr Winter and Mr Booth will have no doubt the authority of the Board to discuss the matter and will probably also have things to propose certain terms for our consideration. Kindly see Mr Winter and arrange for a meeting for a day suiting the convenience of yourselves and them; if it is not troubling you too much we would suggest that the meeting be in your office as on the last occasion.
Yours truly  per Peter Spence & Sons    J Bearn

PSL2/547
Proposed Memorandum of Agreement betwixt Peter Spence & Sons of Manchester
and Guilini Bros of Ludwigshafen.
	Guilini Bros undertake to supply Peter Spence & Sons with Hydrate of Alumina of a guaranteed per centage of 62% Al2O3 and entirely free from iron at the price of £8-7-6 per ton f.o.b. Rotterdam in good bags.
	Peter Spence & Sons agree to manufacture the Hydrate of Alumina above referred to into Sulphate of Alumina charging the Sulphuric Acid required at 27/6 per ton of SO3. The actual expenses incurred for labour in manufacturing also for fuel required also packages, travelling expenses and all railway & shipping expenses upon both the Hydrate & Sulphate to be debited to a manufacturing a/c to be opened in the joint names of Peter Spence & Sons & Guilini Bros. The Sulphate of Alumina produced to be sold at the best market price by P. Spence & Sons but such market price to be unchallenged by Guilini Bros and the nett profits accruing from such sales to be equally divided at the end of each six months betwixt P. Spence & Sons & Guilini Bros but P. Spence & Sons agree to remit an approximate amount at the end of each month representing the value of the Hydrate & the share of the profits due to the said Guilini Bros. P. Spence & Sons agree also to send Guilini Bros a statement at the end of each month showing the amount of Sulphate produced, the expenses incurred, sales, prices and nett profits.  Peter Spence & Sons to sell the Sulphate of Alumina wherever they can find a market either for home trade or export excluding Germany.
	Guilini Bros undertake not to supply Hydrate of Alumina to any other person or firm in Great Britain. They will also as far as possible to restrict the business operations of their Agents Messrs Ohlunlager Bros so that they shall not be in competition with Peter Spence & Sons.
	Peter Spence & Sons agree in the event of this arrangement being carried through to give up their present production of Sulphate of Alumina by the use of Manganic Oxide.
	In the event of this arrangement being found to work satisfactorily & to be mutually advantageous to P. Spence & Sons & Guilini Bros then P. Spence & Sons will agree to consider the desirability of supplying to Guilini Bros a full statement of the names and addresses of each buyer of Sulphate of Alumina.
	[ added in pencil by Frank Spence ]  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/550		 17th July 1888		W J Saxon Esq
My dear Sir,  		Private
	If you could kindly give me by tonight's post your private opinion of the charges - E R W's a/c - left with you, I would be much obliged.
	I am leaving tomorrow for a few weeks and we would like to take our decision upon the matter before I go.
Very truly yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/552		 19th July 1888		W J Saxon Esq
Dear Sir, 		Private
	We are much obliged for your private letter of even date, and will probably see you further upon the matter within a few days.  We remain Dear Sir
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/554		 15th August 1888		Mrs Robert Wilson, At Denston Park
Dear Madam,
	We beg to enclose you cheque for £1077-3-10 (One thousand and seventy seven pounds & 3/10) being a portion of the £6,000 Legacy to you referred to in the Release and Deed of Covenants dated May 17th 1884 and will be obliged by your returning the accompanying receipt for same duly signed.  We are Dear Madam
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/555		 15th August 1888		Mrs D V Steuart, Eccles
Dear Madam, We beg to enclose you cheque for £504-2-9 (Five hundred and four pounds & 2/9) being a portion of the £6,000 Legacy to you referred to in the Release and Deed of Covenants dated May 17th 1884 and will be obliged by your returning the accompanying receipt for same duly signed.  We are Dear Madam
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/556		 15th August 1888		Mrs Tom Kelly, At Denston Park
Dear Madam, We beg to enclose you cheque for £1071-5-3 (One thousand and seventy one pounds & 5/3) being a portion of the £6,000 Legacy to you referred to in the Release and Deed of Covenants dated May 17th 1884 and will be obliged by your returning the accompanying receipt for same duly signed.  We are Dear Madam
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/560		 16th August 1888		Mr R Plower
Dear Robert,		Private
	I have received your letter.  Although we consider you acted very indiscreetly in the matter we did not believe you were proved guilty of this great sin.
	The fact that Houghton has now married the woman will we think help to lead others to the same opinion and thus aid in restoring your character which for our sake as well as your own is we need scarcely say a very important matter.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/563		 3rd September 1888		George Gilchrist Esq, Consolidated Bank
Dear Sir,  		Private
	Referring to our letter of 11th July 1887 be so good as to transfer to the debit of our a/c the £1000 which we therein requested you to advance to us and open a separate a/c for under the name of "D V Steuart a/c".
	We desire to extinguish this a/c as there is now no "raison d'etre" for it.
Very truly yours Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/565		 6th September 1888
Dear Mr Kipping,
	Twelve months ago finding you in deep domestic trouble and perplexity I closed altogether for the time a correspondence which had been going on between us on the subject of the Birmingham partnership capital. I think it my duty now to say that the ample time for reflection which the intervening interval has afforded has only deepened my conviction of the injustice of the position which (unwittingly I am anxious to believe) you have taken in relation to this matter.
	In your letter of 1 Sept/87 you say - "I would also remark that it was entirely through me that the B'ham contract was secured to us as Mr W Ross can testify - that in compliance with your father's wish I allowed a verdict to go against me in the Kelly case by which I lost probably some hundreds of pounds - I also waived the right of making Chl. Amm. for which I had peculiar advantages. Taking these facts into consideration I cannot see that there is any great hardship for you to have found the capital for the additions required." Further on - with an apology for doing so - you refer to the "heavy loss" that had "been going on for many weeks". This last matter I will dismiss at once with the remark that in view of the definitive arbitration award given against you in it, good taste will I feel sure make you regret that you ever again mentioned the subject.
	With regard to your statement that it was entirely through you "that the B'ham contract was secured to us as Mr W Ross can testify" I reply that as I myself took the principal part in all the negotiations I can testify and I am sure you will not dispute that your Co. were in extremis, that Mr Ross (our former cashier) acquainted us with the fact, that he and I met you at your house, that through me in conjunction with Mr R my father placed himself in communication with the B'ham Gas Committee, that I then had to enter into a very severe public competition for the liquor contract, that the contract was finally awarded to my father (a) because of the very high price I offered for it and (b) because of our high reputation as Chemical Manufacturers, Mr Chamberlain having thoroughly satisfied himself as to our practical calibre by cross questioning me on the subject (and afterwards informing us that this had induced the Committee to close with us instead of with another contractor who had offered an even higher figure).
	In stating this I do not for a moment wish to minimise your contribution to the final completion of the matter in facilitating arrangements for a settlement of the Limited Co's claims but I think that you will allow that such a strong minded Committee would have had little difficulty in compelling a settlement by the Co. had they awarded the contract to the other competitors.
	With regard to the statement that you allowed a verdict to go against you by which you lost probably some hundreds of pounds surely in view of your then prospects in association with my father and in presence now of the fact that you have so far received out of the concern - instead of the £2375 (9½ years int on £5000 at 5%) which you stated you would be satisfied with - some £14,000 odd, you cannot seriously put forward this paltry surrender.
	As to your sacrifice of your right to make muriate of ammonia I must confess myself amazed at the capacity of human nature to forget or to make light of enormous past benefits received.
	It is however apparently necessary to remind you that we gladly sacrificed our "peculiar advantages" for entering upon this manufacture because we knew that my father, the Hunts and many other able practical Chemists had attempted it and failed and, above all, because we keenly realised that to go into it would make us deadly enemies of the Chances upon whose friendship and cooperation thro' prolonged and painful negotiation of years for the transfer to us of the Windsor St liquor, the prevention of an impending and possibly ruinous lawsuit and the exchange of a contract that was daily passing from profit into loss, for one that was highly profitable and sure, absolutely depended.
	For this great bird almost in hand we gladly and eagerly relinquished the very small mur. ammonia one in the bush.
	I have now to remark (and I think you will not attempt to deny) that if you had had some other partners to deal with your original offer to take 5% for your investment would have been accepted - in which case you would have received some £11,820 less profit from the concern.
	You would, in the case for the present partnership agreement, have had its spirit and intention carried out in a way that would have secured something like justice to those whose reputation had obtained the contract and who were to manage the concern as well as find the principal part of the capital to work it.
	You would not have been suffered to grow into the notion that anything more was meant by your £5000 limitation clause than that it limited your liability to find new capital; or, in other words, into the idea that nothing was to be contributed for extensions out of your share of the profits but that an unlimited amount of money was to be found out of those of your partners and invested at 5% to enable you to reap from it 30%.
	You would had you told such partners when they were toiling painfully for years through an intensely wearisome, irritating and humanly speaking hopeless negotiation* (To escape from a lawsuit full of peril and convert a ruinous contract studded with pitfalls into one of a most safe and remunerative character) that as the reward for their efforts their position as compared with your own was to be relatively worse year after year, have been met only one way viz by a demand for a thorough reconstruction of the partnership.
	I will say no more but that I suspend my judgment of you as I am bound to do till you have heard my statement in reply to your own and inform me whether you now consider you ought in justice to do more than intimate as you have done that you would bear your future proportion of the extensions.
Very faithfully yours  Frank Spence
	*which I am perfectly certain you will admit you could not yourself have conducted to its present wonderfully successful result.
	Not many other partners would have acceded to your request as to your executors after they had been strongly advised against it by their lawyers.

PSL2/573		 6th September 1888		J S Kipping Esq
Dear Sir,
	Mr Dick has this evening handed me the B'ham balance sheet &c for the half year ending June 30th/88 and I now beg to enclose you chq for the amount shown to be payable to you - £1058-6-2.
	As we do not appear to have your new address the bearer will endeavour to ascertain it and hand you this in the morning.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence
	Mr D forwards you your copies of the papers by same messenger.  F.S.

PSL2/574		 10th September 1888
Dear Mr Kipping,
	I omitted to say in concluding my letter of last week that I regard it as of supreme importance that (to quote the words of the Partnership Agreement) "the mutual trust and confidence" of the partners should be maintained; and that I am bound to believe that if you had clearly realised that my father regarded the Extensions Expenditure on the Works as practically at an end at the time when the partnership agreement was drawn up, you would long ago of your own motion have proposed that the subsequent unexpected outlay should be borne equitably - i.e. in the capital proportions - by the respective partners.
	I cannot bring myself to believe that, in the face of my father's extremely liberal action when the partnership was arranged, you would knowingly permit an expenditure on our part alone which maintained the high rate of return from your investment but steadily diminished that from ours.
	But even putting aside this consideration I maintain respectfully and decidedly that the achievement - after years of supreme effort - finally compassed by us in getting the old and most perilous contract replaced by a new and most profitable one for a greatly extended term (and this from a Committee who granted it in the full belief that we stood to make no profit out of it) alone most justly entitles us to expect that the former rate of return from our investment as compared with yours shall be restored.
	In a word what I have to propose is that you should now invest a sufficient amount to restore your capital to the old ratio of 5 to 9 instead of the present one of 5 to 12 and that any clauses of the partnership agreement which require it should be mutually overhauled to bring them into line with the altered facts and do away with any inconsistencies they contain.
Very faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/578		 18th September 1888
Dear Mr Nield,
	Will you drop us a line to say what date you propose to leave as our arrangements are now pending with you successor.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/579		 19th September 1888
Dear Mr Nield,
	We have your note of y'day.  Would it not be best for you to name your date of leaving us?
	We have decided on our arrangements and think you will agree with us that that should not be left indefinite.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/580		 20th September 1888		[this letter is endorsed "NOT SENT"]
Dear Mr Nield,
	We have your letter of yesterday.  If you will refresh your memory a little you will recollect you wrote informing us that a situation had been offered you in America, that your reasons for changing your situation were - Your having studied extra subjects which were not required from you at Goole and a desire to improve your future prospects.
	When you saw us here you submitted to us two points - How much you ought to ask from Messrs Crenshaw - How long notice you should give us.
	As we consider it every man's duty to do the best he can for himself we gave you our very cordial wishes and also our opinion of what you were justified in asking.
	As to how long notice we would require we replied, on your suggesting a month, that we left the naming of the date you were to leave entirely to your own convenience.
	This is just what we are now asking you to decide.  We saw and decided on Mr Rowe's successor here before we wrote you on Tuesday last.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/585		 27th September 1888		Peter Spence & Co, B'ham
Dear Sirs,
	Please not that all the documents you send us and Mr Kipping re balance sheet (including all the subsidiary papers) must be on paper of full foolscap size.
	We have had frequent occasion to refer to the back documents and it is most troublesome and confusing to consult these papers of different sizes.
Yours truly  Frank Spence

PSL2/588		 3rd October 1888		Mrs D V Steuart, 78 Eccles Old Road, Eccles
Dear Madam,
	We beg herein to enclose you chq for £1000 (one thousand pounds) being a portion of the £6,000 Legacy to you referred to in the Release and Deed of Covenants dated May 17th 1884 and will be obliged by your returning the accompanying receipt for same duly signed.
	We are very pleased to be able to hand you this amount although we regret to say that it is the proceeds of a heavy stock of Alum which has been so long on hand that we have deemed it the wiser course to sell it for export at an unremunerative price rather than keep it for an indefinite period. We have however every cause for thankfulness for past results in view of the fact that our principal competitor has paid no dividend for years.  We remain, Dear Madam,
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/590		 3rd October 1888		Mrs Robert Wilson, Denston Park, Newmarket
PSL2/592		 3rd October 1888		Mrs Tom Kelly, Denston Park, Newmarket
	Text identical to PSL2/588

PSL2/594		 8th October 1888		Mrs D V Steuart, c/o Mrs Tharp, Denston Park
Dear Madam,
	We beg to return the enclosed receipt as it is not in order.
	We conclude this has been through oversight on your part as we cannot in view of your letter of May 12th 1887 and receipt given same time imagine that you would purposelessly raise a question which you have already definitively disposed of and the resurrection of which would we need scarcely say seriously imperil the pleasant relations now subsisting between the Legatees and ourselves.
	Assuming this to be the case we send you herein another form which as hitherto, simply requires your signature without qualification of any kind.  We remain, Dear Madam,
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/596		 15th October 1888		Mr W T Cheetham
Dear Sir,
	Herewith please find Provis'l Specif'n of Mr Gilchrist's invention.
	We did not want you to delay sending it - only to be sure to keep a copy for us before forwarding. Please push the Provis'l stage through with all despatch and oblige.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/597		 15th October 1888		Peter Spence & Sons, Manchester
Dear Sirs,
	With reference to my invention for raising acid (the provisional specification for which is to be forwarded to London today) which I have made at your Works in the ordinary course of my duties as your works manager and which has been constructed by your workmen - I hereby in consideration of one shilling paid to me by you transfer all my right and title to such invention to you and also hereby undertake to sign any documents necessary for applying for and obtaining Letters Patent for the said invention and for transferring the Letters Patent when obtained to you.  I remain Dear Sirs
Yours truly  John Gilchrist

PSL2/599		 17th October 1888		A M Chance Esq, Oldbury
Dear Sir,
	In accordance with our telegram of yesterday we now have pleasure in informing you that we have gone carefully into the figures as to supplying you with the quantity of Liquor (500,000 galls) you were wishful to purchase from us from Windsor St Gas Works.
	The price we should charge you for same would be 17/6 (seventeen shillings and sixpence) per 1000 galls of 10 oz strength over that per 1000 charged us by the Corporation at the time of removal. The whole quantity to be removed by you before the end of this year.
	If you accept same please inform us by return.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/601		 22nd October 1888		Messrs Gebruden Guilini
Dear Sirs,
	We were duly favoured by your communication of the 13th inst. We purposely delayed replying thereto as we had in hand details of the expenses incurred in converting the hydrate into sulphate. Having now completed these we think it desirable that some definite arrangement should be come to betwixt us before proceeding further in the matter.
	Our experience in dealing with the first 10 ton lot seems clearly to us to indicate that it will be much preferable for you to invoice the hydrate to us at a fixed price instead of dividing the profits which would accrue, as proposed when your Mr Paul Guilini was here.
	With our varied manufactures here we find it is exceedingly difficult to differentiate as to what expenses belong to the sulphate of alumina department and what to our various other departments, and this it seems to us will not only have a tendency to complication, but there is the possibility of mistake being made either charging too much or too little.
	We would therefore suggest that instead of invoicing the goods provisionally at £8-7-6 per ton and afterwards dividing the accruing profit it would be better for you to invoice us at once at £9-10-0 per ton f.o.b. Rotterdam, £1-2-6 per ton we estimate as nearly as possible would be equal to your share of the profit.
	Of course as you are no doubt aware the competition for this trade in England is now excessively keen and there seems every probability of a still lower level of prices being reached, as within the next two or three weeks a very important new competitor will be in the market.
	At the price of £9-10-0 per ton we would be agreeable to make a contract with you to take all our requirements of hydrate to the end of 1889, of course agreeing also not to manufacture any pure sulphate of alumina ourselves by any other process.  We are Dear Sirs
Yours very truly  per Peter Spence & Sons  J Bearn

PSL2/605		 27th October 1888		A M Chance Esq
Dear Sir,
	We have again gone carefully into the question of supplying you with the quantity of Liquor you require which quantity has risen from 500,000 galls (which you named to the writer) to 1,000,000 galls the quantity you mentioned to Mr Bearn.
	We can assure you that the price offered in ours of 17th inst is the lowest we can possibly name for the 500,000 galls & we could not think of extending the quantity to another 500,000 galls at less than 20/-  per 1000 galls over that charged by the Corporation. We may tell you that it would suit us infinitely better if you find that you can get on without any Liquor at all from us.
Yours very truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/607		 30th October 1888
Dear Mr Nield,
	We think the best testimonial we could give you is to state that you began with us here as a Laboratory youth in 1878; that for the last six years you have been our works chemist at Goole; and that had you not decided to go to America you would have been with us still.
	Wishing you prosperity in every way in your new sphere.  We remain Dear Mr Nield
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/609		 30th October 1888		Messrs Chance Brothers, Oldbury
Dear Sirs,		Private
	We are in receipt of yours of the 29th inst accepting our offer of 500,000 galls Ammoniacal Liquor to be removed by you from Windsor St before the end of the present year, you paying us the same price as that charged by the Corporation to us plus (17/6) seventeen shillings and sixpence per (1000) one thousand galls. You write "This quantity to be in addition to that recently taken by us from Windsor St" which quantity will be returned by you to us before the end of the year as already agreed between us.
	We cannot see our way to leaving our offer for the additional 500,000 galls open until February but if it would be practicable for us to meet you then in this matter we assure you we will do so.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons
	P.S. We have instructed the manager at Windsor St to load your boats.  P.S & S

PSL2/610		 3rd November 1888		Messrs Chance Brothers, Oldbury
Dear Sirs,		Private
	When writing to you on the 30th ult we forgot to enclose contract forms for your purchase of Liquor which we now have pleasure of doing. Kindly return one of same signed by you and oblige
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/615		 8th November 1888		Peter Spence & Co, Nechells Chemical Works
Dear Sirs,		Private
	We have today received two cheques from Messrs Chance Brothers one for £260-2-8 for Liquor and cost of pipe as per your invoices also a second cheque for £94-5-3 which we wish you to enter in your books as follows :-
	To "services rendered" (Liquor 108,300 galls 10 oz at 17/6 per thousand galls).  We trust you will keep this strictly private.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/620		 8th November 1888		Chance Bros, Oldbury
Dear Sirs,		Private 
	We are in receipt of yours of 6th inst returning contract forms and enclosing two cheques for which we are obliged and for which latter we now enclose you receipts.
	We quite understood (vide ours of Oct 30th) that the first quantity of liquor you removed (about 108,000 galls) was to be returned to us by the end of the year, but this we learn from yours you will not be able to do, and you have paid for it on the same terms as for the 500,000 gallons which we sold to you. This therefore is a considerably increased quantity.
	If we are to understand that the time of your taking the 500,000 galls is to be extended beyond the end of this year it must be limited to the end of January next and we have put this in the contract note. We sincerely trust however that you will get the greater part if not the whole of it removed this month. We enclose contract forms.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Co

PSL2/622		 10th November 1888		Chance Bros, Oldbury
Dear Sirs,		Private
	We are in receipt of yours of the 9th inst enclosing contract forms duly signed for which we are obliged.
	We note that you accept the offer we made in ours of the 27th ult of a further quantity of 500,000 galls & we now enclose contract forms for same. We note your objection to weekly payments for "services rendered", and we are quite agreeable that these payments should be monthly.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/627		 10th November 1888		Peter Spence & Co, Nechells Chemical Works
Dear Sirs,		Private
	We wish to inform you of the sales of Liquor we have made to Messrs Chance Bros. The first lot - about 108,300 galls removed by them & which we advised you would be returned by them before the end of this year have been sold outright to them & they will not return it - we advised you of their payments for it being what was charged us by the Corporation & 17/6 per 1000 galls for "services rendered".
	We have sold them besides this 500,000 galls (which they are now removing) to be removed from Windsor St between the 30th Oct 1888 & Jany 31st 1889. You will send a weekly invoice to them debiting them with the price charged us by the Corporation for the Liquor they remove and you will also send in a monthly debit to them marked private for "services rendered" (...... galls Liquor at 17/6 per 1000 galls) for all the Liquor they have had for the month.
	Besides this 500,000 galls we have sold them a further 500,000 galls to be taken away by them from Windsor St between Feb 1st & May 1st 1889 - a weekly invoice to be sent to them at the same price charged us by the Corporation and a private monthly debit note for "services rendered" (...... galls Liquor at 20/-  per 1000 galls).
	We trust that we have made these sales plain to you if not we will write you further on the matter. You will of course keep this matter strictly private.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/629		 14th November 1888		Messrs Gebruden Guilini, Ludwigshafen
Dear Sirs,
	We thank you for your communication of 8th and as requested we have today sent you by Parcel Post a sample of the last delivery of alumina respecting which we were under the necessity of wiring you, we also send you a sample of the sulphate of alumina manufactured from it. We have no doubt whatever that an analysis will completely verify our statement as to the deficient weight of soluble alumina which we have been able to produce owing to the high percentage of insoluble alumina present.
	The larger question of entering into a formal agreement with you for a period of years has engaged our very anxious consideration. Since we had the pleasure of the visit from your Mr Paul Guilini some important changes have taken place which convince us that it would not be advantageous either for yourselves or us to complete the proposed agreement copy of which is in your possession. We need scarcely say that this to us is a matter of much regret.
	The experience which we have already gained shows conclusively that the very lowest cost at which the sulphate produced from Hydrate can be put upon the market is £3-6-0 at our works without including the cost of packages. Now during the last few weeks the Blaydon Chemical Co who as you are aware work in conjunction with [              ] are offering delivered in Lancashire their production of sulphate at £4-10-0 per ton in casks less 2½% monthly account. Your neighbours the Verein Chemische Fabrik are quoting the same price. Our friends in Glasgow also inform us that this is the price being quoted there for your own production through Messrs Ohlenschlager. Under these circumstances we cannot of course possibly continue to obtain higher than the figures above quoted and at these figures the nett price which we would receive for the sulphate would be wholly insufficient to warrant our continuing the production; in fact the price named by the Blaydon Co deducting their expenses viz carriage, casks and discount would only leave them about £3-9-0 nett at their works at the very most. Your own production being offered in Glasgow at this price of £4-10-0 clearly shuts us out completely in competing with that market and as of course this market - where we have a very important connection  - was an element in our calculations when the question was first entertained the whole matter now assumes a very different aspect.
	From the foregoing you will be able to perceive that our consideration will be wholly insufficient to warrant our going on manufacturing the sulphate from your Hydrate because at the price which you propose invoicing it the margin of profit would be practically nil. Coupled with this there is also the other point mentioned in our last communication to you that in Lancashire a very important competitor will be in the market almost immediately, one of the largest alkali makers in the district having put down plant for a large production of a pure sulphate of alumina. This of course as you will see will intensify the difficulty with which the situation is now surrounded.
	In conclusion we can only repeat that the circumstances which have compelled us to arrive at this decision were wholly unforeseen when the negotiations were entered into as we certainly were of opinion that the price at which you would be in a position to invoice the hydrate to us would be sufficiently low to enable us to compete on favourable terms with other manufacturers of a similar class of sulphate. At £8-7-6 per ton however f.o.b. Rotterdam this is impossible and we therefore think that probably the wiser course will be to bring the negotiations to an end forthwith.  We are 
Yours truly  per Peter Spence & Sons    J Bearn

PSL2/635		 27th November 1888		Wm Porter Esq, Leeds & County Bank, Goole
My dear Sir,
	I must apologise for not sooner acknowledging your letter of last week but I had hoped ere this to see you personally at Goole.
	To be entirely frank I regret to say that under the circumstances of the case, viz: that we are not as yet making anything at our Goole works and that to the best of my information there is very little spiritual life at the Congregational Church - we do not think it our duty to make an exception in its favour.  Regretting to have to send you such a response to your appeal and with best wishes  I remain
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/637		 18th December 1888
Dear Merton,
	You know the watchword - "Her Majesty's government must be carried on."  If you make arrangements that the Works shall not suffer as regards tests &c by your absence you are very welcome to your holiday.
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/638		 27th December 1888
Dear Mr Holland,
	If the enclosed letter will be of any service you might read it at the meeting tonight or make any other use of it which you think proper.
Very truly yours   Frank Spence

PSL2/639		 27th December 1888		W H Holland Esq, Victoria Mills
Dear Mr Holland,
	Some years ago, seeing a great deal of loyalty to political party at the expense of loyalty to truth, I deliberately resolved henceforth, as a citizen, to support the bluest tory or the reddest radical candidates who would support the most Christian and truly statesmanlike measures.
	At this moment we are face to face with our first election for the new County Council and it becomes our bounden duty as citizens to choose the best man for the position irrespective of the party to which he belongs.
	The Tories have selected as their candidate one whose trade is doing more to blight and curse the family life of England and throw our countrymen behind in the moral, social and commercial race of nations than all other trades, honest and nefarious, legal and illegal put together.
	I cannot believe they have done this to insult our intelligence or mock our hopes of delivering our working men from the "local government" of liquor, but I do sincerely hope they have misread the signs of the times in expecting Newton Heath to inaugurate its new County administration by electing as its representative a manufacturer of intoxicating drink!
	The Liberals have brought out as their choice Mr Alexander Forrest, a man who has sprung from the ranks, and who, for the best part of his life; as Honorary Secretary of the Ancoats Hospital; as a leader in Ragged School, Mission Hall and Temperance Society work; as a founder of Children's Free Breakfast Funds; and as a constant promoter of innocent, instructive and elevating entertainment for the people; has distinguished himself by his practical efforts to feed the hungry, clothe the naked, heal the sick and in many other ways to lift the population of Ancoats higher in the social scale.
	In view of these qualifications and also of his practical experience of local government as a member of the Heaton Norris Local Board I have not a moments hesitation in supporting Mr Forrest's candidature, and I have much pleasure in asking you to hand the accompanying five pounds to the Treasurer of the Election fund.  I remain Dear Mr Holland
Very truly yours   Frank Spence

PSL2/641		 31st December 1888		Mrs Robert Wilson, at Denston Park
Dear Madam,
	It affords us very great pleasure at the close of the year to find ourselves in the position of being able to hand to the Legatees a further sum of one thousand pounds each.
	We accordingly enclose you cheque for that amount and shall be obliged by your returning the accompanying receipt for same duly signed.  We remain dear Madam
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/642		 31st December 1888		Mrs D V Steuart, Oaklands, Eccles
PSL2/643		 31st December 1888		Mrs Tom Kelly, at Denston Park
	Text identical to PSL2/641

PSL2/647		 1st January 1889		Wm Caudery & Co
Dear Sirs,
	We are sorry to trouble you about the following matter but as we wish to insert an adv'tmt in the Chemical Trade Journal and its Editor is not a reticent man we think it desirable he should not know from what source it comes.
	We have accordingly made free to send the accompanying adv'tmt to the Publishers (Davis & Co, 5 John Dalton St, Manchester) and we would be much obliged if you would pay (and debit us with) the a/c they will send you; and forward any replies to the adv'tmt which you may receive to - Mr Frank Spence, Winterfield, Higher Broughton, Manchester.
	Thanking you beforehand for your kind offices in the matter.  We remain Dear Sirs
Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

	Adv't (in prominent position) for Chemical Trade Journal for 5/12/19/26 Jan
	Wanted, able and experienced Chemical Works Manager. Salary £400 per annum; with increase according to results.  Address "Omicron", care of Publishers.  Stating (1) Age and extent of practical experience (2) References as to ability and also as to character and habits.

	The above is posted hurriedly in Manchester to be in time for this week's Journal. Please send a/c for 4 weeks insertion and all replies to Adv'tmt to Wm Caudery & Co, 1 Fenchurch Avenue, London E C

PSL2/650		 25th January 2008		Grundy Kershaw & Co, Manchester
Dear Sirs,
	As the Partington's Trustees' Mortgage which is now to be paid off by us is due on Monday next we propose (unless you telephone us to the contrary on receipt of this) to call upon you about noon tomorrow with a blank cheque for the amount.  We make the sum payable including interest to the 28th inst to be £3,005-18-4 but you will no doubt have received a precise statement of the amount from the Trustees' solicitors Messrs Woodhouse, Trower, Freeling & Parkins.
	The writer will take with him tomorrow the Mortgagee's Solicitor's receipt for the various Deeds and other Documents relating to the Property, which documents will we presume be handed - in exchange for the cheque - to your London Agents along with the receipt for the amount and any release or discharge which you may consider necessary.  We remain Dear Sirs
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/652		 28th January 1889		Grundy Kershaw & Co, Manchester
Dear Sirs, 		Partington's Trustees' Mortgage
	Supplementing (a) The Mortgagee's Solicitor's receipt for Deeds &c relating to this mortgage  (b) Probate of Peter Spence deceased  (c) Draft on Consolidated Bank London for £2935-2-4 and cheque on Consolidated Bank Manchester for £69-16-0 left with you by the writer on Saturday we now beg to hand you (d)  Articles of Partnership of Peter Spence & Sons dated 24th May/83 (e) Deed of Covenant F M Spence, D D Spence and Peter Spence dated 24th May/83 and (f) Release and Deed of Covenants dated 17th May/84.  We remain Dear Sirs
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/653		 14th February 1889		Mr Dick, Birmingham
Dear Sir,
	As briefly indicated in ours of 12th inst, it seems to us an error in principle has been made in dealing with the question of depreciation.
	It was arranged that the Profit & Loss a/c should be charged with an amount as depreciation representing the lessening value year by year of the Works. The amount of the profit is of course less by the amount set aside by depreciation than if none had been charged and the amount of the profit declared as you formerly did.
	Our point is, what has been done with the money so set aside, and under what head in your statement of liabilities is it shown - a liability it seems to us it must be. Inasmuch as Mr Kipping would have received  ¼ of the sum charged as depreciation had it been declared as profit, he will clearly be entitled to ¼ share of the sums which have been or which may be so set aside when it comes to be divided. Kindly think this matter over & favour us with your views upon it. You will not of course make up your books until this point is quite clear.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/654		 16th February 1889		Mr Dick, Birmingham
Dear Sir,
	We have yours of y'day.  Supposing instead merely of charging P & L with £120 as representing depreciation, we agree to apply the whole of the profits to this, where would the money go, & how would you show it in your Balance Sheet. What is true of the whole is true of any part.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/655		 4th March 1889		Arthur & Hinshaw, Glasgow
Dear Sirs,
	Since the occasion of the visit of our representative to Glasgow at the end of January the question of how far it is possible for you to act as our agents and also as agents for a rival firm of manufacturers of sulphate of alumina has engaged our very careful consideration.
	We have we may say purposely delayed writing to you upon this subject at an earlier date being desirous of approaching the matter dispassionately and in the light of all the facts of the case.
	We have carefully weighed over all that passed at that interview being disposed to put the most favourable construction upon your action in this matter. We regret however that you should have put us in the position of discussing a question of this kind with you after so many years of pleasant relations.
	We must say that we have very great difficulty of seeing that, however desirous you may be, you can possibly act with equal fairness to us and another firm in the dual capacity. Notwithstanding, however, we are still willing to believe that it is your intention to conserve our interests with as much care as you have done hitherto. One condition, however, we must impose that is that the proportion of Turkey Red taken by you must not be less than you have taken in former years, that is to say of your total sales of Turkey Red and Sulphate of Alumina Turkey Red is to bear the proportion of at least two thirds and further that you are not to offer the sulphate of alumina to any consumers of T Red.
	We have no doubt whatever that you will give us an assurance of this kind and with this we are prepared to let matters go on as at present.  We are
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/658		 11th March 1889	J S Kipping Esq, Vale Mont, Moss Lane East, Manchr
Dear Sir,
	I have this morning ascertained the sum shown by enclosed Balance sheet &c as due to you and now beg to hand you chq for the amount - £1260-16-4.
	This includes as you will observe your proportion of depreciation with interest during the three preceding half years.
	As there is reason to believe that the estimate for depreciation is incorrect and as it has cost very little in the past to value the Works I have concluded that the proper course will be to re-instate the amount for depreciation and to revalue in a short time.  I remain
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/661		 15th March 1889		C Stewart Esq
My dear Sir, 		Private
	Should you happen to meet Mr Bartholomew do not say anything to him about our arrangements with you for shale as we fear that if he believed we had fixed our supply by water instead of rail he would not give us the deep water alongside our Works which he would if we were free and in a position to negotiate with him.
	Drop me a line in reply and oblige.
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence
	P.S. This arrangement with Mr B was (you will remember my mentioning) one of our principal objects in making the change and for it we have incurred the risk of getting a quality of shale equal to Featherstone which is exceedingly good.  F.S.

PSL2/663		 15th March 1889		Mr Bowman
Dear Sir,
	If you are still open to accept a new engagement and would care to pay us a visit here we would be glad to have a little conversation with you.
	We would of course pay your expenses.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons ("Omicron")    Kindly let us hear from you by return of post.

PSL2/663a		 16th March 1889		F B White Esq, London
Dear Sir,
	Referring to the interview which our representative had with you yesterday we have fully considered your suggestion to meet us in Manchester on Monday on your way north. We have however reviewed all that transpired and we think that nothing would really be gained by your seeing us on Monday. The whole circumstances are before you, you know our mind exactly on the matter and we should be glad to hear not later than Wednesday what course you propose to adopt under the circumstances. We need scarcely say that we should be exceedingly sorry to find ourselves in competition with Mr Croll with regard to the Glasgow contract.  We are Dear Sir
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/664		 16th March 1889		Messrs Back & Manson, London
Dear Sirs,
	Finding it impossible to put in the compass of a telegram the offer which we propose to make to you we wired this morning as per copy herewith.
	We are prepared to make you the following offer viz 500 toms per annum for three years of Burnt Alum, packed in strong well-made casks lined with paper, f.o.b. Liverpool at the price of £11-15-0 less a deduction of 1¼% discount. Terms of payment, cash on receipt of invoice without any deduction as interest. Or, 1000 tons per annum for three years. Or, 1500 tons per annum for three years; the terms and conditions to be the same as in the case of 500 tons. We stipulate however that in the event of your electing to take 1000 or 1500 tons per annum we would require at least three months notice before being in a position to supply at the rate of 20 tons or 30 tons per week.
	Our position at the moment is this. We have plant which will turn out 500 tons per annum now actually in operation, but if you require a greater quantity than this say 1000 or 1500 tons it would take us two to three months to put down the necessary plant to produce it.
	With respect to deliveries we would require shipment to be made in lots of 25 tons as produced.
	There is one important reservation which however we shall have to make, it is this. That in the event of the material being absolutely proved by competent authorities to be injurious we have the right to discontinue supplying the article. We have no doubt that you will agree to this because if this is proved then the material would not be wanted.
	We make the foregoing offer subject to your acceptance within one month from present date.
We are  Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/665		 21st March 1889		F P Winter Esq, 16 Bedford Row, London W C
Dear Sir,		Private
	With reference to your visit here yesterday & to the question then under discussion, we beg to say that after mature consideration we have decided not to send in a tender for the Contract, and we feel in honour bound thus at once to acquaint you of the fact.
	We would however recommend you not to be unduly influenced by the consideration of our withdrawal from competition as we heard recently in Glasgow that another party was expected to tender who was prepared to carry the products by rail. As their scheme may simply be to carry them until your Works are stopped for want of materials & then secure them, the Works, at their own figure, we think it would be well for you to act very carefully in the matter.  We remain, Dear Sir,
Yours faithfully Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/666		 21st March 1889		Mr R Bowman
Dear Sir,
	We are very sorry that through an entire oversight on our part we omitted to reply to your letter yesterday.
	We still adhere to our decision in the matter - the more so that on reflection we remember a want of precision on your part as to working results and there was also nothing to show that the management of your department of the concern had been a commercial success.
	As to indulgence in Narcotics we admire youropen ness of mind on the subject and are perfectly certain that total abstinence both from alcohol and tobacco would bring the blessing from God to you and yours that has followed the entire abandonment of these substances by many moderate drinkers & smokers.  We remain, Dear Sir,
Yours faithfully Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/668		 30th March 1889	Mrs Robert Wilson, at Denston Park, Newmarket
Dear Madam,
	In forwarding you our statement for the year 1888 we cannot but feel that we have had great cause for thankfulness in being able to hand the Legatees so large an amount during the twelve months.
	The year opened with very unfavourable prospects for the great bulk of our products and it left us with still more severe competition with them.
	Our one remaining hope for these now is in still further improvements of process (if these can be invented) to recover the profit that has been lost.
	Providentially we were enabled - mainly by realizing a large quantity of stocks - to remit the Legatees the very substantial amount to which we have referred.  We remain, Dear Madam,
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/670		 30th March 1889		Mrs Tharp, Denston Park, Newmarket
PSL2/672		 30th March 1889		Mrs D V Steuart, Oaklands, Eccles
PSL2/674		 30th March 1889		Mrs Tom Kelly, at Denston Park, Newmarket
	Text identical to PSL2/668

PSL2/676		 8th May 1889		The Gas Committee, Leeds
Gentlemen,
	We have pleasure in herewith handing you a tender for the entire production of Ammoniacal Liquor at your three Gas Works for a period of not less than three years, as per your advertisement.
	As the largest purchasers of Ammoniacal Liquor in the Kingdom, we are in a position to offer you the highest possible price.
	In the event of your accepting our offer, we are prepared to erect a works upon the most scientific principles for the manufacture of Sulphate of Ammonia, the same to be taken over at the end of the contract at a valuation made by valuers appointed by the Committee and ourselves, if the Committee elect at the end of the contract to deal in the Liquor themselves, but if the Committee do not think it advantageous to undertake the manufacture of Sulphate of Ammonia at the end of the three years, then the contract to be continued from year to year at the option of the Committee, the Committee to take over the Works at a valuation when they decide to undertake the manufacture of sulphate.
	Our long and extensive experience in dealing with Ammoniacal Liquor will, we think, be a sufficient guarantee that the Works which we shall erect will be on the most approved principles.
	It would be necessary for us to get possession of the land upon which the Works were to be built immediately upon the acceptance of this offer.
	The extent of land which we would require for carrying out our purpose would be 50 yards by 50 yards, and for this we are willing to pay an Annual Rental of £240.
	In distilling Ammoniacal Liquor you may be aware that the question of nuisance arising through the emission of Sulphuretted Hydrogen is an element of difficulty.
	Some years ago we were led to deal with this evil in a practical way and succeeded in effecting this object, and patented a process which has proved of great practical advantage, turning that which was formerly a nuisance into a source of profit. We would erect the plant for this process at the proposed works. The Bradford Corporation have been Licensees of this patent for the last five years, and we may just remark that the Chemical Works at Frizinghall were erected mainly under our direction, the object being to make them the best arranged Works of the kind in the Kingdom. Farther improvements upon these would however be carried out in the proposed Works.
	We may add that it is our intention to put up Chambers for the manufacture of Sulphuric Acid and when your Committee decide to use Oxide instead of Lime we would take our requirements of Spent Oxide from you. The use of Oxide instead of lime would, we need scarcely say, entirely do away with the nuisance arising from spent lime, as well as yield a very substantial revenue to the Committee.
	Trusting to receive a favourable reply from you.  We are, Dear Sirs,
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons
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	If the price of Sulphate of Ammonia is higher or lower, the prices of Ammoniacal Liquor shall be adjusted according to this scale

PSL2/679		 8th May 1889		Mr Lawton, Nechells
Dear Sir,
	We are pleased to inform you that we have given instructions that your salary be increased £50 (Fifty pounds) per annum dating from the 1st of this month; we have also advanced that of Mr King by £25 (Twenty five pounds) per annum.
Yours truly   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/680		 10th May 1889		Mr Rowe, Peter Spence & Sons, Goole
Dear Sir,
	We are very greatly disappointed with your results. The ammonia exhibit (12.9 tons loss out of 120 odd!!!) shows a want either of brains or of vigilance which is quite inexcusable and which has not only eaten up all our margin of profit but caused a very large loss. That you should now tell us that you are to test each still is something astonishing. Have you not been doing so throughout?
	SO3 manufacture.    You have again got wrong in this & do not even tell us the cause. We have told you over & over again that the low % of nitre in the last chamber meant the brink of the precipice.
	As to using both air engines again & the consequent expense of steam. Cui bono?
	When you make correct'ns in yr letters please put yr pen through them as above as we cannot tell often whether yr words are crossed out or no.
Yours truly   Peter Spence & Sons
	You have various figures missing from the last two days reports.

PSL2/682		 16th May 1889		F M Jeans Esq, Surveyor of Taxes, Manchester
Dear Sir, 	Peter Spence & Co.
	Since our conversation with you yesterday we find that we have paid tax throughout on our proportion of interest, but that Mr Kipping's proportion has hitherto been entirely overlooked in the Returns.
	We are extremely sorry for this oversight and for the trouble our inadvertence has given you, but are glad that your critical attitude as to our bookkeeper's methods led you to give us a call and thus enabled us to lay our whole books before you, as the result will be that we shall probably recast his present elliptical mode of arriving at his results, and any practical suggestions from you with this object will, we need scarcely say, be much esteemed.
	If in view of this you could conveniently give us one more call at an early date, we would be very much obliged.  We remain, Dear Sir,
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons
	P.S. As it is just possible that Mr Kipping may have paid tax on his Interest in his own private return we will communicate with him on this point and let you know the result.  PS&S

PSL2/684		 17th May 1889		to The Chairman, Salford Gas Committee
		Winterfield, Higher Broughton
Dear Sir,
	There are, as you are doubtless aware, a considerable number of towns whose Gas Committees supply gas stoves to their ratepayers at cost price (for cash) on consideration of their then becoming increased consumers of gas.
	As I am disposed to take a Fletcher gas cooking-stove and pay cash with order for it if it can be supplied to me on these terms, perhaps you will kindly favour me with a line to say whether your Committee are prepared to make this arrangement.  I am Dear Sir
Yours respectfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/685		 20th May 1889		Mr Gilchrist, c/o Peter Spence & Sons, Goole
Dear John, 		FIRE PREVENTION
	I would be glad if you would take the necessary measurements of the piping required and also arrange for sets of buckets (with glass fronted box for key same as here) at 3 or 4 places distributed at pretty equal distances over the Works.
	I feel quite uneasy about this matter as we are only tempting Providence to delay longer now the street hydrants [                           ]
	P.S. We saw the Salford Sulphate plant (Feldman's) this morning. It will do 9 or 10 tons sulphate per day and is a very "wiselike" substantial looking apparatus. They were making excellent sulphate from arsenical acid by means of creosote or anthracene oil in the blower and skimming.
	I hope you will find that good grey sulphate can be made at Goole in the same way.  F.S.

PSL2/688		 7th June 1889		Mr John A Richardson, 67 Blackburn Road, Church, 
near Accrington
Dear Sir,
	We are in want of a Manager for a Chemical Works which we have just decided to erect and your name has been mentioned to us.
	If you are open to an engagement of the kind we would be glad to have a little conversation with you here on Tuesday next after 11 am if that time would be convenient to you.
Yours faithfully Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/689		 11th June 1889		James Lupton Esq, Leeds Corporation Gas Dept, Leeds
Dear Sir,
	We are obliged for your communication of the 8th inst.  With regard to the question of the Committee's sanctioning the arrangement for the erection of Sulphuric Acid plant to be taken over at a valuation we beg to point out that an arrangement of this kind will certainly prove very advantageous to your Committee whether they take over the works or continue the contract, because by producing our own Acid we are enabled to pay a higher price for the Liquor than would be possible were we under the necessity of purchasing Acid from a maker.
	Obviously if the Committee decide to continue the contract there would be no capital expenditure required on their part.
	The erection of Sulphuric Acid plant by enabling us to completely utilize the Sulphuretted Hydrogen would therefore entirely do away with this source of loss as well as the nuisance which now exists. In proof of this we may point out that at our Birmingham Works where we produce Sulphuric Acid we convert the whole of the Sulphuretted Hydrogen contained in the Birmingham gas water into Sulphuric Acid, and thus the works are carried on without the slightest trace of nuisance and the Government Inspector who regularly visits the works speaks of them in the highest terms. There is we may also observe a public park adjoining and on the other side numerous dwelling houses with gardens. Besides this there is a large electro-plating works within a stone-throw of the works and notwithstanding the fact that the plated goods produced at these works are most sensitive to Sulphuretted Hydrogen we never receive a complaint of any kind from them, thus proving that our works are carried on in a most satisfactory manner.  We remain, Dear Sir,
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons
	P.S. When we mention that there is at this moment no competition in Acid in Yorkshire as the few makers which there are offer their production after agreement among themselves, we think we need say nothing much as to the desirability of the Committee (like that of Bradford) being placed in a position which would make it independent of these combinations.  P.S. & S.

PSL2/693		 11th June 1889		Mr James Maikle Junr, 12 Lorne Terrace, Maryhill,
Glasgow
Dear Sir,
	We are in want of a Manager for one of our Works and your name has been mentioned to us.
	If you are open to an engagement of the kind we would be glad to have a little conversation with you here on Monday next if that day would be convenient to you.
	We need scarcely say we would pay the expense of your journey.
Yours faithfully Peter Spence & Sons
	There is a train which leaves Central Station, Glasgow, 10 am and reaches Manchester at 3.20 pm.  If on arrival you took a cab and came direct here we would await you.  P.S. & S.

PSL2/694		 18th June 1889
Dear Mr Esilman,
	After such a long and pleasurable connection with you we need scarcely say we are sorry to learn that the failure of health has made it necessary for you to resign your position with us.
	We thank you for your kind expression of your intention to carry out your withdrawal in such a way as to inconvenience us as little as possible and sincerely trusting you may derive all the benefit you anticipate from the rest and change of occupation.  We remain, with best wishes,
Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/695		 27th June 1889		Sir John Harwood, Manchester
Dear Sir John Harwood,		Private
	We learn incidentally today through a friend who happened to meet a member of the Gas Committee that an effort is being made by the present Contractors for the Ammoniacal Liquor to induce the Committee to grant them a new contract for it continuing after their present one terminating June 1890 has expired and without submitting the same to public tender.
	We feel sure that your strong sense of justice and experience of public affairs and your consequent conviction of the necessity of adopting the most straight forward business like course to secure for the ratepayers the full market value of their property will prevent you as Deputy Chairman seriously entertaining such a proposal, but as it may have been represented to the Committee that there is little or no competition for the article and that it would serve no useful purpose to advertise for tenders for it we beg hereby emphatically to state that this is not the fact and that we are ourselves very desirous to have an opportunity of tendering for it.
	As the largest purchasers of this material in the United Kingdom we would also like to submit two or three important suggestions which you will perceive are directly in the interest of the Committee.
	1st  That tenders should be advertised for in sufficient time before the commencement of the new contract to enable competitors to erect the necessary works to manufacture the Liquor.
	If tenders are asked for immediately before the present contract expires you will see that any competition with the present contractor (whose works are up and going) will be rendered impossible. Your practical knowledge will we are sure show you that there should be a reasonable period - say 9 months or more - given for putting up Works.
	2nd  That the contract should be granted for a sufficient number of years (a) to justify the erection of works and (b) to enable the Contractors to bid a high price for the Liquor. In our view seven years would meet both these requirements.
	3rd  Our long experience in the purchase of Ammoniacal Liquor has shown us that it is much better both for Gas Committees and Contractors that there should be a clause in the advertisement for tenders of something like the following effect. "The Committee do not bind themselves to accept the highest or any tender, and any tender which offers special advantages to the Corporation although not absolutely on the lines of the above will be considered."
	There are as you are aware features of a more or less special character in the case of each particular town and thus a very enterprising and intelligent contractor is enabled by the adoption of the above course to offer a Committee advantages of a most important character which he could not lay before them if his proposal were restricted bureaucratically to the precise lines laid down in the advertisement. And inasmuch as all contractors would by the clause suggested be placed on a precisely equal footing, it results that the one whose offer gives the Committee the greatest advantages would get the due reward of his superior enterprise, resource and technical knowledge.
	We submit these suggestions with all respect and We remain  Dear Sir John Harwood,
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/699		 27th June 1889		Mr William Ross
My dear Sir, 
	Many thanks. We have seen Mr Nickson the Superintendent on the subject several times so he knows well we mean to compete.  What you say however has led me to write Sir John Harwood the Deputy Chairman by same post.  F.S.

PSL2/701		 9th July 1889		Charles Nickson Esq, Superintendent Gas Dept, Mchr
Dear Sir,
	Referring to the Advertisement for tenders for Ammoniacal Liquor of which you have kindly sent us copy enclosed we beg to hand you P.O.Order for £1-1/-  & will thank you to send us Forms of Tender & any further information which may be necessary.
Yours truly   Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/702		 16th July 1889		Sir John Harwood, Manchester
Dear Sir,
	Your esteemed communication of the 15th inst came duly to hand, in the absence of the writer on the Continent. We have also received a copy of the advertisement referred to which is quite satisfactory.
	Thanking you for your kind attention to the matter.  We remain Dear Sir
Yours faithfully Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/703		 20th July 1889		Mrs Wilson, c/o Mrs Tharp, Denston Park, Newmarket
Dear Madam,
	We are duly favoured with your communication of the 16th inst.  Whilst we cannot under the terms of the Deed of Release recognise any "principal" or "interest" as "due" to you, we beg to say that any moneys which, in the future as in the past, we may have the pleasure of handing you, we will, as you desire, lodge to your credit with the Manchester and L'pool District Bank, and reciprocating your good wishes, We remain Dear Madam
Yours faithfully Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/705		 8th August 1889		The Chairman, Gas Committee, Salford
Dear Sir,
	Herewith enclosed we beg to hand you Tender for your requirement of Sulphuric Acid for one year estimated at about 1100 tons.
	The minimum Twaddell will be 135°; any increase of strength over this to be charged pro rata.  The quality of the acid which we would supply would be the same as the twenty tons supplied last month.
	The terms of payment as follows - all invoices for acid delivered up to the end of one month to be paid for on the first Friday of the following month.  We are Dear Sir
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/706		 8th August 1889	The Chairman, The Gas Committee, Town Hall, Manchr
Dear Sir,
	In accordance with your advertisement we have pleasure in herewith handing you Tender for the Ammoniacal Liquor produced at your three Gas Works, Gaythorn, Rochdale Road and Bradford Rd, for a period of seven years.
	As the largest producer of Sulphate of Ammonia in the Kingdom we are in a position to pay you the highest possible price for your liquor.
	As there seems to be some doubt as to whether the Committee would be in a position to give us the use of the pipes already laid to the present contractor's works we have constructed our schedule on the assumption that it will be necessary for us to lay a pipe from Rochdale Road & Bradford Rd Gas Works; if however the Committee can give us the exclusive use of these pipes we are prepared to increase the prices in the accompanying schedule by the sum of one shilling (1/- ) per thousand gallons.
	Trusting to be favoured with your acceptance of same.  We are, Dear Sir,
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/708
	schedule

PSL2/709		 17th August 1889		Messrs Chance Bros, Oldbury
Dear Sirs,
	With reference to your communication of 15th inst, we are quite agreeable to supply you with another 500,000 galls of Ammoniacal Liquor at the same price & upon the same terms as the last.
	Delivery to be taken from Windsor Street as before.  We are
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/712		 4th September 1889		The Manchester Ship Canal Co.
Dear Sirs,
	As Trustees of the late Mr Peter Spence, we hold £3,000 in Mortgage Debentures on behalf of Mrs Tharp, B No.470, B No.471, B No.472, B No.473, B No.474, B No.475.  Please have the Scrip made out in the names of Francis Mudie Spence, Chemical Manufacturer and David Dick Spence, Chemical Manufacturer, both of Manchester Alum Works, Manchester. Interest Warrants to be paid into the Consolidated Bank to the credit of Peter Spence & Sons.
Yours truly  Francis Mudie Spence   David Dick Spence

PSL2/713		 7th September 1889	J S Kipping Esq, Vale Mont, Moss Lane East, Manchr
Dear Sir,
	I have today ascertained from Mr Dick the Birmingham Works result for half year ended June 30th last and now beg to hand you chq for £1190 - 13 - 6 - the amount shown by the books to be payable to you.
	Your copies of the usual documents go to you by same post.
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL2/714		 27th September 1889	Mr George H Allibon?, Sea View, Litherland Park,
Litherland
Dear Sir,
	With reference to your reply of Augt 24th to an advertisement for a Chemist we beg to say that if you are still of the same mind we would be pleased to have some conversation with you when we could interchange views on the matter.
	If you come over to see us here any day next week (when we would be at liberty between 11 and 12 mornings or from 2.30 to 4 pm) we would be happy to pay your expenses.  We are Dear Sir,
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/714a		 28th September 1889		Mr Richardson
Dear Sir,		Private
	"Faithful are the wounds of a friend". You will we are sure appreciate our motive when we say that your plan of the agitator shaft arrangement is not at all clear and betrays a want of knowledge of mechanical drawing.
	It would be better both for us and yourself if you remedied this deficiency by making yourself proficient in this acquirement.  Verbum sat sapientes!
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL2/715		 29th October 1889		Richard Roberts Esq, Liverpool
Dear Sir,
	We are arranging, if you will kindly permit us to do so, to send you, as a trifling memento of our appreciation of your most able and freely rendered services in the negotiation of our Ore contracts, copy of the new edition of Chambers' Encyclopaedia.
	The writer, who has long used the previous edition and has a high opinion of it, is ordering copy of the new issue, so we trust you will allow us at same time to arrange for this copy for yourself.
	We hope at all events you will not refuse this as a very small expression of our sense of the integrity, sagacity and always ready and untiring courtesy we have experienced at your hands during our life long relations with your house.  With warmest regard We remain Dear Mr Roberts
Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/717		 1st November 1889		Mr Richardson
Dear Sir, 	Private 		 A. Plower as Foreman
	We entirely agree with your conclusions especially in view of the facts you state as to "Billy" and the timekeeper. There are two things you will soon find out about Plower - whether you can implicitly trust him and whether he has the art of managing the men.
	He is we suppose a teetotaller. If he had been a God fearing man that would have been better still.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/718		 20th November 1889
Dear Mr Richardson,
	Since writing to you re Twivey a man has been named to us who would we think have the desired qualifications for the post of timekeeper. If therefore you decide to discharge Twivey as unworthy of confidence this man might be suitable for his place.  We will be seeing him personally tomorrow and shall then be better able to judge.
Yours truly  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/719		 23rd November 1889		The Consolidated Bank, Manchester
Dear Sirs,		Private
	`In reply to your letter of the 21st inst we beg to say that through an oversight the writer's usual written authorisation on his leaving Manchester for the signature of our cheques during his absence on 25th ulto was omitted to be sent to you.
	The chq you mention as well as the others signed by Mr David Spence on the 25th ulto are quite in order.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/720		 10th December 1889		Messrs Tennants & Co, Manchester
Dear Sirs,		Private
	With reference to the call of your Mr Winsloe here this morning and the mutual understanding arrived at, we think on farther reflection it will be quite unnecessary to state the same in writing seeing that the matter was so clearly apprehended by all present.
	Our only object in suggesting the exchange of letters was to place the matter beyond the possibility of being forgotten, but in view of the fact that there were three persons present this is really out of the question.
	We have the utmost confidence in the good faith both of yourselves and the other party interested on whose behalf also you have acted and whose full assent to the understanding you communicated to us.  We remain Dear Sirs
Very truly yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/722		 11th December 2008		Mrs Tharp, Denston Park, Newmarket
Dear Madam,
	As the Trustees of Peter Spence deceased we beg to inform you that in accordance with the Testator's directions in his Will the sum of Four thousand and Forty eight pounds & 17/6 (£4,048-17-6) has up to the present date been invested in our names in Stock as under; and that the said stock is now held by us upon trust for the benefit of yourself and your heirs upon the conditions presented in the said Will.  We remain Dear Madam
	Yours faithfully  Francis Mudie Spence   David Dick Spence

Date of purchase
Par Value
Descr of Stock
Price paid
April 3rd 1889
3,000
30 - £100 shares Manchester Ship Canal Co  - Morgage Debenture Stock
3,013- 2- 6
Novr 6 1889
400
Lancashire & Yorkshire Rly Consolidated Ordinary Stock
495- 0- 0
Novr 7 1889
300
London & Northwestern Rly Co Consolidated Stock
540-15- 0



£4,048-17- 6

PSL2/724		 23rd December 1889
Dear Mr Richardson,
	Arrange the matter of your absence as you propose. We have no doubt you will leave control of each dept in a satisfactory position while you are away. That being secured you will we trust enjoy your brief rest & change and we hope you will find your wife greatly improved in health.
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/725		 1st January 1890
Dear Mr Richardson, 		Private
	We are now only waiting the Goole results for the half year - costs per ton - to decide the question of a farther advance in your salary and with best wishes for 1890  We remain
Faithfully yours  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/726		 6th January 1890		Mrs Robert Wilson, Compton Upawa,
Christchurch, New Zealand
Dear Madam,
	We have today had the pleasure to hand you, as a Legatee of Peter Spence deceased, through the Manchester & Liverpool District Banking Co Ld King St branch cheques for One thousand pounds and Forty pounds respectively.  We remain Dear Madam
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/727		 6th January 1890		Mrs D V Steuart, Oaklands, Eccles
Dear Madam,
	Herewith we have the pleasure to hand you, as a Legatee of Peter Spence deceased, cheques for One thousand pounds and Forty pounds respectively.  Your acknowledgement of receipt of same in the accompanying form will oblige.  We remain Dear Madam
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/728		 6th January 1890		Mrs Tom Kelly, at Denston Park, Newmarket

Dear Madam,
	Herewith we have the pleasure to hand you, as a Legatee of Peter Spence deceased, cheques for One thousand pounds and Forty pounds respectively.  Your acknowledgement of receipt of same in the accompanying form will oblige.  We remain Dear Madam
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons

PSL2/732		 6th January 1890		Mrs Wilson

Augt 14 1883
To Furniture
92-18- 0
Augt 16
Keep of Colt
4-10- 0
Novr 1
Vet Surgeon
1-11- 6
Decr 5 1886
Cash
250- 0- 0
Mar 21 1887
  Do
350- 0- 0

  Do
500- 0- 0
July 12
  Do
333- 6- 8
Augt 15 1888
  Do
1077-13-10
Octr 3
  Do
1000- 0- 0
Decr 31
  Do
1000- 0- 0
Jany 6 1890
  Do
40- 0- 0

  Do
1000- 0- 0


£5650- 0- 0

PSL2/733		 6th January 1890		Mrs Kelly

Augt 14 1883
To Furniture
84- 3- 0

  Do
11- 5- 1
Mar 21 1887
Cash
500- 0- 0
July 12
  Do
333- 6- 8
Augt 15 1888
  Do
1071- 5- 3
Octr 3
  Do
1000- 0- 0
Decr 31
  Do
1000- 0- 0
Jany 6 1890
  Do
40- 0- 0

  Do
1000- 0- 0


£5040- 0- 0

PSL2/734		 6th January 1890		Mrs J S Steuart

Augt 14 1883
To Furniture
107- 6- 8

To Furniture for Mrs Tharp
28- 2- 7

  Do
11- 5- 1
Mar 21 1887
Cash
500- 0- 0
July 12
  Do
333- 6- 8

  Do  as per your letter of this date
515-16- 3
Augt 15 1888
  Do
504- 2- 9
Octr 3
  Do
1000- 0- 0
Decr 31
  Do
1000- 0- 0
Jany 6 1890
  Do
40- 0- 0

  Do
1000- 0- 0


£5040- 0- 0

PSL2/736		 17th January 1890		Mrs Tharp, Denston Park, Newmarket
Dear Madam,
	As the Trustees of Peter Spence deceased we beg to inform you that in accordance with the Testator's directions in his Will the sum of Five thousand and Eighty three pounds and eighteen shillings(£5,083-18-0) has up to the present date been invested in our names in Stock as under; and that the said stock is now held by us upon trust for the benefit of yourself and your heirs upon the conditions presented in the said Will.  We remain Dear Madam,
	Yours faithfully  Francis Mudie Spence   David Dick Spence

Date of purchase
Par Value
Descr of Stock
Price paid
April 3rd 1889
3,000
30 - £100 shares Manchester Ship Canal Co  - Morgage Debenture Stock
3,013- 2- 6
Novr 6 1889
400
Lancashire & Yorkshire Rly Consolidated Ordinary Stock
495- 0- 0
Novr 7 1889
300
London & Northwestern Rly Co Consolidated Stock
540-15- 0
Decr 24 1889
700
Midland Rly Co Consolidated Ordinary Stock
1,035- 0- 6



£5,083-18- 0

PSL2/738		 31st January 1890		Mr W J Pickford, Montpellier, France
Dear Sir,
	Since last we had the pleasure of writing to you we have completed the trials which we have had in hand for some time in connection with Soda Alum. We are now therefore in a position to come to a definite understanding with M. Augé. We may however say that as the result of these trials we shall manufacture the Soda Alum upon an entirely different principle from that described by M. Augé in his specification. In view of the very high opinion which we entertain for M. Augé, and the exceedingly pleasant character of the interviews which our Mr Spence had with him on the occasion of his visit to France, we have very carefully considered the question of the terms upon which an arrangement with him can be made.
	The following it seems to us will commend itself to M. Augé as being fair & equitable viz;
	That M. Augé assigns to us the sole and exclusive right to his Patent in Great Britain & Ireland for the period of the 14 years for which the Patent has been granted.
	In consideration of this we to agree to pay M. Augé the sum of Two Thousand Pounds, this sum to be paid in annual payments over a period of years. The amount of each annual payment to be contingent upon the amount of profit realized by us in the production of Soda Alum. Thus if we make a nett profit of £500 in 1891 we would pay M. Augé £250; if in 1892 we make £1000 then we would pay him £500; & so on until the amount of £2000 was paid; each payment to be not less than half the profit until M. Augé has received £2000 (Two thousand pounds).
	M. Augé's English Patents for Soda Alum to be maintained by him at his own expense.
	No Soda Alum manufactured by any Licensee under M. Augé's patents to be imported into England at any time during the period of the patent.
	The foregoing seems to us to be a fair & liberal proposal. In the Chemical Trade, as M. Augé knows, it is most difficult to forecast the probable success of any process. In our own experience processes which seemed to bid fair to success have proved to be disappointing, & for this reason we prefer that the payment should be contingent upon the success of the process, as indicated.
	On hearing from you that M. Augé agrees to these terms we shall have them embodied in a regularly drawn Agreement.  We remain Dear Sir
Yours faithfully  Peter Spence & Sons
	We shall of course require M. Augé to communicate to us, and to give us the sole right to work, any improvements in the manufacture of Soda Alum, which he may patent, or which may be adopted by him in his own Works.  P.S.& S.

PSL2/741		 3rd February 1890		W T Cheetham Esq
Dear Sir,
	Herewith prov'l specif'ns revised - I hope to see you in the morning. I leave for Scotland about one o'clock so please get all ready for me as early in the forenoon as possible.  My brother is unwell at home. Mr Esilman is here.
Yours truly  F.Spence

PSL2/743		 10th March 1890		W J Pickford Esq, Montpellier, France
My dear Sir,
	In reply to your letter of the 8th inst re M. Augé's soda alum patent I beg to say that you are under quite a wrong impression as to the causes of our delay in dealing with the subject of your previous letter of the 16th ulto.
	We have I freely admit acted throughout in this matter with extraordinary deliberation but it has been solely for the reasons we have already given you. In the present instance the subject has been postponed till the return to business of my brother and our chief of staff, both having for some time been hors de combat through influenza.
	Meantime I may say that I find M. Augé is quite right as to the amount originally named - £3000 - and I may add that I am myself personally disposed to pay him this amount but in the way we have previously indicated.
Faithfully yours  Frank Spence



